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Wild waited till the two horse thieves were close together. Then he let his lariat fly.
settled over the heads of the pair of them, and, jumping down.
he stepped upon the rope and held it tightly.
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Young Wild West and the Texas Trailers
-OR-

ROPINO IN THE

HOR~E

THIEVES

By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
YOUNG WJ;LD WEST IN TEXAS.

"Well, here ·we are in Texas again, boys."
, The speake.r was a noble-looking young fellow of perhaps
twenty, whose every appearance indicated that he was active,
determined and powerful.
·· Attired in a hunting-suit of buckskin, and a wealth of chestnut h.air falling from beneath the sombrero that was tipped
well back upon his head, the boy made a graceful and striking pictui'e as he sat 0n the back of magnificent sorrel stallion that ha:d just· come to a halt and was pawing the gx'ound
nervous]y.
,
.
Young Wild West, prince of the saddle and champion
dead-shot of 'the West!
· That is ·who the dasliing young horseman was.
Wit!:\ him were his in.separable friends and partners, Chey. enne Charlie, the famous government. scout, and Jim Dart,
a handsome and v1ucky boy of about his own age.
-. It was to Charlie and Jim that Young Wild West spoke, as
he brought his hon:)e to a halt at the edge of an undulating
strip Of sandy soil that was pretty well filled with cacti · as
far as the eye could reach.
"Yes, we are in Texas again, but not in the part we was
a ·few weeks ago," answered Cheyenne Charlie, as b,e glanced
around him with something like a look of disgust on his
face. ..We airi't goln' to ride through that prickly stuff, are
we?"
"Not If we can help I(" said Young Wild West.
'. "This don't seem to be the kind of a place for wild horses
to hang around," observed JiIJl Dart.
.
· "No, but just beyond this sandy stretch there are thousands ·
of acres of rich, grassy land where man is se)dom seen, and
there is where the herds are to be found."
· At the time of which we write there were parts of the Lone
Star Sbate that were almost entirely unexplored; hence it
will be seen that Young Wild West knew what he was talking
about when he spoke of the herds of wild horses to be found
in the grassy lands beyond the sea of sand and cacti.
It was a:bout iour in the afternoon of a day in the latter
part of November.
It had been a very warm day, for the balmy climate of that
portion of Texas was seldom visited by the cold storms of
winter months.
They had been in the saddle for three days, and in that
time hi:>,d not met a solitary white man.
They had come across, a few roving Indians, who were disposed to be friendly, and they had met with no end of adventures with big game.

a

Young Wild West remeined still in the saddle for the space
of five minutes, looking first to ..the north a nd then to the
south.
.
Finally he turned to his companions and said:
"Boys, it strikes me that I can see timber to the north. 1
guess we l;lad better ride that way and escape crossing this
cactus-bed."
·
"Good enough!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie. "There is
timber off there, I guess, an' where there's timber th ere's
generally water. Water is something our horses need about
now, an' I'm as dry as a fish myself."
"Let us ride r>n, then," suggested Jim Dart.
. The horsei?, though somewhat tired, seemed perfectly willmg to proceed, and soon they were approaching . the timber
which began to show for a certainty.
'
It was a good ten miles they had to cover before they would
reach it, so they allowed their horses to go at a pretty s::in:
pace.
The cactus-bed on their left kept gradually disappearing as
they rode along, and when half the distance to the timber h?.d
been covered, the ground became hilly and more fertile.
"This looks better," observed Jim Dart, as he took a survey
of the country.
"I should say it did, Jim!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.
"But look over there, boys! If that ain't a herd of antelope
I'll be shot for a prairie dog!"
The scout pointed off to the left, and there, sure enou~h.
a small herd of graceful-looking little animals could be s e~n.
The animals were moving s.wiftly ~o eastward, and when
Young Wild West had looked at them for a moment he said:
"That herd is heading for water, you can bet. Now, all we
have to do is to follow i~."
.
"And get a shot at one of the fawns, if possible," add ed
Jim. "An antelope fawn makes fine eating."
"A young buck is just as good," spoke up Charlie. "Never
shoot a fawn or a doe if you kin help it. Ther bucks, both
young. an' old, kin be spared better."
"That's so," Dart admitted. "I ought to know that. From
this time out I will remember that whenever I go to shoot
a deer or antelope."
"It is a very good policy to pursue," said Wild. "For my
part, I never believe in shooting any more of any kind of
game than is needed for food. And just now we need something, so a fat young buck will not come amiss."
"It's all right to talk about a fat young buck," remarked
Charlie, with a grin, "but ther thing is to git near enough to
ther herd to pick one off."
"I have never yet made a miss of it when I went after one,"
retorted the young dead-shot.
"I know that. But we ain't all like you. You could drop
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one of them critters half a mile off, I guess, but Jim an' me
ain't quite up to you in marksmanship."
"I don't know about that. Don't you generally bring down
what you aim at?"
"Generally."
"Well, that's all I do."
"No, you don't only generally bring down what you snoot
at; you always bring It down."
Young Wild West smi)ed.
He was used to being praised for his marksmanship by his
partners and others who knew him, and thougll he did I\Ot
care to be flattered, he did not m!nd what they said,
The herd of antelope had not seen them yet, ,and as the
wind was blowing from them, it was quite likely that our
friends would get near enough to them to get a shot.
On they rode, keeping the herd in sight.
But at the end of ten minutes it was Jost to view, as the
sagebrush and the other bushes and small tree!! in the hollow
ahead was tall enough to hide them from view.
With Wild in the lead, they kept right on.
All three had their rifles ready for instant use, for they
knew if they came upon the herd suddenly they would have to
be very quick to get a shot.
They rode on for a couple of miles, and then the shimmer
of water came to their eyes quite a distance ahead.
"There's a little Jake there." remarked Wild. "N9w, then,
just keep your eyes open."
Fortunately the ground was pretty i;oft tlle\e, and that
allowed the horses to proceed with no great degree of noise.
Nearer and nearer they approached the little sheet of water,
and presently they were close enough to see that it was
simply part of a mountain stream that broaden ~ q out over
a piece of lowland.
As they were now within a hundred yards of it, Wild
brought his horse down to a halt, the others Instantly following suit, which they always did when their young leader
made a move.
Just then there was a fierce scampering through the bushes
near the shore of the Jake.
The antelopes had seen them!
Young Wild West sat as still as a statue in th e1saddle for ~
instant, and then his r\fle suddenly flew to h\s shoulder,
Crack!
_As the whip-like report rang out, Charlie and Jim saw an
antelope leap high into the air and then disappear.
"That is enough, boys,'' said Wild, coolly. "One will jio
us, I guess."
"How In blazes did you catch sigl:\t of that fe)Jer?" as~ed
Cheyenne Charlie, In surprise.
"By watching that open spot over there," was the reply.
"I didn't see any of 'em, did you, Charlie?"
"No, not until Wild fired and dropped that fellow."
"Well, I saw a big buck drive one of them off to the left,
and that I& the one I drew bead on. It Is a YOUI\g buck, you
can bet, for the older ones always chase the young ones, you
. know."
"That's right."
There was no need of being cautious any longer, :;;o they
rode quickly to the spot where the animal had leapeq into tne
air and dropped behind the bushes.
When they got there they found it was a young buck, sure
enou gh, artd Charlie quickly dismounted and bled the body.
Wild and Jim helped, him, and they soon had the carcass
dressed and the haunches and -parts of the loln cut from it."
"Now, we will go on till we strike a good_place to camp,"
said our hero.
When tjle wooded country was at length reached they had
no difficulty in finding a suitable place to spepcl the night.
They had followed tlle stream that flowed into the lake,
and t hat gave th em the water they needed.
Though they had no te!)t with tl1em, they had both, woolen
and rubber blankets, and In case of rain they would be pretty
well protected.
Some steaks of the antelope meat were cut off and hung up,
and th en Charlie picked up his rifle and walked up the rocky
rise that was n ear tllem.
"I'm goi11' to look for a bear," he said.
"Go ahead," answered Wild. "I l:tope you !ltrilrn half a
dozen of them, for then you will be satisfied. You are death
or? bears, it reems."
"I r eckon I am, Wild," and the scout smiled. "It struck
me as soon as we &topped here that it was just ther kind of
place to find bears. You jest wait, now, an' I'll bet it ain't
! n:or e'n ten m in utes befor e yo u hc:.:.r thcr crack of my ril1c."

"Go ahead," exclaimed Jim, taking out his watch. "I'll time
you on that."
The tall man swung his rifle over his shoulder and stalked
off .for the lllazes of underbrush that grew on the hilly ground.
Wild and Jim put the finishing touches to their camp and
then sat down.
"That ten JUinutes must be pr1;itty nearly up," said Jim,
@.fter a t1111e,
He pulled out his watch.
"Jove!" he added. "It is just up. I guess--"
· At that very insta1\i a shot sounded not far distant.
Young Wild West broke into a laugh.
"Charlie"has kept his word, I guess," h e observed.
"Yes, I guess he has. That is rather queer that he should
shoot just on the moment, isn't It?"
"He may have done it purposely."
"That's so. I am going to hunt him up and find out, just
for the fun or it."
Dart got up and, taking his rifle, started in the direction the
scout had taken.
JJ.lst tl\en anoth~r shot rang out.
That made him hurry.
He clambered over a pile of rocks to take a short cut, and
was hurrying through a little gully, when suddenly a roughJooklng man appeared before him with a leveled r evolver.
"Hold on, my friend!" said the stranger In a low tone.
"Uo:n't make ~ move, or say a w.ord. If you do you'll drop
dead in your tracks."
Taken completely by surprise, there was nothing for
Jim to do but to obey the man.
"I reckon you wish you'd k ept away from here now, don't
You?" went on the fellow, grinning and showing a couple of
yellow fang& that protruded from his mouth like the fangs
of a wild beast.
"I don't know what you mean," retorted Jim, who had now
recovered his coolness. 1'1 came here to see how my fri end
was making out hunting bears. I had no idea that there was
any one here but l\im."
"Oh, you didn't, did you? You talk very nice, I see. Do
you think that you can mak.e me believe that you ain't h ere
lookin' for me an' mY pards ?"
"I don't know wl:\ether J can make you be~ieve it or not,
but I assure you that I had no idea that you was here; neither
do I ·know who you are, Jf you are after what little money I
have got, I advise you to let me alone and go about your business. as quickly as you can. If you don't you will surely get
into trouble. I am I\Qt alone here, I want you to understand."
The face of the man clouded for an instant, and he showed
signs of being just a trifle uneasy.
"You don't know who I are, then?'' he ventured to say.
"No, sir; I don't know who you are. I never saw you
before, nor I never !leard of you, as far as I know. Tell me
wh9 you are, and theµ. I will know."
Jim had been raising his voice as he talked.
He did thii> 011· purpose to attract the attention of Wild, and
tn llls nterest a!)d xcitement the man had failed to take
note of it.
-•you ain't arou11d jlere lookin' for horse thieves, then?"
"No."
"I don't believe you, an' to k.eep my word tl)at I was goin'

to shoot tller first one wllat tried to catch ;me, I'm goin' to
drop you!"
"Hauds up, you miserable scoundrel! '' cried the voice of
Young Wild West at that moment, and the next instant the
dashing prince of the saddle stepped before the man.
· There was such a ring of eommanq in the voice that the
villain obeyed before he really knew what he was .doing.
- µp we!lt l:\ls b,ands, though be still held fast to the revolver.
"Drop that shooter!"
Down went the rl'lvolvt'lr, striking ~he ground with a thud.
"Now, then, w,ho are you- tell me, quick!"
"I'm Sam Ple~ce."
"Sam Pierce, iih? Well, I never heard of YOJ.l. What were
you going to shoot mY friend for?"
"Notllin'."
"Nothing, eh? Well, I am going to shoot you for something!"
CHAPTER II.
A QU.A,RTE TTE OF COWARDS.

Crack.l
The r eport of Young Wild West's revolver rang out, and
Sam Pierce, as he called himself, utter ed a yell of pain,
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while a tiny stream of blood began to trickle from his right after this, and then Young Wild West crept a little neo.rer,
;ar.
so he could see the men who were doing the talking.
He carefully parted a bu sh and saw four of about the
Crack!
roughest-looking characters he had looked upon in a long
Again the weapon spoke.
Another yell of pain from the villain; and he dropped to the time.
They all wore red shirts, and were about as dirty and
ground and rolled over as though in great agony.
"Get up, you fool!" cried the boy, sternly. "You are not repulsive looking as a lot of Digger Indians.
Sam Pierce had taken his stand against a tree, and had
hurt. I only grazed your ears, just to show you what I could
his hand on the butt of his remaining revolver, while be
do if I only tri ed. Get up, I say!"
Pierce boimded to hois feet as though he had been sitting on a glared at the others defiantly.
The blood was trickling from both his ears, and this did
hu ge spring.
not have the effect of improving his ugly appearance any.
"Don't shoot again!" he cried. "Don't!"
Near the men was a pile of fagots ready to be lighted,
"Ge t away from here, then. Get away, do you hear! If
I see you around here again, or any one that looks like you, with some cooking utensils lying about, while the carcass
of a deer lay on the ground.
I'll aim for the heart next time!"
A few yards distant their horses were tied with bl.riats,
The r a scally man needed no second bidding.
the saddles and bridles removed from them.
Off he ran as though his very life depended upon it.
It was unquestionably the camp of a quartette tJf des'"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Jim.
Just then Cheyenne Charlie came running to the spot, his peradoes.
Young Wild West studied the face of each of them for a
rifle raised, ready to begin shooting.
moment, and then came to the conclusion that they were a
"What's ther matter, boys?" he called out.
"I have just been giving Sam Pierce a lesson, that's all," bad lot, but not so very dangerous, so long as a person was
facing them.
retorted Wild.
"A lot of sneaking cowards," he thought. "Jim says the
"S:1.m Pierce? Who is he ?"
'"I'h:ct is more than I can tell. But look out! He might fellow admitted that he was a horse thief, and I guess that
be back wi th a crowd at his back, and then we will have is about right."
Our hero remained there for five minutes longer, and
trouble on our hands."
"He's a horse thief," said Jim. "He said as much to me then finding that the men became friends and showed no
signs of leaving the camp to look for the two boys Pierce
before you came, Wild."
"Well, let's get back to our camp, then. He must have had told them about, h e left the spot band ma de his way back
to the camp, which was in the neigh orhood of a .quarter of
fri ends a round somewhere."
a mile away.
"I've got to git ther bear I shot," spoke up the scout.
He found Jim seated at the foot of a tree with his rifle
"You shot one, then?"
"Yes ; I took a long shot at one, so as to be in tiler time I In his hands, ready for anything that might chance to turn
sa id when I left. Ther first shot didn't kill him, so I had up.
"I found them," he said.
to gi ve him another one. He's a big feller, too, an· he's only
"He had friends, then," answered Dart.
about two hundred yards from here."
"Yes, three of them. They are camped not far away."
"All right, then," and Wild spoke in a low tone so in case
"They must be horse thieves, for he asked me if I was not
any on e was listening he could not be heard. "All right, then. looking for horse thieves."
You go back and attend to your bear; Jim, you get back to
"They look as though they might be-or something worse,
tho camp, and I'll follow up the fellow I just started away for they are about as bad and dirty a looking set as I have
from here."
seen in some time."
Tha t was enough.
"It is a wonder they don't try to hunt us up and get reNeither Charlie nor Jim demurred, but did just as they were venge."
·
told.
"They will do that when they think we are not looking for
Wild quickly found the trail of Sam Pierce.
them."
It was an easy matter to do this, since the bushes and
"You think they will, eh?"
weeds gr ew in rank profusion around there, and he had
"Yes, that is my impression of them. They would not put
crushed them right and left as he ran.
up much of a fight while any one was facing them."
Our hero hastened along as fast as he could go without
At this juncture Charlie came in with the pelt of a bear
making too much noise.
and the two hams.
The trail led in a direction opposite to that in which the
"Got back, hey?" he said, Inquiringly, as he 100ked at the
camp of our fri ends was located.
dashing young dead-shot.
Wild kept on for the space of perhaps five minutes.
"Yes." And our hero told him what he had seen and
Thf:n he· suddenly heard voices talking excitedly, but not heard.
·
vrry loud.
"Horse-thieves, hey? I wonder what they ar~ doing up
I nstantl y h e came to a halt and listened.
here in this wild country? I didn't know the1 e was any
man
a
heard
he
this?"
all
done
what
boy
a
vras
it
"Yon say
ranches around here.''
i.;o.y , in :i, d oubt ing tone.
"It looks to me as though they have been d1 iven here,"
" YC's, it was a boy," retorted another, who was unques· observed Jim, after he had thought for a minute or two.
tion abl y Sr.m P ierce.
"That is about the size of it," said Wild. "They are being
"l-Ic br ought th er blood from each of yer ears an' then hunted by some of the people they have stolen from, no
ch :::s~d yer ;:i,way?"
doubt."
"Tl1at's j<>st what h e done."
"Well, if there are only four of 'em I guess we kin manage
on
landed
he
when
boy
" An' you h a d tiler drop on another
'em if they come around to make trouble for us," observed
yer?"
Charlie, as he deposited his load on the grass. "Jim, I reckon
"Ye s."
you'd better light a fire. It's gittin' 'long toward supper"The re wr s only two boys, then?"
time, If I'm any judge. I reckon that tiler antelope steaks
"That's all I seen."
are all right to cook now."
"Woll, S2rn . jest t ell it over again, won't yer? It's ther
"Oh, yes; they aro all right," answered Dart, and then he
greatest t h ing I ever heard of! I'd like to see a boy use me set to work gathering up wood to make the fire.
ti.l a t way!"
There was plenty of it about, so he soon had a blaze going,
while a thin column of smoke arose il1 the air.
"Or me, either," spoke up anoth er.
"That will give tb.e four rascals a chance to locate us,"
"You ca n't tell what you'd do in a case like that," came
said .our hero, as he looked at the smoke. "I guess I'll move
frc m a fourth party.
"See her e," cried Pierce, raising his voice and speaking over toward their camp and watch th em a little, while you
an grily. "I reckon I ain't afraid of no man livin'. Ther fellows are getting supper ready."
His companions nodded, so he promptly started 01.1 1.
boy got th er drop on me, an' as there was somethin' about
Wild had not gone far when he beard stealthy fo~. ?'~ ps
him th at t old me I had better do jest as he said, I done it. If
any of you fellers think I acted cowardly" jest say so, an' I'll approaching.
-. r ll,
"One of them is coming to spy on us," he thought.
pu tty qui ck show yer that I ain't no coward. I kin whip
any one of yer in any way yer want to fight, an' you all I will give him a surprise."
He dropped behind a small clump of btlshes and romai!~ed
kn ow it. Now, shet up about it."
'l'here was a silence for the space of a couple of seconds perfectly quiet.
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Two seconds la ter he saw the figure of a man stealing along.
He recognized him instantly as being one of the quartette
he had seen in the camp.
But it was not the fellow he had frightened by grazing
his ears by a couple of bullets.
It was one of the men who had sneered at Pierce because
he had. allowed a boy to handle him.
A smile came over the face of Young Wild West.
He waited till the man was right by the bush, and then
with a bound he was on his feet in front of him.
"What are you doing, my friend?" he asked; covering him
with a revolver.
The fellow was so surprised that he could hardly find words
to make an answer.
But finally he managed to blurt out:
"I ain't goin' nowhere; I'm jest lookin' around. Who are
you? What are yer p'intin' your shooter at me fur? I ain't
nothin' to you."
"You are a pretty inquisitive sort of a fellow, I should
say, by the way you ask questions," 'Vild remarked, as he
placed his hand on the man's shoulder. 'Now, you come
right along with me; I will show you the camp of the people
you are trying to locate."
"I ain't tryin' to locate anybody."
"Yes, you are. You thought Sam Pierce was a fool to let
a boy touch up his ears with hot lead, and you thought you
would sneak around and get a chance to shoot that same boy
for doing it. I am the boy, my dear sir." '
The villain's eyes dropped under the piercing gaze Young
Wild West bestowed u:con him.
But he was fast recovering himself, and his hand was
beginning to move toward his belt.
"Do you want to lose a finger or two?" asked Wild, just as
though he was talking in a friendly way.
"I reckon I don't," was the reply.
"Well, keep your hands away from your belt, then. If you
should get them too close to the shooters you have there I
might fire a couple of times and then you would be crippled
in the hands, most likely."
"It seems to me that you are a pretty cool hand, young
feller. Who are you, anyway?"
"My name is Young Wild West."
"Well, I never heard of you afore, but you jest about lay
over anything I ever did meet. You've got ther drop on .me,
boy, an' I cave. What do you want me to do?"
''! want you to come to our camp with me. 'l'hen you can
go back and tell your three frien ds just how it looks and
how many there are of us. Now, come on."
The fellow had folded his arms across his breast now, and
without the least hesitation he moved along as Wild put a
little pressure on his arm.
Straight into camp Young Wild West led him, and when
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart saw him coming they looked
up in surprise.
"Here is a fellow who wants to see our camp and find out
how many there is of us," said Wild, coolly.
The scout removed his hat and bowed with mock politeness.
"Glad to meet you, sir," he exclaimed, with a grin.
The villain smiled in a sickly sort of way.
It was a joke, as he understood, but just how much of a
one it was going to be for him he could not conjecture.
"Sit down, Mr. --," said Wild.
"My name are Pills-Dan Pills."
"A fine name, I must say."
"I can't help it. That's my name."
"Well, l\fr. Pills, just take a good look around here, will
you?"
"I don't want to see anything here."
"Well, you want to tell your friends how you found things,
don't you?"
"I don't know as I do."
"But they are waiting for you to come back and tell them
how you made out, you know."
"Say," said the man, suddenly, "what's the use of foolin'
any longer? .Jest let me go back to my gang, won't yer? I
promise that we'll git right out of this part of ther country
as soon as we eat our grub."
"You will promise me that?"
nYes."

"But suppose Sam Pills don't agree to such a thing?"
"He'll ;i,grPe to it."
"You are sure of that?"
"Yes.''

"\Vlly arc you so sure?"

"Because we was goin' to light out, anyhow, jest as soon as
we could. We don't intend to stay around here. We've got
some friends we're goin' to meet about a hundred miles from
here."
"Well, Dan Pills," remarked Young Wild West, after he
had thought a moment, "I don't know as I have got anything particular against you, so you can go on about your
business. It makes no difference to us whether you and
your gang leave this vicinity or not. · All you want to do is
to keep away from us and not come 'Sneaking around our
camp. If you . do you are going to get shot, that's all. Goo·devening."
The villain started off as if he had received an electric
shock.
"Good-by," he answered. "I reckon it is ther last you'll
ever see of me, Young Wild West."
Our friends laughed heartily at the man's manner.
"He was about as glad to get away as any one I ever saw,"
said W'ild. "And he was one who was censuring the leader
of tbe gang for allowing me to take the fight out of him.
I guess they are a crowd that don't amount to a great deal,
as far as grit is concerned."
Jim was busily engaged in broiling the steaks now, and
as the appetizing odor came to their nostrils, Wild and
Charlie began to grow very hungry.
A few minutes later they were enjoying the meal just as
though there-was not a bad man or any sort of danger within
.
a hundred miles of them.
But there was nothing careless about Young Wild West.
Before it was time to turn in for the night he arranged it
so one of them would be on the watch continually.
Nothing disturbed them during the night, and after a
hearty breakfast in the morning they were ready to resume
their journey.
CHAPTER III.
THE TEXAS TRAILERS.

The sun had been up less than an hour when Young Wild
West and his two partners started off in a northeasterly direction.
They were now satisfied that they would not strike the
big cacti beds, as they were on higher ground.
Texas horses were very plentiful in those days, and as they
were good ones, they found a ready sale in the north.
Wild and his companions had bought several carloads and
had them shipped to Weston, where the pioneer resident of
the hustling mining town, Dove-Eye Dave by name, sold
them at a profit for the partners.
Catching and taming wild horses was a pleasure that not
only Young Wilds liked, but his friends as well.
Not having anything particular to keep them home, they
had journeyed south to that part of Texas were there were
supposed to be plenty of horses in their real wild state.
They knew there was a town somewhere within sixty miles
of the border that was occupied l:iy horse-herders principally,
and where the bronchos and wild horses were tamed before
being sold.
1 This was the place they were heading for when they came
to the desert of sand and cacti.
After riding along for a couple of hours Wild called a halt
beneath a group of trees and proposed that they take a rest
for a little while.
He wanted to climb one of the trees and look around the
country a bit.
As soon as he told Charlie and Jim wha t he was going to
do, they were both anxious to go up aad take a look around,
·
too.
"Well, I guPss there will be no harm in all of us climbing
up," he answered. "Come on."
Leaving their horses to browse, lhey each picked out a
tree, and then, as though then ''ere running a race, they went
up.
'fhere was little or no difference in the time they made getting to the top of the trees.
All were strong and a thl etic and v.ery good at climbing.
As they looked over the broad expanse of prairie ahead of
them, they caught sight of a party of horsemen riding off to
the south.
! There were at least a dozen of them, and all appeared to
I be well mounted.
Wild looked ul them intently fo r a momcr.l, and th en c::me
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to the conclusion that by turning a little more to the south age to get a couple of half-hitches around his nose I'll bring
him to terms."
themselves they would soon meet them.
With a shrill whinny the horse reared in the air and then
"We might as well fall in with those men," said he. "They
look as though they might be honest fellows, and we need a came plunging toward Young Wild West.
·
•
Wild qui ckly saw a way to get the best of him.
little information from some one, I think."
He gave the slackened lariat a sharp twist and caught it
"That's what we do," declared Charlie. "I reckon we are
und er the fore -legs of the white horse.
kinder lost like in this strange place."
Then he gave Spitfire a sharp turn to the left.
"I don't know as we are exactly lost," spoke up Dart.
There was a quick jerk, and the wild steed was thrown to
"But we may be 'traveling out of our way just because we are
not acquainted with the lay of the country. · I agree with the ground with a thud.
Wild was on the ground almo~t instantly.
Wild when he says it will be a good idea for us to ride ahead
and meet those fellows."
Before the horse could get up, he had flung himself forAfter viewing the country from all sides and seeing n.o ward, and was holding down its head with all his might.
Spitfire began cavorting around, whinnying as though angry,
further signs of any human beings, they descended to the
something our hero had never seen him do before.
ground and mounted their horses.
"I believe he really wan ts to accept the challenge of this
The party of mounted men could not be seen from the
ground, owing to the scrub timber that was scattered here fellow and fight it out," thought Wild. "Well, I guess not.
Whoa, there! Whoa, Spitfire! Stop that, I say!"
and there over the sloping land.
The handsome sorrel obeyed, but seemed reluctant to do so.
But our hero knew the proper course to take, and at a stiff
gallop they set out.
"Don't forget that you have been tamed, old fellow!" called
The little rest the horses had taken had done them good, out his mast er. "Don't get jealous, either, for I am not going
_
to let this fellow take your place, though he is indeed a
for they seemed to want to go.
In about ten minutes they suddenly emerged into an open beauty."
Wild soon got the necessary half-hitches about the nose of
spot on the level plain, and then the party of horsemen came
the struggling animal, and then, after taking another turn
in plain view about a mile distant.
"We will ride right for them," said Wild, and he turned around his neck, he let him get up.
The captured horse danced and pranced around madly, makhis horse's head in the proper direction to do it.
so
Just then a herd of horses suddenly appeared from a point ing savage attempts to bite and kick the boy who was
near the doz en riders, and with the speed of the wind came calmly holding him.
Our hero had to use all his tact to get the creature over to
toward our three friends .
he made
It took but a single glance to tell . Young Wild West that the cluster of trees, and as soon as he got him there
the horses were those that had been foaled in their natural the lariat fast to one of them.
This bei ng done, he turned to look for his partners and the.
wildness, and that being the case, he made up his mind that
horsemen.
they were entitled to as many of them as they could catch.
He saw them all at one time.
The Government owned the lands, and at that time the
Charlie and Jim had secured the horses they had lassoed,
wild horses to be found there were the property of those who
and they were now in the midst of the riders who had started
were lucky enough to catch them.
the herd.
"Get yo ur lariats r eady, boys!" exclaimed the young dead- to chase
As our hero looked at them, he noticed that the strangers
shot, his cheeks glowing with the prospect of an exciting
were very angry over something.
horse hunt before him.
The group was a couple of hundred yards from him, and,
There were not more than twenty in the herd, it being· a
quickly mounting Spitfire, he rode over.
small one.
"How are you, gentlemen!" he called out. "What appears
But the steeds were spirited and vicious-looking in the exto be the difficulty?"
treme.
"These fellers are mad because we bothered with ther her<i.
"\Ve must each get one of them," said Wild. "Those felwas
lows are heading for them now, so we will show them that of horses, " answered Cheyenne Charlie. "They say theywhole
chasin' it to a place where they could have caught ther
we know something about throwing a lasso, too."
"Whoopee!" cried Cheyenne Charlie, delighted at the op- of them if we hadn't interfe red."
"Well." if that is the case, it is too bad that we did interportunity to try himself on a native wild horse.
The herd now saw the men pur suing it, and tho animals put fere; but we 'did not know it, you see."
themselves to the top of their speed.
The last remark was made to all hands, and Wild looked
But they did not appear to notice that they were running at the strangers to see how they took it.
He saw instanlly that they were in for a quarrel.
almost directly for our three friends.
Though a decent-looking of men, they were evidently of
Tho next minute a clump of trees shut U .em off from the
sight of Wild and nis partners, and then thei:t galloped ahead, the sort who like to have things pretty much their own way,
no matter whether others are satisfied or not.
ready to tackle them when they showed up again.
One of them, who was evidently the leader, turned to Wild
It could not have happened any nicer, for r'6 the horses came
and said:
past the trees our three friends were right' upon them.
"Young feller, you an' your friends made a big mistake in
Whirling their lariats in the air, they caused the herd to
botherin' that herd of horses. You'd no business to tackle 'em
spilt and run in every direction.
when you seen us ridin' after 'em. But since you did tackle
Whir! Whir! Whir!
'em, an' caught three of 'em, we'll take charge of 'em an' call
'T hree lassos went flying through the air.
Wild threw to the right, Charlie to the leift and Jim in the ther thing square."
"Oh, no," was the reply, while Young Wild West showed his
center.
teeth in a smile. "You will have to call It square without
Neither of them missed, either.
Both Charlie and Dart caught their game about the legs and taking the horses. We caught the horses, and they are ours.
threw them readily enough, but Wild managied to get his lasso I guess we can settle it some other way, though."
The leader of the horsemen looked at the boy in astonishover the bead of a big white stallion.
He did this purposely, because he wanted to tame the horse ment.
gradually.
He had not expected any such a reply as that.
"Youngster," said he, frowning fiercely, "do you know who
He knew the creature would have to be a wonder to run
you are talking to?"
away from Spitfire.
"No; I have never had the pleasure of meeting you before,
Not paying the lea.st attention to his com))•anions, who were
bound to ha:Ye plenty of exercise in their efforts to hold their or of hearing your name. Wh.o are you, please?"
"I'm Lem Spokes, an' I'm ther leader of ther Texas
captives, Wild allowed the lariat to tightein just sufficiently
Trailers."
to choke the wild steed a little and then l& the sorrel out.
"I am pleased to meet you, Mr. Spokes. My name is Young
Straight ahead the white stalllon went foir a hundred yards,
Wild West, and I am from the town of Weston up in the Black
and then the daring boy began to take in. a little slack.
Suddenly the frightened animal stopped and. stood stock- Hills. I came down here in Texas on a business and plt>a.sure
trip combined. I hope we shall be friends, my dear sir, for I
htill.
With straightened ears and dilated nostrils the creature rather like your appearance, though I must say that you have
a rather pompous way about you. But I suppose I am not
gazed defiantly at the sorrel.
"Ah," thought Wild; "so he means fight, does he? Spitfire, used to you, and when we get bet.tor acquainted I will r.ot :
old boy, you must look out for his heels. If I can only man- notice it at all."
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There was not one of the riders who were not amazed at
what the boy said.
The leader of the Texas Trailers frowned worse than ever.
"See here," he cried, angrily, "if you are trying to make
fun of me, you have barked up the wrong tree. You je&t take
my advice now, an·· git away from here as fast as you kin.
If you don't, we might decide that y.ou are horse thieves, an'
then you'd string from a tree putty quick."
"Mr. Lem Spokes," answered Wild, in a ringing tone, "I
1hardly think .that you own this land, or that you own the
three horses that we have caught; therefore, we are going to
keep the horses and remain around here as l.ong as we please.
Now, if you are not satisfied with this, just try to make us go
away !"
"Thunderation! Take that, you young--"
The man intended to finish the sentence as he hit Wild a
blow in the face, but he did not do so.
Our hero very neatly dodged the blow, and then struck the
!rate leader of the Texas Trailers across the mouth with the
fl.at of his hand.
"If you are looking for a muss, Lem Spokes, just start right
in."
"Look out, there!
Behave yourselves!" cried Cheyenne
Charlie, as some of the men made moves to draw their revolvers. "You fellows started ther row; now we're goin' to
finish it."
The very audacity of the thing to ok the nerve from the men.
They had never experienced anything like it before.
They numbered twelve-and were hardy plainsmen used to
all sorts of dangers-and here were two boys and a man stack-'
ing up against them.
When Wild struck the leader he knew there would be
trouble. '
But he was prepared for It.
He did not want to shoot him, for he was pretty well satisfied that he was an honest fellow.
Lem Spokes was about as mad as a man could well be, as
soon as he realized that he had missed the b.oy and been hit
by him. He made a grab for his r evolver.
"Let go of that!" sternly cried Young Wild West. "If you
touch that shooter I'll cut the corner of your right eyelid with
a bullet."
"An' if any of you fellers lift a gun to interfere y.ou'll go under so quick that you won' t never know what struck you!"
added Cheyenne Charlie.
"That's right, gentlemen," spoke up Jim Dart, who sat in the
saddle, a revolver in either hand. "Just take things easy,
now."
Though the two horses Charlie arid Jim had caught were
struggling to get away, they paid not the least attention to
them.
They had 11omething else. on hand.
The ride rs remained strangely silent as they saw that the
three unquestionably had the drop on them.
They knew that if they made a move to fight it out some
of them would go under before the battle was won.
None of them wanted to die just then.
And, besides, they felt that there had really been no cause
for them to shed blood.
"Gentlemen," observed Young Wild West, alter perhaps a
pause of two seconds, "I begin to think that you are a pretty
sensible lot of men. We did not come here for the purpose
of interfering with you at all, and because we caught three
wild horses, and you failed to get any, does not signify that
we will have to give up the ones we caught to you and then
leave the country like a lot of whipped dogs. We are not
used to doing things that way. Up in the Black Hills, where
we live, we try to run things straight; and if you had been
up there, instead of here. and tried this trick, the cl1ances
are that you wou ld have been stretched out before this-the
whole l.ot of you!"
·'Say ! " exclaimed Lem Spokes suddenly, "l~t's call It quits,
will yer? You beat anything I ever seen draw a shooter, you
do!"
"Certa inly we will call it quits, if you say so," answered the
da shing prince of the saddle.
•·You said your n ame was Young Wild West, didn't yer?"
"Yes, that's my name, and these are my partners, Cheyenne
Charlie and Jim Dart."
"Hooray for Young Wild West, boys! He's ther nerviest
piece of st<Li'f I've ever met!" cried the leader of the Texas
1'railers.

CHAPTER IV.

.

WILD AND

:ins

PARTNERS JOIN TIIE TEXAS TRAJLERS.

It was wonderful to see how quickly the men of the Texas
Trailers joined in and gave a cheer for the boy who had conquered their leader.
.
They seemed to be much relieved, to.o, and they fairly made
the welkin ring with their shouts.
"Thank you, gentlemen," said our hero, taking off. his hat.
"I am glad you feel so friendly toward us. Now, then, I would
like to ask if you can tell us if there is a town anywhere
around here where horses are tamed and offered tar sale in
lots?"
"I reckon we can answer that all right," replied one of the
men. "It's Bangle Green that you mean. We all hail from
there, we do."
"Good! How far is it from here?"
"About thirty miles, I should reckon."
"Thank you. That's where we are heading f.or."
"Well I am sorry we made a mistake in you fellers," said
Lem Sp~kes, who appeared to be rather sheepish. "Now, then,
I want to· ask you fellers a question."
"We will only be too glad to answer it, if we can,,. was the
reply from our hero.
"Did you meet any strangers on ther way over here?"
"Yes, four of them-pretty touch rascals, too, but rather
cowardly."
"Ah!" exclaimed Spokes, turning to his men. "Them's ther
horse-thieves, as sure as guns, boys!"
"Yes, they were horse-thieves," spoke up Jim Dart, "for one
of them admitted, it to me."
"Them's ther s1rnnks all right!"
"One of them is named Sam Pierce," said Wild.
"Yes!"
Seeing that the men were what he first took them to behonest fellows--our hero told them just what had occurred at
their meeting with Sam Pierce.
The Texas Trailers opened wide their eyes.
They had just seen enough of our three friends to make them
feel satisfied that they were just a little bit quicker than the
ordinary run, so they believed every word that Wild told them.
Lem Spokes began to get more pleasant all the time.
He seemed to have forgotten the fact that he had been
slapped In the mouth by a boy.
But it was just as well for him that he did try to drive the
incident from his mind, for he was really a good man, and a
fight between him and our hero might have ended disastrously
for him.
"Say," said one of the men, as Wild started to get the white
stallion. "Say, we've got what yer call a temporary quarters fur ther h.orses we git hold of. It's right back here a
couple of miles. You fellers kin put them three critters you've
got in with ours, if you want to, till you git ready to take them
over to ther town."
"We had an idea of going over to the town as soon as we
could get there," retorted Wild. "But if you think we can
gain anything by remaining around here for a while, we will
do so."
"Couldn't you go along with us and help us rope in them
four h.orse-thieves you met?" asked Lem Spokes.
"It won't be necessary for all of you to go to do that. There
are only four of them, and two good men could easily capture them."
"Maybe they could, an' then may be they couldn't. But that
ain't all there is of 'em. There's about forty of ther gang
scattered around. Them four you fellers saw was jest run
out of Bangle Green ther day afore yesterday, an' I s'pose
they're huntin' up the rest. They've stolen more'n a hundred
horses in ther past six weeks, an' that's why we've organized
this band which we call ther T exas Trailers. We are goin'
to trail ther hone-thieves down till we rope 'em in, you kin
bet."
"So that is h.ow it is, eh?" and Wild nodded. "Well, if all
of 'em are anything like the four we met, it won't be such
an awful job to rope them in. I'll guarantee that myself and
two partners here can take care of a dozen like them."
"I reckon .you kin," spoke up one of the trailers. "You
showed us how s.oon you wfls a little while ago."
"How far did you say it was to the place where you kept the
horses?" asked Wild, chan ging the subject.
"Not quite two miles back of here. We've got about t'•~
dozen corraled there now."
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"Well, I guess I'll ride that wild stallicn over there, then,
and give him his first lesson."
"What!" and the horsemen looked at him in amazement.
"That won't be such a difficult thing to do, you know. Jim
and Charlie will ride their catches over, too. We will do it
bareback. Haven't you never seen anything done like that
before?"
"Ye.s: I've seen fellers ride w!ld bronchos, after gittin' all
mussed up for an hour or two. But these here I reckon are
wuss nor bronchos. You'd better not try to ride 'etn, 'cause
we can't wait to see ther fun.''
"It won't take more than five minutes to get them headed
for your corral, and then we will get there as soon as we
would on our regular mounts, and perhaps a little sooner."
"Well," and Lem Spokes looked as though he did not know
whether Wild was joking or not, "I reckon we'll wait an' ride
over to ther corFal with yer, if you'll come back with us an'
help us hunt up thel' cattle-thieves."
"We will do that, won't we, boys?"
"Yes," came from Dart and the scout.
"Well, then, we will tackle these wild horses no~ and s.liow
you how we break them up in Weston."
Charlie and Jim seemed perfectly will!ng to make the attempt to ride to the corral on the vicious, w!ld creatures, and
when Wild dismounted and took the bridle fr.om the sorrel,
they followed his example.
When they had removed the bridles they left their horses
in charge of the men, and each tackled the prize he had lassoed.
Then there was some exciting work for a while.
But in much quicker time than the 'l'exas Trailers reckoned
on the wild steeds were bridled.
"We don't need any saddles!" called out our hero. "We will
go it bareback this trip."
·
The Trailers insisted on helping them to mount, and a
couple of minutes later all three weiie giving a thrilling circus performance with the animals.
It is nq easy m,:ttter for a man or boy to ~eep on the bare
back of a horse when the animal does not want him there.
But Youn~ Wild West knew just how to do it, and as he had
taught his partners much of what he )l:new, they all st~ck
on and kept the horses on the move.
"Show us the way t<i the corral!" excla,ill')ed Wilq, w_hen he
had been on the back of t]J.e animal for perhaps half a minute. "I haven't much tii:ae to tarry, as this fellow wants to
run himself tired.''
The men st11-rted off with a whoop, but Wild and his p;utners soon darted ahead of tj:J.em.
The three captured horses were running as easily as though
they had been tame ones, and they no longer tried tq throw
their riders from them.
Thot1gh frightened and decideqly vicious, they were not Uke
the buc:j{ing bronchos.
When about a mile had J:>een covered tP.e white stallion
showed signs of slackening his speed a trifle.
But Ypung Wild West wquld not have it that way.
"You wanted to run away, my fine fellow," he said, "so keep
rignt on running!" And he gave him a slap on the flank and
let out a shout that caused the horse to shoot a.)lead )ike a
catapult.
And Charlie and Jim were following his movements as
closely as they coulc:).
.
,
On went tlle three, and sooµ the Texi:tS Trailers were le.ft far
in the rear.
At length our friends suddenly caught sight of a wire enclosure ahead of them.
It was at the side of a grove of trees, and there were already
some horses in it.
"There's ther corral now!" shouted Cheyeµne Charlie.
"Whoopee! Whoopee!"
In the woods, a.lmost hidden from sight, was a log cabin,
and as the three rode up an old man came out of it and stared
at them in wonder.
He was employed by the Texas '{'railers to watch their
corral, and as our friends were total strangers to him, he was
suspicious of them.
But before he could say anything to them, he heard the thud
of more hoofs, and then, looking around, he saw his friends
coming at a swift gallop.
Though foam-covered and panting, there was plenty of grit
in the captured horses yet, and the way they cavorted arouµd
was a caution.
"K'.eep them going, boys!" Wild cried to his companions.
"We are getting them to understand what a bit is made for.''
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They rode about in circles and figures eight till Lem Spokes
came up and ordered the old man to open the gate.
As soon as this was done our friends rode in and dismounted.
They got the bridles off pretty easilr, though "the horses tried
to bite and kick them.
They were not quite tamed yet.
.
"In a.bout three hours I could fix that white stallion so he
would know something about minding," said our hero, as he
cleaned the bit and 1;mt the bridle on Spitfire.·
"I am satisfied you would," retorted Spokes. "Yoll fellers
know a thing or two about horses."
"I reckon we ought to know something about 'em," chuckled
Cheyenne Charlie.
When they were ready to get out in search of the horsethieves and incidentally catch a few horses, if they got the
chance, Wild was called to the head of the line by Lem Spokes.
"I'm awful glad we met you this mornin'," he said. "It
has done me a heap of good to be taken down like I was, an'
what you've done sinoe then has made me like you. There
ain't nothin' mean about me, it I do .. say it myself. I'll do ther
right thing by anybody. But when I seen you fellers ride out
an' oatch them horses right under our noses I did git rj]ed
somewhat."
"I d.on't blame you for getting riled," answered our hero
with a laugh. "But, for all that, I knew at the time that we
had as much right to lasso those horses as you or any one
E:lse. 1'
"Of course yoµ did. But as we started 'em, yqu see, we
kinder thoug)1t we had a right to 'em. But it is all over now,
a,n' I'm goiu' to be your friend as 1ong as I live, Young Wild
West."
"I hope so. I'~ sure J don't want to be bad friends with
any one."
"If we strj)l:e tJ1at herd of l10rses ag'in, or another one, I
g1,1.es11 between the lot of us w~ will be able to git some of 'ein."
"We will d-o our pa,rt."
"I know that. We seen how you catched them others.
Neither oµe of you made a miss."
"It does not pay to make a miss in a time like that."
"No; of course not. But there's very few w)l.at kin lasso
a wild horse every. ti1ne he lets a lariat go."
"~o Qne can, I guess."
".!3ut you fellers didn't miss-not one of you."
"That i1:1 very true. The I)ext time me might miss.··
"But I don't think you would. I've sorter got an idea that
you never make a mis"s of anything you try to do. I wouldn't
w1;p:1t you to draw a bead on me once an' press ther trigger."
Youiig Wild West 1a11ghed.
"Tl:lere is no need of you having such an opinion as all that,"
he answered. ''I am nothing more t!lan an ordinary human
being. Just because I manage to keep my head in times when
it is needful that I should do so does not signify that I am
anything more t!lan an ordiµary neri:;on. Anybody oan do
tile same thing if they try."
"l\'lay be they l\:in. ''
The p~rty were now riding toward the apot where our
friends hii.d 111st seen the four horse-thieves.
That was the only thing to do, since they would have to
trail them from the camp they had last occupiec:).
The Texas Trailers were all experienced men at that kind
of business, and that is why they had given their little hand
such a name.
They rode on till about an hour after noon, and then, striking a good place, halted to cpok and eat their noonday meal.

CHAPTER V.
THE GANG OF

HORSE-THIBl'J~S.

We will now see how the four horse-thieves made out.
When Daµ Pills, as he c11lled himself, was allowed to depart
from tP.e oamp of our friends he was very much pleased.
He thought that ne might be killed or he!cl a prisoner, or
something like that.
He had made his brag to Sani Pierce that he woultl find
out just how ma,ny there were belonging fo the gang of Young
Wild West, and that if there were no more than two boys he
would settle. their hash before he came back.
When the villain said this he meant it, but when he wRs
halted by Young Wild West anll forced to accompany him tu
. the very place he had been looking tor, he chan::;cd his mi-Jd .
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It was quite an ordeal the villain, went through, and when and as they rode along Pierce kept cautioning them to hide
he got back to the camp of his compani.ons, he was perspiring their trail as much as possible.
pretty freely.
"You can't tell but Lem Spokes an' his trailers have got
"How did you make out, Dan?'' said one. "I didn't hear ther scent," he remarked; "though I reckon we foo led them
you shoot."
fellers; 'cause it rained right after we skipped ther town."
"If they do catch us I s'pose we'll swing," observed Dan
"No; I guess you wouldn't have shot, either. There's about
a dozen or fifte en of 'em over there, an' they're all armed with Pills, significantly.
rifles."
Pierce showed signs of being uneasy when he heard this
remark.
Dan Pills thought there was no harm in telling this lie.
"What's ther matter, Sam? " asked Pills, with a grin.
It would make him look more like a hero, he thought.
"Wouldn't you like to swing fur stealin' horses?"
"Did you git near enough to see 'em?" 'Sam Pierce asked.
"How would you like it yourself?" was the growling re"I reckon I did," was the reply. ··r was right in their camp
tort.
among 'em."
"I wouldn't like ·it."
"What! " cried his three hearers in unison.
"Well, then, what are you a.skin' me slch foolish questions
"Oh, it takes a little nerve to do what I done."
"You didn't walk right into their camp of your own· accord, fur?"
"You an' me is two different people. I told Young Wild
did you?" questioned Pierce.
"Yes; that's jest what I done. But I had to, you see. I was West that I was a good man, not afraid to fight, an' that you
sneaking putty near to where they was when I run close to was a horse-thief what was afraid of his own shadder. I told
one of their horses, which gave a loud whinny. I knowe'd if I him--"
Pierce flew into a rage again, and his hand slid f.or his belt.
was caugllt crawlin' along on my hands an' knees it would
But he noticed that his tantalizing companion had hold of
go hard with me. So I gits up an' walks over boldly.
" 'Excuse me, sir,' I says to Young Wild West, who steps a shooter, so he changed his mind.
Then it dawned upon the other two villains that there was
In front of me with a -revolver aimed at my head; 'but I
thought I'd come over an' tell you that the man who told you going to be serious trouble between Pierce and Pills before
his name is Sam Pierce is no friend of ther feller I'm with. long.
As they did not want to see anything like that happen, they
He's a horse-thief, an' we're goin' to cut his · acquaintance as
soon as possible. There's two more of us, besides me, what's were anxious to meet some of the gang they belonged to, the
all right, an' as we've found out what kind of a man Pierce is, members of which were scattered around the country somewe don't want to have bothin' to do with him. What he's wh ere.
They kept on riding until darkness overtook them, and then
done,' I says, 'is nothin' to do with us. Ther three of us is
honest men, an' Sam Pierce is a sneakin' bad feller an' a finding .a snug place in a little hollow, they quickly pi~ched
•
their camp.
horse-thief.' "
The worst people on earth are just as apt to strike a streak
"Did you tell him that?" cried Pierce, springing to his feet,
of luck as the best ones.
his face white with rage.
And so it was with the four horse-thieves, for they had not
"Yes; I had to tell him somethin', didn't I?"
"Well, I'll jest make you wish you'd never been born fur been in the camp long before they heard horsemen approach·
ing.
sayln• that! I'll--" and the horse-thief drew a revolver.
At first they thought the Texas Trailers had located them,
"You jest put that up, Sam Pierce!" said Dan Pills, coolly.
He had been a little too quick for the man, and he had him but when the signal that was JISed by the band of villains they
belonged to rang out, they jumped to their feet in dlllight.
covered.
Both Pierce and Pills tried to get to the horsemen first,
"See here, Pierce," he added; "there's no use in your gett!n'
mad over what I said to Young Wild West an' his crowd. which showed that each wanted to get in a word or two against
They knowed jest what kind of a feller you was, an' they the other in a hurry.
It so happened that the captain of the gang was among
didn't know what I was. It was my business to get away
from 'em if I could. I'll leave it to ther crowd if it wasn't." the fifteen men who ' showed up just then.
Pierce had been a sort of lieutenant under him, and he was
"That's right," spoke up one of the others, while the fourth
afraid that Pills would say enough to make him be deposed.
man nodded in the affirmative.
"Say, cap! " called out Pills, "Sam here let a boy clip both
"I told 'em a whole lot of stuff," resumed Pills. "I said
there was three of us what had fell in with you, an' that we his ears and most scared the life out or him."
"Don't listen to what he says, Captain Larry!" bawled
found you was no good. I even offered to bring you over to
Pierce. "He's jealous of .me, somehow."
'em an' let 'em hang you to a tree."
·'What in thunder ls ther matter with you two fellers?" de"You did!" cried Pierce, who was getting madder every
manded the leader of the gang, as he dismounted. "Is this
minute.
"Yes," lied Pills, who was simply talking to the man that a good place •to stop for ther night?"
"First-rate, cap," answered one of the others. "Sam an'
way to tantalize him, for he had come to the conclusion that
he was too much of a coward to be a leader for their gang. Dan have been quarrelin' kinder fur ther last hour or so. If
"What was I goin' to do but to make 'em believe I was all you don't mind, I'll tell you all about it."
"All right, Joe; you can tell me. Everybody else keep their
right? If they had said 'All right; go an' fetch him here!'
I would have come runnin' over an' give you ther word fur us mouths shut, n.ow."
Then the man tofd the whole thing, as far as he had learned
all to mount an' light out."
it from the two villains.
Pierce said no more.
The captain of the horsE!-thieves listened attentively.
But it was evident that he was anything but satisfied at
"This Young Wild West must be a regular cyclone," he obwhat Dan Pills had said.
After they had cooked and eaten their supper Pierce turned served, scratching his head thoughtfully. "I reckon I'd like
to meet him.··
to his companions and said:
"He ain't nothin' wonderful, " spoke up Dan Pills, who was
"I re r.kon V<e had better move av•ay from here a little. It
would not do to have them fellers to come over on us sud- bound to crush Pierce, if any way was possible.
"So you went. to ther camp of ther boy an' his friends?"
den-like, you know. They might take it in their heads to do
it at any time. After we meet some of ther rest of our gang said the captain, turning to the speaker.
"Yes," and the villain grew just a trifle uneasy on account
it wouldn't make much difference, 'cause then we could put
up a fight. It's funny we've got as far as this without some of his having lied about the number in the camp.
"How many of 'em was there?"
one from Bangle Green showin' up after us. I thought sure
"I reckon there must have been a dozen or fifteen, but I
this Young Wild West an' his crowd was after us, an' I come
mighty near shootin' ther boy I had covered over there. If didn't count 'em exactly."
"You are sure there was as many as that?"
Young Wild West hadn't showed up jest as he did an' covered
"Come to think of it, cap, I don't think there was that
me, it would have been all over with ther youngster. I'm
many."
glad I didn't shoot him now."
" Well, then, I reckon we needn't be afraid to stay right
"I reckon you ought to be glad," retorted Dan Pills. "Well,
.
boys, I suppose we had better do as Sam says, an' move away here."
"No; of course not. I could handle a couple like this Young
from here a little."
The other two were perfectly agreeable to this, so a few Wild West myself, if it was to come to a fight.··
"I reckon you would," sneered Sam Pierce, and then he felt
m'inutes later t.hey mounted and rode off toward the heavy
of his wounded ears, which he had dressed with the sticky
growth of timber to the north of them.
Bnt they dicJ not intend to get more than five miles away, sap from a pine tree to heal the wounds and stop the blood.
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"Well, never mind," said the captain. "We will stay right
'fhey did not hesi tate long befo r e they r emoved their coats.
" Mind, now, " cautioned their leader, "nothin' but your hands
here till mornin', an' then I've got an idea that it would be a
·
good chance to make a raid on th er corral yard of L em Spokes an' feet are to be used."
N-either of th em answered, but without waiting for the
a n' take what horses he's got there. We might as well hit 'em
good an' hard before we strikes out for ther upper part of word they went at each other.
ther State."
·
T here was little differen ce bet ween them, as fa.r as the cowThis was favorably r eceived by everybody but the four who ard part of it was concerned.
They were not runnin g the risk of being shot now, and their
had been chased out of the t own of Bangle Green.
They said nothing, however , and when they got to thinking one ambition was to whip eacti other.
over it they concluded that there were enough of them to
Pier ce was the larger and the heavier of the two, but Pills
hold their own if it came to a scrimmage with the Texas was the most active.
Trailers.
They began striking and kicking at each other and jumping
about like a couple of monkeys, while the loo.:ers-on fairly
The horse-thieves passed an uninterrupted night.
They did not get r eady to move the next morning till the roared with merriment.
sun was pretty well up in the heavens.
For fully five minutes they kept it up without doing much
Before mounting his horse Captain Larry climbed a tree and damage on either side.
tock a look around.
Both were getting winded, and realizing that it would be
As luck would have it h e was just in time to see Young a draw, the captain ordered them to sail in and make a finish
Wild West, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart riding off to the of it.
east.
Then Pills got Pierce down and pummeled him till he begged
They were near enough for him to see that one of them for mercy, and that ended the fight.
tallied with the description he had received of Young Wild
"Now fur Lem Spokes! " exclaimed the captain, and off they
West.
started.
·"Only three of 'em, hey ?" he muttered as he descended the
tree. "Well, I r eckon Sam Pierce is a coward an' Dan Pills
is a liar. I'll a tt end to ther cases right away. Neither one of
CHAPTER VI.
'em shall be my lieutenant! I'll app'int Joe Wares. "
When he got to the ground, instead of mounting, he tied his
WILD LAS SOES TWO AT A CLIP.
horse to a sapling.
"Git off your horses, boys," he said. "We are goin' to have
Our fri ends and the Texas Trailers had scarcely started a
a 11 ttle fun afore we start."
1
fire to broil th eir coffee and broil the antelope and bear meat
Wondering what was up, the villains obeyed.
they had with them when Cheyenne Charlie began looking
"Now, then, afore ther fun begins, I hereby app'int Joe around through the bushes as though in search of something.
Wares as ther man to be my lieutenant."
Both Wild and Dart knew what he was looking for.
The fac es of Pierce and Pills fell, while the rest of the men
They could see that it was just the kind of place that was
gave a ch eer for Wares, who was quite a favorite among them, frequented by bears.
anyhow.
Our h ero wa lked over to him.
"That s eems to suit putty good, an' I'm glad it does," nodded
" Looking for bear tracks, Charlie?" said he.
Captain Lar ry. "Now, then, Sa m Pierce an' Dan Pills will·
"Yes, Wild, " was the r eply. " It sorter struck me that it
step up here."
wou ld be a good place for . one of 'em. "
The two men obeyed hastily.
"Well, I wil} ta ke a walk around with you, I guess. It is a
"What's ther matter? " asked the former, anxiously.
long time since I drew a bead on a bear."
"Ther matter with you is that you're a coward to let a boy
The two started off through the bushes.
git ther best of yer an' run you off," was the quick answer.
In less than five minutes they suddenly came upon the fresh
"An' me, cap?" queri ed Dan Pills, his face growing paler all tracks made by a bear.
the time.
Charlie seldom made a mistake when he got it in his head
"An' you are a coward an' a liar, both!"
that there was one around.
"Why, cap, how do you make that out?"
.
The tracks led up a gentle slope and then across a nearly
"It's easy enough to mak~ out. You said there was putty level
spot throu gh a dense growth of underbrush.
nigh a doz en of 'em in ther ca.mp of Young Wild West, when
Of course th e t racks could not be seen all the way, but Wild
there was only three. Tha t's why you are a liar. Now, ther and
Charlie could easily trail the lumbering beast.
reason you are a coward is because you didn't git ther four of
They kept on till they were nearly a quarter of a mile from
you to go back to Young Wild West an' ther ·other two an' camp.
·
·
wipe 'em out. Do you understand that?" ,
Then, while they wer e peering ah ead of them, Wild sudd·enly
"Cap, I- I - -"
heard footfalls corning behind him.
" You can 't tell me anything about it. I was just up that
At first he tho ught it was a human being corning, but he
tree over there, an' I seen Young Wild West an' ther two what changed
his mind instantly.
·
was with him ridin' off in that direction. I reckon they're
It was a bear.
bound for Bangle Green."
tou ch ed the scout .on the arm and motioned for them
"Well, ca p, there might have been only three of 'em, but to Wild
step aside a nd let the beas t come along.
I thought ther e was more."
They did so, and then something startling occurred.
"You hadn' t ought to think if you ·walked up to 'em an'
Cheyenne Charlie ran .squarely into the clutches of a big
talked with 'em, ·a s you said you did; you ought to have seen brown
bear which had been lurking there, as though waiting
jest how many of 'em there was."
for them.
Pills hung his head, while a rather faint smile of satisfacThere was one angry growl, and then the bear and Charlie
tion crept over the face of Pierce.
"I reckon you two fellers have got to be punished, an' as were rolling over on the ground.
I'm captain of this gang, I'm goin' to see that you are pun- •Wild was just going to spring to the rescue of his companished. You ar e goin' to punish each other, an' when you're all ion when there was a crashing through the bushes, and the
through, mebbe you'll know how to behave yourself in ther one he had heard coming broke upon him.
But that was not all!
future. J est pull off yo ur coats an' fight it out with your
Three squealing cubs appeared there, too!
hands an' feet. It don 't make a particle of difference to me
The fact tha t th e young of the bears were with them made
whi ch is ther best man-a ll I want to see is a fight between a
them very savage and full of fight.
,
coward an' a liar."
'fhe handiest thing that our hero could draw was one of his
This novel proposition was greeted by exclamations of der evolvers, and he shot the big brute squarely through the right
light from the men.
The words of their captain had soured them on the two men, eye.
But t he shot did not kill it out!'ight.
and they were just itching to see them both get a good
If anything, it became more enraged, and with a fierce growl
trouncing from the hands of each other.
But probably the two in question were even more eager to it spra ng upon Wild, driving )lim back again st a rock, so he
could get no further back just then.
get at it.
Crack!
The grudge between them that had sprung up the afternoon
Again he fired, fet ching Bruin in the other eye this time,
before had been growing all the while, and now that they had
a chance to settle it, they wore very desirous of getting at and causing him to fall to the ground like a sack of potatoes
that had been dropped by accident.
each other.
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A.s soon as Wild saw that he had finished the bear he turned around our camp. I suppose tile otller three are In the
bunch. too."
his attention to Charlie.
"They are all horse-thieves, then," said Lem Spokes. "I
Th e scout and his four-footed antagonist had rolled over
into a. dry watercourse, Charlie landing on top.
wouldn't be surprised if Captain Larry Is with 'em. H e's
But the bear had seized him in such a way that he could ther worst horse-thief ther State of Texas ever knowed!
not use his arms.
There's a reward offered for him in three counties. But he's
It seemed that the creature would surely hug him to death! so very slick that he can't be ca ught. He steals whole herds
He felt the breath being forced out of him, and could hear of horses right In broad daylight."
his ribs begin to crack.
"That is what he is up to now, then, If it is him," spoke
But Cheyenne Charlie was not destined to be killed by a up Cheyenne Charlie. "See, they are turnln' off a little an'
beal'.
h eadln' in ther direction of ther place where ther horses are
Young Wild West sprang upon the scene, and with a well- conaled."
directed blow from his knife pierced the heart of the angered
"By .Jovel You are right!" cried Spokes. "What wm we
creature.
do about It, Young Wild West?"
As the animal rolled over and relinquished its hug, Chey"Let them go on, and we will follow them," replied our
enne Charlie struggled to his feet.
hero. "If we cllh catch them red-handed, so much the bet"Thank you, Wild," he said, his face still very white and ter. We will have good evidence to work on, then."
his breath coming in quick gasps.
"And It may be that they nre not hotse-thleves, after all,"
"It isn't necessary, Charlie. That's what I am here for," observed Jim. "1 think we had better do as Wild says and
was our hero's reply. "I guess it was a good thing that I follow them up."
came with you to look for bears."
"Of course we will do what he says!" exclaimed the leader
"It was ther best thing for me that's ever happened."
of the Texas Trailers. '··Ain't we all become convinced that
"And we have got two bears to convert into meat."
he knows jest what he's talkin' about every time he sayl!; a
"Yes; an' these snarlin' cubs here. But ther worst of it is thing? W e'll do jest as be says."
that I didn't git a chance at either of. 'em."
don't want you to place too much confidence in what
"Never mind about that. I came with you to kill all the I "I
say," r emarlrnd our hero with a laugh. "Don't lmagine
bears we .came across. I hadn't done anything -0f the kind in that I know everything nod that I never make a mistalte."
so long, you see, that I had to finish them both and keep you
"Never mind about that. Every one makes mistakes, but
from getting a shot."
some makes more than others, you know."
"I guess if you hadn't finished 'em both one of 'em would
"That Is indeed true."
have finished me," said Charlie, as he made ready to attend
"An' we can't make no mistakes in this busin ess. 'cause
to the cubs and skin the slain bears.
it will be jest as well to tackle them fellers. If they are
Jim and one of the trailers came along just then.
a little later ns it will now."
They had heard the two shots Wild fired, and they thought horse-thieves,
"That Is the way I look nt It."
they might have gotten in some trouble.
waited till the l'lders were pretty well lost to view on
Then the two bears were skinned and the pelts and what the'l'lley
prairie, and then Wild gave the word to go ahead.
meat they wanted were carried back to the camp.
When they hnd covered a couple of miles Lem Spokes
Charlie told of his narrow escape on the way, and when he looked
at Wild and l'lXClaimecl:
head.
his
shook
Dart
Jim
had finished the story
"Hang It all! Them fellers are follerin' our trail on ther
"I am afraid you are getting careless, Charlie," he said. back track."
"You have shot so many bears iii your day that you think
"That's just what they are doing," L.Odded the young prince
it is impossible for one of them to get the best of you."
the sac)dle.
"No; I don't think that way," wa.S the reply. "I am always or "Then
they are headin' straight for our horses we've got
mighty careful when I tackle a bear. There isn't anything penned in."
worse than a grizzly to fight at close quarters. A dozen bullets
"It seems so."
won't kill one of 'em sometimes."
"Well, If that Is the case, you kin bet your life Cnptain
"Well, look at the black bear I shot," spoke up Wild. "I Larry
'em! He'll try to git away with all ther
put a bullet right through his eye, and instead of dropping horses, Isan'leadin'
ther chances are that Ile will shoot ther old man
him, it made him come at me all the faster. When I landed ,..,-e·ve
got livln' there to watch things."
a bullet in the other eye it done the business, though. "
"'Ve had better get a move on us, then," suggested Jim
"A bear is hard to kill, I guess, unless you hit hill! in the Dart.
right spot the first time," said Jim.
"All right, " and giving his horse free rein, Young ·wild
'l'hey all agreed upon this.
When the camp was reached the meat ,vas cut up and di - West led them at a qui ck gallop.
He knew that It would be impossible to overtake the borseYiued around so it could be easily carried.
men before they got to the corral now.
Then nll hands ate their dinner.
"'fhat is- where I made a mistake,'' he said to Charlie.
It was about a n hour from tbe time they came to a halt
"We should have gone out to meet those fellows and found
thnt the '.l'exas Trailers and our friends were ready to re- out who they were."
sume their trip in search of wild horses and the horse"I s'pose that would have been ther best," said the . cout.
thieves.
"It would, though we can catch them just the same now.
Tiley bad just got into the saddle when a party of horsemen suddenly showed up about llalf a mile distant from A thing I never thought of before is that they will hn ve a
to get the horses out before we get there. Then I
chance
them.
Being camped in a clump of trees, they could not be seen will be apt to lose the white stallion and you and Jim will
by the horsrmen, so "Wild suggested that they remain under lose the horses you caught."
"I reckon we kin catch them over ag'in," said Chai'lie,
cover until they got nearer.
with a great degree of confidence.
"'l'hey are coming this way, anyhow," he said.
"V\'e will try to, it they do let them out."
Lem Hpokes was ready to act upon any suggestion Young
The distance to the corral was not so very great, as our
'Yilc1 Yl'e;;t mnde, and he promptly gave the word to dismoun t am1 1 11~· low until the strangers got near enough to friends had been tiding at an easy pace since they left it.
In a few mluntes they caught sight of the men they were
see wl!o lh·:~· were.
pursuing just as they disappeared behind a ridge of trees.
CIH'Yt'llne (;harlie counted rhe t'idet·s.
"We're gainin' on 'em," exclaimed Lem Spokes, in a satis"There'>; uine tee u or ·em," he said.
'· Hol'se-thil'Yes. I'll bet," exclaimed Spokes, as he examined tied tone.
' "Yes," answered ·wild. '·we won't be long In catching them.
his rific. "If thc>y are we'Ye got to catch 'em, bays."
1f they stop at your corral we will come along In time to
"That'~ right. Lein," came from the tra.ilers.
"Thry look ns though they are headln' for Bangle Green," catch them In the act."
Our hero was now In hopes that they would reach tile place
F;:'l id 1!10 leader, after a slight pause, during which he was
before the ' ' illains hacl a cl111ncc to driYe the horses out of
wn tehin::: the horsemen intently.
l'rC':t_,: 500n Ilic keen eyes of Young Wild \Vest recognized the big p en.
Ile was now certain that they " ·ere a band of hors e- thl eYrs,
thP 111;111. he h rrcl r·augllt sneaking about their camp the day
nnLl he was more sorry than ever that he had not made the
lwl'n1'<' :11u011g- I he approaching rlder8.
·•r hnf'<'l t\Jf'Y :trr hori;;c-thirn.. s, '' he said, "One of them sn.i;:!.es tion to ride out to meet thetu the moment they saw
I c.1~· I.:.l;.tl;:c ou't to be ~1Jc fellow I Lold you ab'JUt sneaking I u~ ~r::i.
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Bnt it was too late now, and tbe anly thing to do was to
get to th e corral as quickly as possible.
Soon ·wild, Jim and Charlie were leadln:; tlie Texas Trailers ln a race by at least twenty yards.
Their horses were the best.
But th<' horses the horse-thieves were riding must have
been pretty good ones, for the gnp between them was not
lessened very fast.
Our frlencls now bad a long patch elf ti,mber and sbortgrowth bushes to shield them from the view of those they
were pursuing-for the biggest part of the time, anyhow.
On they went. anrl finUlly, after a while t)le h orse-thieves
rea chPd the corral without knowing they were being pursued.
They were a good two miles nbead of our friends at the
ti.me, and when Wild and his two partners rode up, leading
the Texas Tra ilers by a good quarter of a mile, tile villains
had got In their work pretty well.
They had opened the gate of the big pen, and Captain
Larry and bis man, Joe Wares, dnsbed in to drive the herd
of horses out and get away with them.
The captain was not afraid of losing tnany Of the animals,
as his mPn were all experts with the lasso.
Out th ey came, the rest o! the thieves keeping Uned up
near the gate, so they could get the hotses started In tbe dire ction they wanted them to go.
When Wild saw the herd of botsea coming out of tlie gate
be came to a halt and dismounted behind a little ridge.
Without waiting to see what Jim and Oharlie were going
to do, he grubbed his lasso and ran over to where he knew
the herd would have to pass.
H e knew he could do better from tbe ground th11n he could
from tile saddle, since tbere were too many hlgb bushes and
trees to interfere with him in riding throt1gh to the open
spot.
So he simply darted through and reached the place he
wanted to get just as the frightened horses came dashing by.
It had been the boy's intention to catch the white stallion
first of all, but be saw something that changed his mind,
'.l'he two villains who bad _driven tbe herd from the corral
came along side by side at that moment.
"Ah!" exclaim eel our bero. "I guess 1 had better tackle
you fellows first. By the looks of you, one of you are the
lead er of the gang, I should say."
·wnd waited till the two horse-thieves were close together.
Then he let his lariat fly.
The noose settled over the heads of tile pair of them, and
jumping clown, he stepped upon the rope and held It tightly.
The sudden j erk that followed dragged the v!llains from
th Pir ho1'SeS in a jiffy.
"\Vhoopee!" yelled Chenenne Charlie, rushing to the scene,
follow ed by Jim Dart. "That's tbe best I ever seen, Wild!"
.Just then the ci;acking of iifles was heard.
The Texas Trn!lers had opened fire on the horse-thieves
and the figbt was on.
"Lookout for the horses!" cried our hero, as he saw Cbarlit and Jim come running toward him. "I can attend to
th rse two fellows. You go and catch the horses."
"All right," retorted Dart, and back they went to their
steedi::.
;ueanwhile the two surprised horse-thieves were r ecovering
from the suclden clump they had received and were getting
reacly to show figbt
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cnbln at the corral, and tben the captain selected the newly
appointed lieutenant to go lilto the pen with him and drive
the horses out.
It was great fun for the two, and they laughed in a boisterous manner over the way the frightened horses ran when
they once got ,outside tbe gate.
And all this time none of tile horse-thieves were aware
of the fact that Young Wild West and the Texas Trailers
were so near them.
The first Captain Larry and hi~ lieutenant knew of it was
when they "ere lassoed and pulled from their h orses.
It had lrnppened so quickly that they did not see the noose
coming at a 11.
Dazed 11nd confused, the two tried to throw off tbe lariat
and get upon their feet.
'l'hey had partly succeeded in doing so when they were
suddenly confronted by Young Vi' ild West.
Captain Larry instantly recognized the boy from the descript\on he had received of him.
"Just keep. quiet, gentlemen," exclaimed tbe daring :roung.
dead hot. smiling as though be wa s simpl"y reassuring a,
1
couple of ladies who had become frighten
ed at some trivial ·
happening. "Just keep quiet, now, and you will be all rigbt
in a few minutes."
But tM captain of the hotse-thieves knew he would not be
all tight- at .least ndt in the sense he 1rnnted it to be, so;
be made a desperate effort. He t brew off the noose and
drew his revolver.
Crack!
He fir d It before he hardly got the muzzle np, but he
had a wa:v of frightening his man, if he conld, by getting
in the first shot.
'
He was going to fire again, but he did •not do it.
Some one else did.
It was Young Wild West.
Wiid did not want to k!U the scoundrel, so he simply
performed his o1d feat of shooting his revolver out of bis
hand.
The bullet grazed the Mge of Captain Larry's palm. stI glng him !!harply and causing him to let go the weapon.
Then Joe Wares tried to get In a shot.
But be was a:ltogether too slow to catch a fellow like Wild :
napping.
All our hero had to do was to simply kick the shooter out
of his hand, which be did with remarkable quicknes~.
"There is no use of your putting up a fight," he said.
coolly. "If you do I w!Jl be co.mpel1ed to put an end to th!'
pat1• of yon. I don't want to do that, for it would spoil tlle
fun of banging you. But I want you to nndrrstancl me
plainly when I say you have got to do just as I want rou to.,
H old your bands above your heads and stand straight onl
your feet."
,
As the command was given Captain Larry made a pretext
of obeying, but instead of doing so be darted between the
legs of Wild and upset him.
The v!Jla!n's horse was a well-trained one, and It had come
back to wbere he was.
Before our bero had righted himself the captain sprang
into the saddle and was a way like the wind.
Wares fired two shots at him as he was gettin;:r up. bnt
his aim was bad, and there being nothin g else for him to do
Wild dropped him with a well-directed shot.
'
Then he fired at the receding forlll of t he captain. hut he
was pretty well out of r ange around a point of the timber
by this time, and there was little use of wasting cartridgi:>s
CHAPTER VII.
on him just then.
"Pretty desperate sort of , f ellows," thought onr hero. as
THE FIGHT WITH THE HORSE-THIEVES BEGINS.
he got upon bis feet. "I made a mistake in classing them
with the other horse-thieves. They ca.me near havi ng me
It hacl been a hold attempt on the part ot Captain Larry then. But,'' and be smiled softly to himself, "they <'au ·t
to raid the corral of Lem Spokes.
sboot quick and shoot straight! That is the way with nearly
He really had done it more for the purpose of showing his everybody. I bad to shoot one of them, and I am 11orr.v
daring than 11nything else.
for It, for he should have been turned over to the Texas
He knew tbat the horses were, for tbe most part, entirely '1'r11llers, and then they could have done as they saw fit
untamed, and that meant that they would surely lose some with hlill."
of them.
Wild had been paying no attention wbatever ·to what was
But Captain Larry did not care.
golng' , oh outside of what he himself had been engaged in,
He was one of the reckless sort who like excitement and 11nd he now thought it high time that he got buck to his
are fond of doing claring things.
borse and joined in the chase, fOr the horse-thleT"es bad started
And the fact of !Jis haYlng posed as a successful horse- to ride away after a volley had been fired at them by the
thief so Jong made him think that he was not the one to get ti"ailers.
in the clutches of the la>Y, or be shot by a vigilance comHe gave a whistle, for he could not see Spitfire. nnd the
mittee.
next Jt10ment tile lntrlligent steed cnmo bonncling through
The \'illaiBS had easily cowed the old man iu the little ' th t.; trees and bushes tow;1rc1 him.
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The boy soon got into the ·saddle. coiling his lariat as he
did so, for he bad hopes of catching the white stallion again.
As soon as he got to the other side of t1te strip of woods
he caught sight of what was going on .
Nearly a mile away the horse-thieves were fleeing for their
li'es. nnd close behind them were the Texas Trailers.
A little off to the left Charli e and Jim were chasing the
horses that had been let out of the corral by the villains.
When he saw thnt they were in a fair way of catching
some of them. our hero turi1ed his head for a sight of the
captain of the gang.
He caught sight of him riding obliquely with his men, and
about a mile to th e right of them.
"Things are pretty - lively," Wild muttered, as he turned
.his horse in the direction of Charlie and Jim. "I guess I
will go for the white stallion .first, for I set my heart on taking him back to l'i'eston with me. He could be broken and
made to be ·a fine saddle horse for Arietta. She would just
ilave to haYc him, I know, and even if be is a little vicious,
'she " ·ill be able to handle him all right."
l'i'itb th oughts of bis sweetheart in bis mind , the prince
of the saddle rode quickly after the herd of horses.
He took note of the fact that they were makiIJg a circle
for the wild. and unbroken country to the north, and judg/ing the distance, he set out to head them off.
As he rnpidly neared them be saw that his two partners
were tuing to run them around toward the Texas Trailers,
and he came to the conclusion that !.t was a good idea, if the
:m?n would only turn their attention for a little while to
the horf<es, instead of the horse-thieves.
Like an arrow from tile bow Young \Yild West headed for
th e point he lrnd fixed in his mind a s being the proper place
to head off the .h.,rses.
As he ra1Jiclly neared 'them h e got his lasso in readiness.
He cou lcl see the white stallion leading the rest, and it
occurred to him all of a sudden that if he co uld man.age to
catch blm first, it would be a great deal easier to corral
th r est, as they would become demoralized for a short period
and not know which way to turn after they found themselves without a leader.
\Vild "as now quite certaiIJ that be would reach the horses
ah ead of nny one else.
Charlie and Jim had followed them in a circle, and that
was why he had a better show.
He had come in a straight line, and was still following
one.
In a couple of minutes more he be"'an to Sll"ing his lariat
In the air.
H e had reached the herd!
But they did not swerve from the course they were pursuing.
The white stallion was coming right on, with bead and
tail erect. and snorting defiance at his pursuers.
"I'll soon fix you for the second time to-clay," mu ttered the
bo~·. and then be watched his chance.
lt came very soon.
Sndclenly the snalce-like coils of the lasso shot out and
wriggled through space.
The next instant Spitfire was given the command to halt
and brace himself.
Then the beautiful white beast that eemed to be the king
of the herd reared himself in the air and .fell heavily to the
ground.
\Yild's la f<8C• llad caught !Jim about the neck, and as he
sa"· the horse go down he felt that he might have broken
it~ neck.
But he did not run any chance ·
DiRmotmtinµ-. he hastened forward, a nd before he reached
the fnllen stallion the nDimal was in the act of iising.
"Whon. th ere !., exclaimed the agile you'n g deadshot, and
t llbn he bad the horse by th e head and was holding him

The horses turned in every direction, and some of them
came to a halt.
Charlie and Jim soon came up, and each of them caught a
horse.
Then they worked with the rest till they got them headed
for the corral.
It was hardly to be hoped that they would get them all in,
but it now began to look that way.
While they were doing this the Texas Trailers were pursuin g the horse-thieves.
Ca1)tain Larry had managed r join his companions, and
they were now beading for a mall bunch of trees in the
center of a grassy spot that ust have been ten or fifteen
acres in extent.
H ere they were going to ;.1ake a stand .
Captain Larry was a m.1 of no little nerve and plenty of
determination.
The T exas Trailers had attacked bi.· party and now be
meant to fight to a finish.
Young Wild \Vest took in the situation at a glance, as he
looked o>er the co untry when he turn ed with hi. · partners
to p·et the herd back to the corral.
"There's going to be some hot work before long," he said.
"Let us get as many of these horses back a: soo n as .we can,
a nd then we w!ll join in. Such a gang of horse-th1eYes as
that one is ought to be caught as qui ckly ar; pos. ible."
"I reckon you caught one of "em," spoke up Cheyenne
Charlie, with a grin.
"Yes; I caught one of them. I caught him with a bullet,
and I had to, -for be would surely have fetched me if he had
.kept on firing."
"A good job that he went under."
The herd was going along at a mucb easier gait now.
Wild allowed the white stallion to go ahead as far as his
lariat would reach, and when he wanted to go In n contmry
direction he pulled him back.
The hitches about bis nose hurt when there "\\as a henvy
strain. ancl the animal seemed willing to go where the boy
wanted him to.
When they got to the gate of the corral they had quite
some difficulty in getting the horses in, but they were patient,
and in a few minutes all w ere there, while the watchma11
who li,·ed in tile little cabin fastened the gate and took off
his hat to Young Wild West.
"You're ther best at hancllin' horses l"Yc ever seen!" he
declared.
"Well, whether I am or not, you·ye got your horses back.
and I hardly think that same gang will bother :vou again."
"I hope they don't. Captain Larry ls a bad man. an' he
isn't afraid of anything. What h e needs is to be hung."
"\Veil, ther chances are that he will be."
"Hello!" exclaimed Jim Dart, suddenly; "here comes a
woman."
"That's Captain Larry's wife," said the old man . "Look
out fur her! Sh e'll shoot mighty quirk if she takes a 110tion."

~

dowu.
It was but the "\\Ork of a minu te for him to get the necessnry bit<'bes about his nose, and then holding his head, he
nll<>w e<'l him to get up.
Th•' i:nimnl was quivering like a leaf, but did not attempt
to get away.
EvidPntly it remembered its former experience.
''l g-ness .rou are all right. old fellow." sai<'l Wild, patting
1he :irchec1 neck. "Yon will make a fine horf<e after a
\\"hilc. "
Our hero ·,y,1,; right when he thought the he1·d would scat-J
· ter after tl~e white :1tallion had been caught.

CHArTER VIII.
YOUN G WILD

WEST

!IIEAXS BUSIX ESS .

The \voman was mounted on a coal-black horse antl was
heading straight for tile corral.
Our three friends could Ree the T exas Trailers in the distance, riding slowl·y around the clump of trees th e horsethieves had talten refuge in, as though unclecided just what
·
to do.
The approaching woman was looking at theIJi, too, when
she did not have her gaze turned In th e direction of our
friends.
"Has Larry been around here?" she asked, as she brought
her horse to a s tand a minute later.
"I r eckon be ain't very far away," replied the old man in
cllarge of the corral.
"They' re bun tin' him, then?"'
Her dark eyes flashed dangerously as she sa id this, and
she looked meaningly at Wild and his partners.
"I reckon they are huntin' him, P eg. " the watchman said
a little nervously.
"Are you 11eople in the ir,nme?" s he questioned, aiming her
remark direct to our friev.ds from ·weston.
"Madam." obscncd Young ·wilrl \Ve~t , spea king calmly
ancl polite!.'-. "if th e Larry you refer to is the leader of the
onncl of borsc-thie,es, then we are in the game."
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"Who are you?" she snapped.
I you know that woman what ~·o~le over there is as bad as any
of tiler me·n ?"
"I am Young Wild ·west."
"Humph! I have a notion to cut off a lock of that hair
''I bad a talk with her back there by the corral and found
of yourn with a Q,nllet."
out that she is very vicious. She is the wife of th e leader of
"Don't do it, please. I don't wish to part with any of my the horse-thieves, she says."
hair just now."
"Yes.''
"Where does she live?"
"You will part with more than your hair, young man, if
"Over in Bangle Green. She keeps a gin-mill there, which
you don't g\) on an' mind your own business."
"Well, I will take your advice and go and attend to my her brother helps her run. Sometimes Captain Larry comes
into ther town in disguise an' stays around there fur a day
business right away."
"vVhat is your business?" she asked. as our hero started or two. He used to do it, but I don't think he will ag'in."
"You can't tell about that. Perhaps he will ge t tlle best
to ride off in the direction of the '.re:rns Trailers.
"Hunting horse-thieves just now, madam. I advise you of us, and then he will be apt to go to Bangle Green, or anyto go back to your borne. It is no place for you out here." where else be may choose to go."
"Well, o,f course you can't tell about it. That was what
"I'll show you whether it ain't no place for me or not,"
was the quicl;: ·retort, and then s he rode up to his side and we was waitin' for you to come fur. How are we goto' to
catch them fellers?"
drew her revolver.
"That is a so rt of puzzle just now. They have the tr ees
Juf;t what she was going to say or d·o will never be known,
for · with a sudden whisk of his left hand ·wild knocked the to bide behind, and they can shoot without the danger of
being hit."
w ea pon from her grasp.
"\Vell. what are we goin' to do about it? "
"You must exc use me for doing tllat," he said, politely.
"Walt till they come out of the trees."
"But I don't like to have a shooter drawn on roe, no mat"That may be a good while. "
ter whether it is a man or woman does it. Now, then, I
"Yes; that is true, but I guess we can stand it as long as
want you to get a way from here, do you understand?"
they can, can't we?"
The last was spoken in a ringing tone of command .
"I reckon we kin."
'.Phe woman was about to fly into a rage, but when tile
"Pitch your camp right here. then. When they come ont
boy spoke in that way she refrained from doing so and
of the woods w e will start after them and catch them with
looked at him in surprise.
"I ain't afraid of you, Young Wild West," she declared, our lariats- those we don't ha•e to shoot."
"Good enough! Boys, jest make yourselves comfortable
s ullenly.
"I don't want you to be afraid of me, madam; but I do right here. We're goin' to catch them horse-thieves. if we
want you to go back to your home. This is no place for a have to stay here a week."
"H0oray!" yelled the men in unison.
woman."
Tb.•~ n they began to hustle about and make preparations to
"You think it ain't, hey? I want you to understand that
Captain Larry is my husband, an' I think the world of him! Rtay all night.
After a rest of half an hour ·wilcl called his two partner~.
If he's a horse-thief he ain't to blame for it. They drove
"Let us make a circle around the clump of trees," he
him to it. Because he borrowed a horse a few years ago,
an' tiler horse died on lllm. so be couldn't return it, they be- said. "Perhaps we might be ab)e to draw them out."
"Good!" exclaimed Jim.
·
gin to calling him a: horse-thief. Then he said if he had ther
"I reckon we might git a shot rtt some of ' em, anyho"""
na111e he might as well have ther game. That's ther way to
reuaarked the sco ut.
be. I think ."
Our hero tole! Lem Spokes to keep a sha11J watch on the
"\Veil, I don't care to argue tlle question with you. madam.
I have agreed to help the 'l'exas '!'railers rope in the horse- treeH, as he wa: going to try and draw the horse-thieves from
thieves, and I'm goiug to do it. You go back home now, their cover.
"If they do come ou.t." said he. "you must ,·ail 1·ight in to
and forget a bout Captain Larry. He is a very bad man, and
you know it. If you have a liking for him try and forget them. Make them fire till the~' empty the cllambers of their
shooters, and then begin to Jasso them. 1\-'e have got to r ope
it.,,
them in , if you want to mal'e e xa~nples of them.··
The face of the woman was now very pale.
"All right. Go on an' draw 'em out. Ther quicker it iR
EYidently the words of Young Wild vVest made a great
done the better it will be. You jest bet we'll git a hustle
impression on her.
"Well." she said, after a pause, "if Captain Larry bas on ourselves if you git ther gang to leave ther trees."
Wild, Charlie and Jim rocle ofl'.
got to go und er , I'll go with him. Good-by, Young Wild
They went at an easy gait, holding their rifles .ready for
W es t! L ook out Captain Larry don't send a bullet through
your heart before he passes in his chips. I'm goin' to tell instant use.
him to."
Wild knew that the captain of the gang of horse-thieYes
Away she galloped for the clump of trees where the horse- would be pretty sure to fire at him.
And if he did he felt that he must fire back.
tbieYes were resting at bay.
They rode off to the left, and then began to make a eircle.
"A remarkable woman. I must say," said our hero.
Pretty soon a puff of smoke ca me from th P clump of trees.
"A regular Yixen!" added Cheyenne Charlie.
As th e r eport of the rifle rang out, a bullet "·histled over
"A dangerous woman!" Jim averred.
""'ell, let's get down there. The trailers seem to be wait- the head of Young Wild West.
ing for us."
The prince of the saddle raised his own rifle to fire back,
bnt lowered it instantly.
"All right."
""What's ther matter ?" asked Clleyenne Charlie, iu surThe three started off at a gallop, leaving the old man in
prise.
charge of the corral looking at them in admiration.
"I might hit the woman if I fire at random. I'll wait
He bad been surpi;-lsed at the way Young Wild West
till I see one of them before I fire."
handled the old woman be called Peg.
"Ob!"
But he was not used to the way Wild did things, and that
'"!'hat's right," spoke up Dart. "I shouldn't want to llaYe
accounted for it.
Our three friends were not very long in reaching Lem tlle blood of the woman on my hands, no matter if she is
deserving of it."
Spokes and his band.
Just then another shot was fired.
"I'm awful glad you have come!" declared Spokes.
The bullet was way wide of its mark, for neither of tllcm
"Why, what is the trouble?" asked our hero.
"vVe don't know jest what to do. There's quite a crowd heard the whiz of it.
"Let them keep it up," sa id \Vi!Ll. as he swung off a trifle,
of them fellers, you know."
so as to get n little further away. "'They 'Yill sl!o"· them"'Vell, there is quite a crowd of you fellows, too."
"I know that, but there's nineteen of them, an' there's sr.l>es pretty soon, see if t hey don't. "
He was rigllt in this, for in less thall a minute his s harJ!
only fifteen of us, countin' you three."
"There isn't nineteen of the horse-thieve~; one of them Pyes caught sight of a man ns\:emling a tree.
Half a minute later a repor t rang out, r.ml n llllff of smoke
dropped out, you know."
~1· as Reen to come from the treP.
"You plugged him, then?"
\Yild rnised his rifl e tCl his shoulder as he hcar<1 the bul"Yes. I had to."
"Vi'ell, that saves tber trouble of hangin' him. Say, do lets whistle past his head.
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Spitfire was going at full speed, but that made no difference to the Clrnrnpion Deadsbct of the West.
Crack!
Ae1 tb.e report rang out the man tumbled frotn the tree.
'"'l'hat was a good shot!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.
"That's one horse-thief less!"
"That make;: t \\"O, counting the one I shot back there toward the corrnl," corrected Wild.
"That's right."
On they roclc. \\"ithout seeing anything further of the villn !nf', or bei11~ hothered by any shots.
R11t when the~- g-ot half-way around the clump . of trees,
and were returning- from the other side, a series of yells tang
out. and the next moment the hor~e-thleves came tiding toward the three as fast as their horses could carry them.
"Ah!" cri ed Young \'i' ild West; "our scheme has worked.
:i'\ow let Lrm Spokes and his men come, und I guess we will
fix them."
Th e> Yillnins meant business. for they came direct for the
rrcE'. firing as they came.
\'i"llc1 soon saw that only three of them were al'rned with
rifles.
He madp up bis mind thnt they sbonlcl be dropped.
The bullets frnm the three rifles in the hands of the men
were singi11g about tliem dangeronsly close.
"Those rifles have got to be topped," Wild said to Charlie
"lld .Jim.
'.rhe two nodded.
'.rhen th ey' began firing.
\'rack! Crack! Qrack!
The three horse-thieves threw up their hands and tumbled
from the saddle ..
"That wi!1. do!" exclaimed onr hero. as the gang came to
a halt. "Don't shoot anr more of them. We must lnsso
thC'm. CoDle on! ·we will bea r down on them and rope them
in!''

It was a daring thing .to do; but our hero was used to (l:l.ring thlngs.
Leading the way. he gave a yell for the Texas '!.'railers
to get n move on them, and th en placing the reins In his
te C>th. be began whirling his lariat in his right hand, wllile
in his left was a revolver.

CHAPTER IX.
Pl' G ·~r AJrns A::-1

ErFOR'r TO

SAVE THE

HORSE-TillEVES.

When the woman called Peg reached the horse-thieves she
nt oner ran to her husbnnd. who greeted her rather kindly.
P.nt he did not seem to like the idea of her coming there.
""'hat di<l yon leave home for. Peg?" he asked.
"T had n drcnm that you was in tt"ouble. Larry," she replie11. "I ro nldn"t stay home, 'cnnse I wanted to come to
you an' help you."
""\\"ell. I nm in trouble. snre enough. But I reckon I'm
goin' to git out of it all right. If it -wasn't for that young
feller they call Young Wilrl West I'd have !l.n easy thing of
it. Them Texas Trailers of Lem Spokes' ain't so dangerous,
1 guess. I'd jest thin 'em out a little an' then light out for
th er upper part of ther Stat e. But that Young Wild West!
HP mean~ bu~inc s s. He dropped poor .Joe \\.'ares too {!uick
to talk about it. I man aged to get away from him, an' I'm
only waitin' to git a shot at him."
"I told him he might git a bullet from you afore ther horsethiev es was caught," Peg replied, with flashing eyes. "I was
goin' to shoot him, but he must have knowed I was, for he
knocked my shooter out of my hand an' then advised me to
go h0me. I didn't, though; I came here."
Th e ca ptain nodded admiringly.
"Yon are made of th er ri ght kind of stuff, Peg," said he.
"Come to think of it. rm glad you come. Tiler Texas Trailers
an' Young Wild West has got us here in a i;ort of pen. If
we try to git away they'il force us to a fight, an' lf we stay
here they'll starve us out. You will be ther one to go an' git
help for us. Thel' sooner you go th er better."
"What do you want me to do, Larry?" sl1e asked, showing
her 1leliirht by placing both h:inc1s on bis !)honlclers.
"I want yon to ride to Bangle Greert an' git every friend
I've got an' every friend you've got to come here an' help me
wipe out ther gang that's after me."
.
'Tll do ·it, Larry."
"'Bnt yon can't git awa y yet. 'l'her Texas Trailers would
st op y~r from goi11', I s'pose. Tber only way for you to git

away Is to . wait till we make 'etn believe we're goln' to leave
ther place. Then, while there's a little firln' goln' on YO!t
kin ride off without bein' seen."
"All right, Larry. I'll do just as you tell me to, an' if I
don't bring twenty or thirty men back with me I will nev er
breathe the breath of life again."
Captain Larry waited what appeared to be a · long time to
the woman before he was ready to despatch her to Bangle
Green.
It was not till after the man had been shot from the tree
by Young Wild West that the leader of the horse-thieves
thought the time had arrived to act.
Then It was that he made arrangements for them to all
ride out and give chase to the three who were riding around
so daringly, and when they began to shoot, Peg was to rid e
away from the other side of the little grove. ·
'l'his scheme worked nicely, as far as the woman was c'lncerned, but she was almost bursting with rage ·when from the
distance she saw three of the band bite the dust from th e
unerring aim of Young "\Vild West and his partners.
"I must ride hard," the woman muttered between her
clenched teeth, "That Young Wild West an' his friend s a re
regular demons. They'll surely get my Larry if I don't hurry.
I must bring back enough men to wipe them out. La rry
says he will stay among the trees till it gits dark an' wait
for me to come. Then we kin swoop down on th er T ex1: s
Trailers an' Young Wild "\Vest a n' wipe ther whole of 'em om
of existence. There mustn't be one of 'em alive wh en it is all
over!"
The woman had a good horse and she did not spare It.
Like the wind she rode, and as the sun was sinking beh ini
the western hills she reached the little towrt of Bangle Green.
There was only one street to the place, and this was a bout
half a mile long, the shanty-like houses being constructed on
either side Of it.
Peg came to a halt in frortt of a lengthy strncture in about
the center of the to\vn, Which bore a sign th a t stated the
place was a "Licker Saltm."
Her horse was covered with foam and, seeing this, a m:i..n
hastily took charge of the animal and led it around to the
little barn in the rear of the premises.
Into the saloon the woman hastened.
"What's ther matter, Peg?" asked the man behind the bar,
looking at her in surprise.
"Matter!'' she echoed. "Didn't I tell you about the dream
I had?"
"Yes, but--"
"No buts about It. Ther dream has come tnH'. La rry is
in trouble-very much in trouble, for Lem Spokes an' h is
gang has got him cornered, an' they've got a young fell er
named Young Wild West an' two fellers with him, who are
wotse nor a dozen, an' they are bound to hunt down Larry an'
lits gang an' either shoot ot bang 'em. Flve of .La rry's men
have bit ther dust so far, an' not one of ther other .gan g bas
been hurt."
"The deuce you say!" cried the man, who was h er brother.
"How many men has Larry got with him?"
"There was nineteen at ther start, but without th er fi ve
that's been shot by Young Wild West an' his two pards,
there's only fourteen how."
"That's bad work. But why don't Larry keep a•1•a y fromhere, anyhow? He might know that they'd git him after <L
while. Was Sam Pierce an' th em fellers with him?"
"Yes, they're with him. I believe th ey met him comin'
over to raid Lem Spokes' corral."
"An' now they're in trouble ?"
"Yes."
"What are yer goin' to do about it, Pt!g?"
"Do about it? Why, I'm goin' to git all ther men I kin to
ride out there an' llelp Larry kill off ther varmints."
"Don't talk so loud, Peg. 'l'here might be some one around."
It so happened that th ere was not a soul in the place :-i.t
the time, and when the woman looked around and be::2.mc
satisfied that no one had heard what she said she went on
through the building and opened the back doot·.
"Tom!" called she to the man who had til.ken het ho rse,
"come here right away, for I want y6U."
"What is it, ma'am?" answered the fellow, as he cn1r.e
hurrying to her.
"I want you to go an' git all ther fr!etldA of L:>.rry an' m ·~
that yoti kin find, an' bring 'em h ere on ho rS<!back. Do1"t
delay a second."
"Is anything wrong. ma'am?"'
"Yes, there is a wh ole lot wrn rg. Larry un ' h is men are in
· trouble out here ther otll.er side of Lem Spokes· corral yard."
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"I'll get ther men r ight away."
"Hurry up, an' let 'em all be armed with tifies, too. There's
got to be some bot \vork done. I'll lead 'em to ther place,
t ell 'em."
'l'he man called Tom must have known just where to go t o
do as Peg requested him, for inside of half an hour he was
at the front of the saloon with two dozen men armed and
m ounted readv for business.
They consisted of the worst element in the little town,
and when the honest clt!'Zens saw them assembled at th e
front of Peg's saloon they wondered what was in the wind.
But n o one SURpet't ed that they were going out for the
purpose of rescuing the notorious horse-thief, Captain Larry,
from the Texas Trailers.
When Peg had treated each of the rider~ to a stiff horn of
li<iuo r s 1: c mounted he r horse and told them to follow her.
They v•cre a wil; ing lot, and as she rode off at their head
.
t he villains gave her a cheer.
Once out of town they put spurs to their horses and galloped swiftly for the place where the horse-thieves were held
at bay.
"We've got more tha n thirty miles ahead Of us, bo)"s," said
the woman, clenching her teeth . "I hope we ain't too late."
"I r eckon Larry k in stave off a gang like that easy enough,"
retorted one of the men. "He ain't ther one to git caught in
any kind of fashion."
"But h e bas got a bad Ofie to buck this time," answered
Peg, shaking her he.ad. "I only seen him to-day for ther
first time, but he's tber worst I ever met. He's a dead-shot,
an' he don't know what it is to be afraid."
"Must be something like Larry," ventured another of th e
rascals.
"Who is he?" asked the fellow who had first spoken.
"Young Wild " lest is hi ~ name," said Peg. "He's only a
boy, too."
"Only a boy?" and the men looked at each other in surprise.
" Yes, he's only a boy, but he's a horse-whip, for fair."
" Is there an y more like him around there?"
"There's two with him who are putty near like him," asserted the woman, h er eyes fairly blazing with earnestness.
"An' how many of ther Texas Trailers are there?"
"There's a round dozen of 'em, I guess."
"That makes fifteen of 'em altogether, then?"
"Yes."

"An' there is fifteen in Larry's gang?"
"Yes.,,

"It's funny why Larry can't handle 'em, then. He's equal
to half a dozen himself, generally."
"But so's this Young Wild West."
"How· do you know he is?"
"I seen enough of him to-day to know."
"Pshaw !" exclaimed one of the men, who bad been doing
th e most talking. "I'd jest like to lay eyes on this boy
once! I'd show you how soon I'd make mincemeat out of
him!"

"Mebbe you would, but I don't think so-not if he was
lookin' at you when you tried it," and Peg shook her head.
She had shot more than one man herself, and she had
cowed scores of them by flashing her revolver under their
noses, but when she tried that game on Young Wild West.
her shooter had been knocked from her hand too quickly to
talk about.
Th a t act alone was enough to make her believe he waE
somethin g more than ordinary.
Through the darkness of the night the woman led the horsemen, her one desire being to get to the lone clump of trees
on th e prairie in time to save the man she loved in her · own
rough way from being killed or captured.
l\'I ile after mile was covered, and at length they passed the
corral wher e the horses of Lem Spokes were kept.
It was only a little distance to the place where she had
taken her departure from to go to bring men to the rescue.
All was silent as the grave now, and a strange foreboding
came over Peg.
What if the battle had been fought and won by the Texas
Tra ilers and they had hanged the horse-thieves and taken
their departure?
When she thought of this she felt like doing something,
but just what she could not think of then.
They were approaching the grove from the side opposite
to where the Te:i.:as Trailers had been encamped when She set
out for h eln .
l?eg kne\v the spot well.
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She bad marked the spot well in her mind, and she was
not going to miss it.
She strained her eyes and soon caught sight of the clump of
trees.
Then she called a halt.
"I must ride ahead alone to see if they are still there," she
said to the men. "It would not do for us all to go together,
as we might be running into a trap. If everything is all right,
I will fire my revolver twice. If it is not all right, I will
fir e it once. Remember that; don't make a mistake-twice
means for you to come on, and once means that something
has gone wrong, and then you can use your own judgment.
I will surely fire my shooter, even if Young Wild West an'
all the Texas Trailers pounce on me at ther same time. Now
don't forget."
The men said they would not, so she rode boldly for the
clump of trees.
One minute later and she had reached the spot.
When she brought her horse to a halt and listened there
was not a sound to be heard that would indicate that there
was a human being in the little grove.
Peg began to grow more anxious than ever.
But determin ed to know, she pressed forward into the
center of the clmn.o of trees.
There was not a soul there.
CHAPTER X.
ROPI N G IN THE THIEVES.

Lem Spokes h ad been watching every move of Young Wild
West and his two partners up to the time the horse-thieves
left their cover and started to pursue them.
When he saw the three vlllains with the rifles drop from
the saddle he gave an exultant cry and ordered his men to '
follow him to the scene.
"Make for th er trees!" be cried. "We kin git there ahead
of them if we hurry. Then we'll have them.''
It was just at thbo moment that they beard Young Wild
West shout for them to come on, and the Texas Trailers responded by almost yelling themselves hoarse.
Then it was that the horse-thieves saw the trap they had
fallen in.
It was true that they had been successful in getting Peg
away without their enemies knowing it, but they had given
them a chance to catch thetn in doing it.
But Captain La rry was not the sort of a man to give up
when he got in a tight place.
He was a desperate villain, otherwise he would not have
been thel'e now.
He began to yell to his men to fight it ·out, and proceeded
to shoot for all he was worth at our friends.
But the range was too great for their revolvers, and the
horse-thieves soon emptied th em without doing any more,
damage than a slight wound in the forearm of one of the
trailers.
Spokes and his men had now succeeded in heading them
off, and there being no chance to get to the cover of the trees,
the villains set out across the open country, hoping their
horses would carry them safely out of danger.
'.Spokes saw Wild and his two companions swinging their
lariats, so he gave the command for his m en to get ready to
rope the gang.
Then they pressed after them.
The. horse-thieves were doing their best to reload their revolvers, and this kept them from getting over the ground as
fast as they could otherwise have done.
Like an avalanche Young Wild West swept down upon them.
The noble sorrel he bestrode seemed to glory in that kind
of work, and the first thing Captain Larry saw was a lariat
coming through the air toward him.
He made a brilliant attempt to dodge the noose, but it was
useless.
He did not know the skill of the person who threw it.
Young Wild West never missed the mark when he had
once carefully judged the distance.
Zip!
The noose settled over Captain Larry's head and shoulders,
and the next moment he was jerked from the saddle.
Whiz! Zip!
Cheyenne Charlie very n eatly caught Sam Pi,.erce and
yanked him from his . horse.
Then Jim Dart paid his respects to Dan Pills and caugl1t
him very easily.
By this time some of the men ha~l placed fresh cartric;es
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in the chambers of thelr revolvers, and they began to shoot
at their pursuers.
Then Lem Spokes' men began to answer the fire.
The r esult \Vas that two of the horse-thieves were wounded.
They tumbled from the saddle and then promptly cried
for quarter.
"Rope them in!" cried Wild, who was right in his element
now. "Rope them in, boys!"
"Whoopee!" yelled Cheyenne Charlie, and the Texas Trailers
joined in the cry with him.
The trailers were now near enough to get in their work,
and the lassoes began flying iight and left through the air.
Not wishing to lose all the fun, Wild called to a couple of
them to take charge of the villains he and his partners had
caught, and then coiling their lariats, the three set out again.
The horse-thieves were now riding about like a lot of
frightened sheep.
.
Though they did their best to get away, it was without
avail.
"This is the most fun I have had in some time," remarked
our hero, when it was all over and the villains were being
securely bound to the backs of their horses. "Now, then,
we will take them to the corral."
"That's it!" exclaimed Lem Spokes. "Say, boys, jest give
three cheers for Young Wild West an' ther Texas Trailers."
Then the men took off their hats and let out a genuine
Texas yell, which is something that can't be beaten the world
over.
They whooped it up for a couple of minutes without cessation, until Young Wild West sat in the saddle and bowed his
acknowledgments.
The majority of the horse-thieves were very meek, but
Captain Larry, true to his nature, was bold and defiant.
''Why don't you go ahead an' hang us?" he said. "You
daren't do it, I reckon."
"You jest wait an' see," retorted Lem Spokes, with a laugh.
"We're goin' to take you to Bangle Green an' give ther folks
a chance to see you dance on nothin'. Don't git it in your
head that you're goin' to git away, "cause you ain't. I reckon
us fellers will git some of ther money what's offered for you,
dead or alive, too. This is goin' to be a payin' job for us,
an' Young Wild West an' his pards are goin' to git half ther
reward, 'cause they done ther most of ther work. You're what
I call a sick lot, an' ther quicker you git put out of your misery
th er better it will be for yer."
At this some of them began to beg for their lives.
But Lem Spokes was obdurate.
"You've got to hang, an' that's all there is about it," he
declared. "You all know that you're deservin' of it, an' all
know what ther rule is in this part of Texas. Don't waste
your breath pleadin' now, 'cause it won't do you no good."
Sam Pierce was the most cowardly of them all.
He cried and begged, but it was useless.
"Git 'em over to the corral, boys," Spokes said. "We'll take
'em to Bangle Green to-night, after dark. It will be better, as
some of ther gang in town might take a notion to sympathize
with 'em an' make trouble for us. We must git 'em into
town without many knowin' anything about it till after we
git 'em there."
All hands headed for the corral now.
"I wond er what became of the woman?" Jim Dart remarklld,
as they rode along.
"I don't know," replied Wild. "Let her go. Perhaps she
will take th e advice I gave her and go to her home. I suppose she was hiding among the trees while we were roping in
her husband and his gang."
"I_ reckon we had ought.er made her a prisoner, too," remarked Cheyenne Charlie. "She's a regular terror, an' there's
no tellin' \\"hat she might do afore she gits through. "
"I don't think she will come very close to us now," said Lem
Spokes. "She'll be afraid to, 'cause she'll think we will hang
her, too, if we git hold of her."
They soon reached the corral, and when the old man in
charge of the place saw a lot of prisoners, he cried in a
delighted way :
'
"Now, I r eckon there'll be a little peace around here. Them
fellers are ther worst lot J ever run across. They would steal
ther meanest kind of a horse jest for ther fun of stealin' it I
gness. They've taken many a thousand dollars' worth 'of
good critters, too. Captain Larry has been caught at last,
an' I'm xery glad of it."
•
"I've been caught, old man, but I haven't been hung yet!"
cried Captain Larry. "I don't think I was born to be hung,
old man."
"W<>ll, I think you was."

"You can go right on an' think that way. But jest see how
surprised you will be before long."
The prisoner laughed, bnt it was a bitter laugh, for all that.
The horse-thieves were removed from their horses and
carefully tied to trees in the front of the cabin ·the old man
occupied.
Lem Spokes saw to it that every one of them was tied securely.
He considered that it was a great haul he made, and one
that would bring forth the praises of men f rom all parts
~~Sta~
·
'fhat was why he wanted to get them to the town.
He would say that he was doing his best to turn them
over to the sheriff of the county, but the men would not have
it that way, and they would be hanged by the crowd, the same
as all horse-thieves were in that part of the country in those
times.
Shortly after the arrival at the corral Jim Dart took a
notion to climb a tree and look around.
He wanted to see if there was any signs of life on the
prairie or hills.
Jim had no sooner got to the top of the tree than his quick
eye caught sight of a large herd of horses.
"Here's something to make the time pass," he exclaimed,
as he hurriedly descended the tree.

•
CHAPTER XI.
. CAPTAIN LAR!tY ESCAPES AND IS TRAILED BY WILD.

"'l'hre's a big herd of 'horses over to the left!" Jim exclaimed when he reached the ground. "Now is the time for
a little more fun."
"Good!" said Wild, starting for his horse.
"I reckon I want to git a chance at one or two of 'em, too,"
cried Cheyenne Charlie, following him. "I reckon my lariat
ain't worn out from catchin' them fellers."
He laughed when he said this, and Captain Larry scowled
fiercely at him.
But our three friends were not the only ones interested
in the herd of wild horses just th:m.
The Texas Trailers were eager to get a chance at them, too.
"We'll have to leave a couple of you here to watch the
horse-thieves, boys," said Lem Spokes. "I'd like to take you
all, but I don't see how it kin be d one."
"Couldn't ther old man k eep a watch on 'em till we come
back?" spoke up one of th e men. "There. ain't no danger
that they'll git away, anyhow; they're all tied so they can't
move an inch."
"That's so. Well, I reckon ther old man kin do ther watchin'.
We won't be g-0ne very long, anyhow."
Then he gave the old fellow instructions to keep a sharp
watch on them, and in case any one came around and tried
to liberate them, to shoot him on the spot, whether It was
man or woman.
Young Wild West did not think there was any danger of
the captives· getting away, though h e had an idea that the
old man wa:> not the one to pay much attention to anything
but his pipe and the bench he had covered with blankets in
front of the shanty.
In a very short time the whole party started out in the
direction Jim Dart had seen the horses.
When they got close enough to see them from the saddle they
spread out iri two parties and started to surround them.
Our three friends were in the party that went to the right.
They rode In a circle, and gradually got around the unsuspecting herd.
When Wild thought there was a sure chance of getting some
of them, he gave the order to make for the h erd.
With the speed of the wind the party dashed down upon
the wild horses.
They got almost within a quarter of a mile of them before
they were seen.
Then the frightened animals started to run.
But when they saw they were running direct for another
party of horsemen, they halted for a moment, and the leader,
a big black stallion, reared high in the air as though he was
looking around for an avenue of escape.
"Now, boys, close In on t~em!" cried Young Wild West,
and then all hands began swrng!ng their lariats, ready to let
the nooses go for the horses.
Naturally, Wild figured on getting the leader of the herd.
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He had already caught a handsome white stallion.
Now here was a black one for him, if be could only catch
h im.
As coolly as though he was riding among a lot of tame
horses, Wild drew down on the herd and fairly mingled
among tbe animals.
His sorrel was swift enough to allow him to do this.
Suddenl y his lariat whizzed through the air.
The noose settled about the neck of the black stallion the
first time.
Bu t as it tightened about the big steed's neck, it did not
t hrow him.
H e was checked a little, but not enough to lose his balance.
The horse was going to make 'a fight for it.
With the yells of the Texas Trailers ringing in his ears
and the horses galloping all around him, Wild started in to
conquer the big black.
He spoke a word to the sorrel, and then away they went,
the lariat slackening until the middle part hit the ground.
T
hen the boy turned the intelligent sorrel to the left so
suddenly that the animal nearly lost his balance and came
pretty near throwing him from the saddle.
But both horse and rider recovered instantly, and then there
came a sudden jerk. . ·
'
·
"That's the way to do it, Spitfire, old boy!" Wild exclaimed,
as the big black went down In a heap. "There is more than
one way to throw a wild horse."
He patted his own steed on the neck, and then sprang from
the saddle to catch the wild one by the head before he got
u p.
Nimble and active as he was, he had no trouble to do it.
In just two minutes he had the horse hobbled so it was impossible for him to r un away.
Then he looked around, and saw that Charlie and Jim .and
the Texas Trailers were doing great work.
"Well, let them go ahead," he thought. "I've got the best
one in the whole herd, and I shan't bother with any more.
I 'll get h im to the corral as soon as I can. The rest can come
on up when they fee l like it."
B ut our hero found that he had his hands full, as th e
saying is, when he started to drive the black stallion to t'he
corral.
I n about half an hour. he was at the spot where the prisoners had been left in charge of the old man.
Wild looked around and saw the forms bound to the trees,
a nd then he asked the old man to open the gate for him.
The request was promptly complied with, and the big
black was placed where he could no longer rove the forests
and plains with freedom.
Young Wild West dismounted and walked over to the prisoner s.
Suddenly It occurred to h im that one of them was missing.
He looked them over carefully, and then turning to the old
m an, exclaimed:
"Where is Captain Larry?"
"I don't know," was the reply. "Has he gone?"
"He Is not here," and Wild looked about him in a puzzled
way.
"He's been gone half an hour, Young Wild West," spoke up
Sam Pierce, the first of the horse-thieves our hero and his
friends bad come in contact with.
"How did he get lose?"
"The feller next to him chawed
his hands loose with his
1
teeth."
Wild walked over to the tree where the captain of the gang
h ad been tied.
·
"Which of you liberated your captain?" he demanded, looking at the captives on either side of the tree.
"It was bim,'' said one, nodding to the other.
"Yes, it was me, an· I was a fool for doin' it," spoke up
the accused. "He promised to let us all loose if I chawed his
hands free, but when he got loose he laughed at us, an' told
us that he guessed he could git along better by goin' it alone,
Instead of bein' bothered by us follerin' after him. Then h e
sneaks up an' gits a horse an' some of ther shooters what
was took from us while their old man was dozin'.. He told
us that If we said a word he would begin to cripple us with
bullets, an' we knowed enough about him to beiieve he would
keep his word. After he had tantalized us a bit he rode off.
That's ther whole story about it, an' every word of it is true."
"That's right, Young Wild \vest," Pierce declared. "Don't
you think it was about ther worst thing a man could do to his
m en, after they had stuck to him through thick an' thin?"
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Iasked
"What can
them.

you expect of a villainous horse·thief?" W ild
"Any one of you would have done the same
thing if you thought you would gain anything by it."
"I wouldn't."
Wild smiled scornfully.
Charlie and Jim and tbe Texas Trailers were now coming
in, and as Wild looked in the direction they were Sam Pierce
called out pleadingly:
"Ain't you goin' to let me go for tellin' you abou t ther
captain gittin' away?" he asked.
"Oh, no; don't ask me to let you go, for I could not do i1i
if I wanted to. You are in the charge or Lem Spokes."
"It is awful to be hanged."
"I believe that. But it is awful to commit such crimes
as you are guilty of."
"But jest think of it!"
"This is neither time nor place for sympathy or sen timen t,"
answered Wild. "You have made your bed; now you must
lie in it, as the old saying goes."
Pierce said no more.
He began trying hard to resign himself to his fate.
Pretty soon the trailers got there with eleven of th e h orses
they had captured from the herd.
Then Charlie and Jim came in, each with one.
Wild quickly told them what had happened.
Then he sprang into the saddle and started to follow th e
trail of Captain Larry.
"I'll have him!" he cried. "Charlie, you and Jim can fol·
low me as soon as you can get your horses put away."
"All right," came the reply.
Having the best horse, Young Wild West was far ahead of
his partners at the end of an hour.
The trail of the captain of the horse-thieves was a pretty
plain one, and for that reason he had little difficulty in following it.
But it was now sunset, and it struck the boy that he was
going to have a pretty hard time "of it, after all.
Captain Larry was a shrewd villain, and it was just probable that he would be lying in ambush for the purp ose of
shooting any one who might be pursuing him.
Wild kept on till darkness overtook him.
Then he came to a halt and decided to wait till Charlie
and Jim came up.
He gave his horse a chance to nibble at the grass, wh ile
he took a scout around on foot.
He had not gone far when he heard a horse mun ching
grass.
.
.
It was not Spitfire, for he had left him a hundred yards
behind.
It was another's horse, and whose could it be but CaptaJn
Larry's?
That is what he asked himself.
Young Wild West did not hesitate an instant.
He crept straight for the place where the horse was, n ot
making a particle of noise.
'l'he next moment he found himself in a little glen , and
in the faint light that came from the rising moon he saw
the outlines of a horse and a man.
The horse was eating from the ground, and the man w as
standing with bis back to a tree.
A smile crept over the face of the handsome youn g deadshot.
·
Then he moved stealthily forward until a distance of only
ten feet Intervened between him and the man.
"Hands up, Captain Larry!" he exclaimed, in a ringing
tone. "I have come to take you back t o the f ri ends you
deserted!"
CHAPTER XII.
CONCLUSION.

It was Captain Larry that Wild had found, sure en ough!

The villain gave a start as tbe words rang out.
He recognized the voice of Young Wild West instantly.
"You will never take me!" he cried. " I will- -"
"Stop! Put up your hands, or you will die!"
'l'here was no mistaking the meaning of the words and the
tone of voice they were spoken in.
Though not used to obeying such commands, Captain Larry
found himself lifting his hands almost before h e k n ew It.
'-'You served your friends what I call a mean trick, " re·
marked Wild, as he stepped up to him and pressed the muzzle
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After finding that her husband and his band were no t where
of his revolver against the villain's t emple. "Why didn't you
she had left them, the men she had brought with her were for
let them come with you when you got away?"
"I wish I had now, Young Wild West," was the . retort. going back to the town.
They thought quite naturally that the horse-thieves had
"Maybe you would not have caught me so easy, then."
"I might not have don e it so easily, but I would have caught made th ei r escape.
But Peg did not wan t to leave the place.
you, just the same, Captain La rry. You have given me no
And they had not been gone half an hour when she heard
end of trouble, and I suppose if I had dO'.ne the right thin g, I
.would have shot you on sight. But I made up my mind I her husband's voice .
was going to fetch you back, so the •rexas Trailers cafl take
"Is that you, Larry?" she call ed out, joyfully. " I thought
you into Bangle Green and hang you."
you would come."
"Go ahead an' do it, then," was the sullen r eply. "I've
"I'm here, Peg, bUt I wlsh I wasn't."
played my last card, an' I r eckon I've lost. You kin take me · "Why, what's t he matter, Larry?''
..
back, or shoot me here an' leave my carcass to th er buzzards.
She had halted right befor e our friends now, ancl l'ea hzmg
I don't care Which you do."
enemies,
his
fuat her husband was a captive in the ha11us of
"Well, then, I will take you back with me. I was never s he 1Jetn.me t empol'arily paralyzed.
known to shoot a man when he was helpless, you kn ow, and
Then she found . her tongue.
I could not be induced to drop you just now. Just put your
"You did this, Young Wild West!" she screamed, as she
It,
doing
about
mistake
any
make
n't
do
and
you,
hands behind
recognized our hero. "You did it, an' you've got to die for
either."
doin' it!"
The daring boy had removed th e villall1's weapons ftom
Divining her intention , Cheyenne Charlie caught her hand
his belt while he was talking lo him, and he now had him as she made a move to draw a pistol from her bosom.
solely at his mercy.
"He ain't goin' to die jest yet, my dear woman," the scout
Captain Larry had surely caved in at last.
observed as he wrenched t he weapbn from her grasp . "Now,
All his recklessness and defiance had vanished.
then , I 1'.eckon we'll tie you, so's you can't do any mischief."
He had come pretty near making his escape, but had failed,
Jim handed him the necessary cords, and though she
thus illustrating the old-time fact tha t "nears don't count."
screamed and fought vic:iously, Peg was soon r en\].ered helpIn a couple of minutes Wild had him SE!{!urely bound and less.
on the back of his horse.
Then our fri ends proceeded on their way to the corral uninIn spite of the fact tha t the captain of the horse-thieves terruptedly.
to
seemed
said he did not care what was done with him, he
When they got there they found that the Texas Trailers had
be mightily afraid every time Wild threatened to shoot the gone on to Bangle Green with the pr! oners, leaving word
top of his head off if he did not obey the commands he gave with the old man for them to come on when th ey got back.
him.
" I r eckon our horses are gittin' plenty of exercise to-day,"
Evidently he belived that "while there is life there is hope." remarked Cheyenne Charlie, as they set out to cover the thirty
Wild led his captive to the spot where he had left his horse. miles before them.
He was just going to mount when he heard the hoot of an
lt was a rather tedious journey, handicapped as they were
owl twice In succession.
with the two captives, but a little after midnight they rode
It was not really the hoot of an owl, but it sounded very into town.
much like the cry of that no cturnal bird.
Wild dismounted anti went into the firs t public place he
It was Cheyenne Charlie who uttered the hoot, and Wild found open to inquire for the Texas Trailers.
instantly recognized it.
As luck wo uld have it, he w.ent into the saloon tha t was run
He promptly answered in the same way, and then the next by Pea- the vicious woman who was a prisoner in his charge .
11J.oment the scout and Jim Dart rode Up.
As the boy enter ed the door, P g screamed at th e top of he r
voice:
"Hello, Wild!" called out the former, in a low tone.
"Hello!" he answered.
"Shoot him! Kill him! He's Young Wild West, an' he's
"Have you found any signs of the horse-thief yet?"
got me an' Larry out here! Kill him!"
"Oh, yes; ail the signs in the world."
Wild heard the cries from the vixen, and noticing that sev"You ain't got him? "
eral of the inmates of th e place were reaching for thei r r e"But I have!"
volvers, he whisked out his own shooters and exclaimed:
"How did you do it? "
"None of that, my . friend s. If I made a mistake in coming
Then both his partners began plying him with questions, and in here, I am r.ot going to make a mistake about getting out.
he told them how easily he had caught Captain Larry.
I am going out alive, do you understa nd? Now, the first man
They were not only surprised, but much pleased, as well. that touches his gun will need an undertaker righ t away!"
"It is going to be late when we get back to Lem Spokes'
The most of the inmates of the bar were the men who h at!
corral," said Wild, as they rode out of the woods with the cap- accompanied Peg that ni ght.
tive. "This man has given us a pretty good chase."
It was their first meeting with Young Wild West, and now
"It's too bad I didn 't keep right on goin'," said the villain
th ey co uld r eadily under stand why she was so alarm ed abo ut
l,n a rather mournful tone.
Captain Larry being. caught by him.
"It would only have lengthened your agony," said our hero,
"Good-night, gentlemen," said Wild, as he backed smilingly
with a 1augh. "Doil't you know that when I once start after to the door. "I am real sorry that I intruded upon yo u. "
a man I never let up till I get him? If you had kept on riding
And when he did get out, he fo un d a crowd in the street.
it would only have been a little later when I caught you. You
"Hooray ! " cried the voice of Lem Spokes. "Young Wild
are not capable of hiding your trail so I could not follow it. West has brought Captain Larry an' his wife in, boys! J es t
I aitn used to that sort of work. A Comanche Indian is about give him three cheers ."
·
as good !tS anything living at hiding his trail, but I have even
story.
this
to
add
to
more
little
is
There
beaten them at their lli'ame."
Suffice it to say that the house-thieves we re punished acOur friends rode alohg at a good gait and the miles began
cording to the unwritten laws of that part of the countr y.
to fl.it by pretty rapidly.
The woman was let go on a promise that she would lead
After a while they came in ~!ght of the little grove the
an honest life in the future.
horse-thieves had taken refuge in that day.
Young Wild West and his partners went back to their
In coming back they had taken a more direct route, and that
home in the Black Hills after th ey had caught and shipped a
brought them to the grove.
: "There's where you made your biggest mistake to-day, Cap- couple of carloads of horses there.
tain Larry," remarked Wild, ns he pointed out the trees. "If
you had stayed right there, instead of coming out to chase us,
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST'S
you might have got away under cover of the darkness, for we
could not have driven you out with the force we ha.d. There is WHIRLWIND RIDERS; OR, CHASING THE BORDER
•where you made the mistake of your life."
THUGS. "
"I know it!" cried the prisoner, in a. voice of anger and
despair. "Don't say any more ab<>ut It."
Just then the shrill voice of a woman rang out, and the next
t'lstant a horse came galloping toward them.
'.t was no other than Pe~.
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CURRENT NEWS
lfoy<lrn ,JnJinrnn, a former iwintcr for the Standard,
Montgomery. :Mo., lias become rich from ;i;rno invested in
oil lands in Okln homa . He recently i;;olr1 the Janel for
$14.,000, rebining onc-eigh1 h interest in rovaltics, for
•
which he now refuses *200,000.

some likeness tn b:1,:kethall. Hunning with the ball for
more than five yirn1s is illegal; iaekling below the waist is
forbidtlcn, and frequent pa~sing of the ball is encomaged.
The game mar he de,elopec1 to take the place of sacker
in collegiate sport at Cornell.

A sentence of from one to fhc :-cars, which is intended
to keep him in the Ohio peniLentiar:r until the European
"·ar ends . wns imposed upon Dr. Emmerich W. Ritter, inventor of "liq11id :fire," 1i-ho recently disclosed his connection with numerous foreign consuls and embassies in this
rountry. Ritter was sentenced for carrying concealed
weapon~. "It is through such men as you that this country
Rev. \Y. r. GrcPn, a :Methodist minister living in the nearly became ini-olvcd in war,'' ·aid Judge Powell, in senWeslr>v rommunit,v sewn miles north of Chapman, Kan., tencing Rii.t0r. "It is for' the gooc1 of the nation that you
is mnki 11g the be~t com shuckers in the community it up be incarcerated."
anrl l:1k!' notice. For recreation and di version from his
stuflie;; Ih·. ::\fr. U rcen has been helping Earl Norman get
An order for U 0.000 gross of glass bottles has been
his com in the crib, and to lhe surprise of 1\fr. N" orman 0rriven bi-• the British Govemment to the Hazel-Atlas Glass
and his neighbor~ their popular minister hmkcd one hun- Company, of Wheeling, \'ir. Va .. and the Williamstown Glass
dred buRhcls in a day.
Company, of William~town, :N'. J ., delivery to be made
as quickly as pos iblc. '1.1 he bottl e fire to be used in sendTn Fcbnrnr,v and :March, HllO. Dr. A. M. Conway, Oo- ing liquid food such as sou ps, milk, etc., to the soldiers in
lumbi11, ::.\1o., i~sur<1 1,7t~J prescriptions, each calling for a the trenches. Demand for American bottles has been so
pint of whisky, 11ccorcling to charges made by citizens of pronounced thnt trade authorities predict an export of
that place. C'olnmbia i, a dry town. The charges alleged fully 1,000,000 gross during the year 1916. There is a
that the doctor rcceiYell 25 cents for each prescription. pronounced scarcity of workmen in the factories, which
This was broufYht out when the Supreme Comi upheld the were never as busy as they are at present.
right of ihe Slate Board of Health to revoke or suspend
the lir·cnsr of a phy?ician for "unprofessional and dishonTwo trunks containing shrapnel parts were found th e
orable comluct."
other day at the Rea.ding Terminal, Philadelphia, by the

Two boys, of Bnbton, Minn., Evold BylandC'r nncl John
Ballman, b11 g-g-ri! a fifty-two pounrl wolf recently in rather
a novel way. They wrre out hunting-one boy on the motorc,ycle and !he other with a gun in the side rar-when
they spirrl the wolf and gave cliase. After a wild. ride of
;;e\'Cral miles they made a successful long shot.

Tl1e largc~t car fcrryhoat on Lake Ontario, built at Toronto, Ontario, hns recently matle its initial trip between
Cobourv,, Ontario, and Charlotte. the pori for Rochester,
X. Y. The new h()al, known as "Ontario No . 2," is a companion YC"'Kcl to "Ontario ~ o. 1 ," iliough a trifle larger;
"Xo 2'' l1cing :n8 feet long, 3.+ fret wide. with a rated
capai:ity 01' .\'167 Lon . It can carry 30 loaded freight cars
and 1,000 pm'~rng rs .

(' . .T. Woltl, 11• Iii le.: lnmiinp.· at 'Tamarack, ea. l of Brainerd,
:JJinn .. hcc11me a vict im or "lmck [over," and fe ll off a log
on which he wa~ Featcd, when a deer appeared. He snffrrcd a "Jlrainrrl :rnklc anrl rnrne home on crutches. In
spite or !1is rripplr·rl cnndiiion i\fr. Wold succeeded in
::;hnntinµ- Ll1c <leer, which he left i11 ihc woods until he
ro11 lll :nrangr in hn ul it 011t. \r\wn he rctnrned he found
some one h:ir1 rrmnve<l the rear qu:u!crs ot the animal,
ler..\'inz him thr> hcnt1 nncl fore shou!dcrn .
-----/\ nr11· p·:p1w. whirh is a rombination of [ooilrnll nnd
ba;;kcilrnll. i~ being tric(l ont at C'ornell. "Gricliron" is the
nc\l\\l' o-1' l\1c llC'\V RlJr.rt; whirh ha~ \wen in vented by Proie~ or ('. y. V. y \i\\11~ . 1t if-I \)\ayec\ with a nu:?;hy footbal\
ou the regular grilliron, by lc::ms oJ: eleven 111cn, but has

bagga.gemastcr. They bore tags showing that their destination was Cape May. They came from Bethlehem, Pa. The
fliscovery wa$ reported to the secret service men hete and
they got in touch with agen ts of the Department of J ustice. But it is said there is a slight clew to the identity of
the trunk's owner. In view of the recent disastrous fire
at the Bethlehem steel works it is believed that the trunks
were being r erno'l'ed by persons who were under suspicion.
The tnmks indicate that their owner is a person of means.
The r1ogs of war have been more than a :figure of speech
:for thousands cf years . They were used in Egypt in the
~·car 400 B . C. The Romans, the Teutons and other :fight·
ing nations of antiquity depended much on trained. dogs
for . entinel and defemc purposes . In the Middle Ages,
:five anrl six centuries ago, the dogs of war wore armor.
In the present war in Europe <logs are u ed in all the
armies to assi"t the soldiers and also to help the Red Cross
workers in finding and aiding 'rounded men. "Scotty"
·Allen . who has had some famous teams of racing dogs in
Alaska, has $ent a number of them to France recently.
These are HE'k imo dogs, ancl they will be usecl by the
French army in the winteT. The dogs arc of much value
in 1)un1ng <>\cdgl;)s on the snow and they also make goocl
sentinels.
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Charley, the Cattle King
- OR -

THE BOY WHO OVVNED THE RANGE
By

"PAW~ EE

JACK"

(A SERIAL STORY)

rr he had shown the least sign of timidity or fear, while
the cowboys might still have followed him, it would have
been w[th no such enthusiasm as was displayed now.
"Riclc abead with me, Bill," Charley said to Downing.
"Wc can i:;Jow clown then, and it will give us a chance to
talk."
'rhcv were at it about Len minutes later.
Cha;·ley put the all-important question bluntly enough:
"Brll Downing, do you intend to stand by me right
along? Are you one upon whom I can count, or are you
·another of those who are determined to down the kid
boss? Answer me honestly, for if you c~o otherwise I shall
find it out in the end, nnd we may as well understand each
other at the start."
\
No11', of course, Charley did not expect any other answer than that the bo~s of Xo. 5 wa going to be t rue to
him.
What he inlcn<lccl by the que:;Lion was to give himself a
chance lo jnuge of this man hy the way in which the answer came.
Hill Downing's answer was a guarded one.
"0 f course, :rou arc the owner of t11e range," he said,
"ancl we fellows mean to do the best we can for you. Pete
Michaels is a har1 one, though, and he's bound to make you
trouble right along from the way he has started 1n, I ' m
nfra[d. Don't you think you'd better try and make friends
with him after thi little racket is over? 1 understand
you hrive been given a year to show what you can do . After
that is over you could drop him, you know ."
"Perhaps you are right; I'll think of it,'' said Charley,
quietly. "I'm glad to know that you are with me, Bill."
But to him elf he added:
"This man is not to be depended upon, that's a sure
thing. I must look up a better .backer than him."
Charley had his reasons for putting Bill D owning to the
test.
It had entered his head that it would be a good idea to
take up his residence at :ro. 5, and cut out :r o. 3.
He now gave up the idea.
"I'll stick it out where I landed,'' he said to himself.
"I'll just make those fellows respect me whether they want
to or not."
CH APTER VIII.
He immediately changed the conversation to t he matter
•\FTEH THE XA\AJO K \ ND.
in hanc1 .
"Now, Bill," he said, "what I want is to head t he NavaCharley ha d 11·011 aut, and the principal rea on why he
had don e so was because he never intended nor 'expected jos ·bft and never let them get near t he corral at all. I'll
be frank with you ; the boys at No. 3 are not ·to be dependt o do anything else.

CHAPTBH VJJ (continued)
"I'm wit h you every t ime. I'll go right along." .
" H old on. H ow many men are there here in the corral ?"
'"l \venty- ix, including 1be coci>k. '
"Rince we have t he Narnjos located. three ought to be
eno ugh to leave behind."
"l rs a risk, of cou .. e, but it's for you to say .''
" l 'll consult. with Bill Downing, your boss here, and
then decide. Now be o_ff with you, Tke, and make out the
best case for me you can."
Charl ey paced up and down before the huts for some ten
rn i nutes before the first man came out.
T his proved to be Bi.11 Downing himself, <1 nd, pitching
right in. he had won him over before the lcepy cowboys
·
:.t>'~embl ed.
Chnrlry nt once succeeded in cxplnining the s[tmition
in his t:lcar, ringing voice.
"lt is a question whether I hold my own or whether I
fal l down to oblige Boss Michael , boys,'' he wound up by
saying. "X ow, I 'm the most obliging fellow who ever
lived, !mt when it comes to standing still and :eeing my
stock run off the range by a lot of redskins just to satisf:v
]Jetc Michaels' jealousy against mo, I'm not in it. ·w hat
J want is help. I don't order a single man to follow memark that . Do I get help, or clo I go it alone?"
"I'm with you, boss!" cried Bill, tepping to Charley's
side.
"Me, too !" a.J ded I ke.
"And all of us!" yelled a one-eYccl follow in the background . "Roomy f;r the little b~ss !"
The cry was taken up by nearly all the CO'wboys, as far as
Cbarlev could make out.
Bill .Downing ordered the bronchos saddled without delay.
As he favo red leaving six men behind, Charley promptly
agreed, only asking that Ike Osborn should be one of those
to go.
By a quarter to two Charley had the proud sati:sfaction
of riding away from N"o. 5 with twenty well-armed and
determined cowboys at his heels.
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ed on. Michaels has been among them, and has them all
under his thumb. We want to do the fighting and driw
the Indians back to the mountains ourselves."
"Correct," replied Bill. "That's the talk. and we can
do it; but I want to tell you, boss, there hain't more'n half
those fellows what are full Indian, and they are all outlaws, with a price on the head of every one of them. \Ve
don't want to take no prisone.rs. The law allow. us to
hang or shoot any one on 'em what falls into our
hands."
"We w:mt to turn them back where they came from,
that's what \re want," f:laid Charley. " J ow, tell me where
you think they will come down?"
"Of course, no fellow can tell, boss, but if you want my
opinion it will be Gop.licr Gulch. You see, I don't know
where their camp is, though you seem to think Pete Michaels does; ~ut the gulch would be the natural way for
them to come down out of the Red Mountains if they want
to hit No. 3. Didn't the feller what gave Pete away tell
you that?"
":N"o, he didn't; that's why I wanted to learn it from
you."
"Of cour~e. I don't know who he is, boss, but--"
"And you won't know, .Bill. That's my secret and his."
"Yon are perfectly right. You'd make the biggest kind
of a mistake to give him .away."
"'\Yhere is this Gopher Gulch?"
"Six miles from No. 3, or thereabouts."
"And from here ?"
"Waal,. it hain't more'n eight from here, I reckon."
"Shall we poRt ourselves at the mouth of the gulch and
wait- for 'thcm to show tJiemselves ?"
"At a place near it what we call Lhc GraYeyard would
be about the thing."
"Good ! Head for there. Now, I'm in your hand , Bill.
You arc boss until this :fight is over. AU I can do is to
:fight myself."
"If vou do that as well as you ride you'll have every
feller in o. 5 your friend; but you bain't got no gun,
boss. '\Vhat about that?"
"I've got a revolver, which will do just as well. Hello,
we turn here, do we?"
"You're sharp, boss. Another wouldn't have noticed
that we had left the trail."
Tlicy cut out the talk now, and it was just a mad dash
to Gopher (inlch-a dark opening in the frowning cliffs
of the Reel Mo1mtains.
Passing it and keeping on a few hundred yards, Bill
Downing drew rein at a place where a vast number of huge
oblong fragments of stone lay scattered about bcncatb
quite an extensive grove of cottonwood trees."
"Here you are," said Bill. "The boys call these blocks
gravestones, and the place the Graveyard. '11 he shadow
of the trees will keep our horses covered, and the Navajos
won-'t find it so easy to charge on us in among these stones,
whil e we can place every horse so that 'he can be rid out
without no trouble. How does this suit, boss?"
"Don't even aEk me," replied Charlc;y. "It's up to you."
It su ited Bill Downing right down to the ground to have
it put that l\·ay, and as a matter of fact Charley was highl}
pleased with the place.
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The on]\' thincr which woni ec1 him was the fear that the
Indians might t~ke it into their heads to come down the
mountain bv some other route and he listened attentively
'
v
to the talk of the men, some of whom seemed to favor that
idea.
At first he thought of sending a scout over to No. 3 to
watrh, hut upon thinking it over he concluded to stick to
his original pmposes and leave the whole matter in Bill
Downing's hands.
Tl1at this was the wisest thing he could possibly do was
soon clemonstrated, for in about twenty minutes the sound
of hoofs was reported by Ike Osborn, who had been statimwcl at the mouth of Gopher Gulch to li sten .
"Good!" cried Bill Downing, as Ike came hurrying up
with the news. "How many do you think?"
.
"Fori.y, for a guess."
"'l~wice our number," said Charley. " How about that?
Up in Montana the~' say that one white man ought to be
goocl for thrc,e reds. Is it so down here?"
"That's what it is,'' replied Bill. "Anyhow, it's the suddenness 0£ the !1ttack what's going to do the business. We
have located them all right, though."
·Rill and Charley were in the middle of 'their little line,
their horses concealed behind the deep shadows of a large
cottonwood tree.
Charley waited in breathless impatience.
At last he caught the echo of the hoofbeats up the
canyon, and a rno~ent later a stream of light came out between the towering walls.
"That shows what they be!" declarecl Bill. "No true
Tnjun would ever carry a lantern. There's some Injuns
among 'em, of com·se, but the most of 'em is just a lot of
blame scrubs, ont fo r whatever cattle they can steal."
"Where would they take the cattle to if they got 'em?"
·
inqnired Charley.
"Don't ask me," was the reply. "Of course, they never
clo ft job twice alike. Hold on, now, boss! We shall have
to rret tlown to business in a minute, for here
tJ1ey come !"
'r!1e achrance guarrl was already out of the canyon, and
the others quickly followed.
All were dressed like Indians, and Charley would never
baYe doubted that they were such, for the face of every
man was well besmeared with paint, and most of them
wore feathers in the hair.
The cowboys watched their advance with a silence which
grew oppre~sive, while the leaders halted, waiting for the
others to come up.
Charley looked in vain for Boss Michaels.
If the treacherous superintendent was with the band be
coulcl not make him out, but he was able to count forty-.
three men, all tolrl, and there is no denying that he felt a
bit nervous when they suddenly started and galloped toward the Graveyard, with the evident intention of skirting along the edge of that stone-strewn grove.
"Fire !"
Suddenly Bill Downing gave the word.
From the deep shadows of the cottonwood grove twenty
rifles spoke.
(To be continued)
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.ITEMS OF INTEREST
ST AMPS NOW CASH IN RUSSIA.
Owing to the shortage of small coin in Russia postage
stamps of the value of 10, 15 and 20 kopeks are in me
as paper money . . At the same time they can be used for
postage, but they Me printed on stouter paper and have
an overprint on the back in black which denotes the new
use to which they have been put. Philatetists will also be
interested to know that there is a "war stamp" now in use
in New Zealand. The current one-cent stamp with the
head of King George is overprinted with the words "war
stamp" and two stars. It is used in reality as a war tax,
in addi.t:ion to the ordinary postage.
li:ILLED 150 RATTLERS.
There ate fewer rattlesnakes in Trego County, Kansas,
to-day than there were months ago, as a threshing crew
working near Waweeney, Kan., killed 150 snakes in a few
minutes near where they were working recently. ·
A large rattler ~s observed by one of the men lying
in a low place at the mouth of a hole. He was pulled out
and killed and with him six more; and then others.
For more than a half-hour the men worked hard killing
snakes, and when there were no more in sight tails were
counted and 150 had been killed. The largest one meas-·
ured six feet and four inches and he had an even dozen
rattles.
NATURAL HISTORY MOVIES.
At the Brooklyn (N. Y.) Institute Museum the other
clay, motion pictures were shown to an audience of between
two and three hundred interested spectators-half of them
school children. Director Fox requested George P. Engelhardt, of the Department of Marine Invertebrates, to explain the scientific part of the pictures. Mr. Engelhardt's
lecture upon sponges was responsible for expectation of
more of the same entertaining and instructive explanation,
which was justified. The Jerboa, a rodent of Egypt, was
shown in its natural habitat. Seal, of the Priboloff I slands,
part of the extreme geographical limits of the United
Sfate~ af America, were shown disporting themselves on
the flat, rocky shores of the Alaskan Islands, the grandeur
of ·ocean surf under Northern skies was well represented.
Sea lion!;! also were presented in the fihn.s.
MILLIONS 1N R'.AILWAY SCRAP.
The experience of the Pennsylvania railroad is being
cited as showing the new standard of economy which the
railfdads ha:ve ~et up in recent years under the necessity
or making 'every dollar af revenue count. The Pennsylvafiib. does not throw away anything tha.t has any value to
man ·or beast. Instead; it sells everything the company
has no further use for, if a market can be found for it.
In 1914 the scrap matarial sold broug11t iil $2,157,241,
:'I.lid vet this was $1,000,000 less than the proceeds of
scrap. in 1913. WaEte paper alone sold last year for $19,211, oil barrels for $.22,~ 39, and old rubber for $15,222.

Locomotives and wooden passenger cars brought in $114,326. The biggest item of scrap revenue is the sale of old
wheels, metals and wrought iron, which sold last year for
more than $780,000. Most of the old wooden cars are
burned to recover the iron, after all sills and other wooden
parts fit for uS'e have been removed.

A COYOTE DRIVE.
A big coyote aml woH drive for Greeley County, Kan.,
took place on Sunday, Nov. 14, 1915, under the managem ent of Col. George Thyfault, of Tribune, and Col.
William Carter, of Horace, Kan. Those who took part
came with automobiles at 7 o'clock A. M:. Col. Thyfault,
a plainsman for forty years, and Col. Ca.rter have made
many wolf drives, and there were more than 100 automobile parties assembled to participate.
Greeley County is on the Missouri Pacific railroad, in
the extreme western part of Kansas, and the southwestern
part of the county is as le\'el M a floor.
A township was surrounded by automobiles, and the
chase for the coyotes continued until either they were overtaken or fell to the ground from exhaustion. No guns were
·
used.
11 hi s is always considered as Greeley County's gala day.
The arive did not last more than two hours, and all the
hunters then r eturned to Tribune and attended church.
ELE CTRICITY IN THEATERS.
According to the Brooklyn Daily Eagle the up-to-date
theater couldn't exist without making an extensive use of
electricity. Theatrical managers were among the :first to
adopt electricity, and they have been heavy users ever
since. A notable installation of various new electrical
theater deviees has been made in one of the largest playhouses in New York
The ~tage is equipped with myriads of border lights,
footlights, projectors and other apparatus. This equipment will produce any effect from a mountain sunrise to a
golden sunset, and then show with all the vividness of
actual life the burning of a house at night or a distant
thunderstorm. A long, narrow glass runway through the
auditorium is used in conjunction with the stage. A
mu1tiplicity of bigh-powered incandescent lamps concealed
in the runway produce the aurora borealis effects upon the
performers. For general lighting of house and signs hundreds of other lights are used.
During the warm season a number of electric m otors
blow air through a box of ice into the auditorium by means
of large electrically-driven fans. Dozens of motor-driven
fans at vantage points keep up the air circulation . Motors
are also used for ·mechanical features, such as operating
hoists in flying ballets, and turning cir cular swings and
revolving platforms ..
Electricity has been proved to be a most potential factor
in keeping the stage alive and is furnishing a range of
effects that no other means of light power could supply.
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RIP OF THE RIP=RAPS
-OR-

THE GHOSTS OF GROGGY HARBOR
By DICK ELLI.SON
(A SEIUAL ST ORY)
CHAPTER X (continued)
"Not so long as he is dead and you ha'lle the diamonds.
·
Of course it's nothing to you."
"Keep on saying it and find the diamonds if you can,"
said Rip, folding bis arms desperately. "If you want to
leave me on the spit to starve to death or to be washed
away do that, too, but show yourself gentleman enough to
take this lady over to Holloway's or some other place from
which she can get to New York."
"Ro," said Retta, and it was a. good deal to Rip's surprise. "I won't go without you, Rip . I had rather take
my diances on this sand spit, even with the storm coming
up, than to go off with these men."
"Indeed!" said Captain Bowser, looking at her intently.
"Well, you shall have that privilege, Miss What's-yourname. Right-about, men! We will go back to the boat."
It was all a surprise to Rip. He hacl no idea that Captain Bowser meant it until he saw 1the revenue cutter's
captain get into the small boat and pull for the cutter with
h is crew.
"It's too bad !" he cried. "There goes our last chance
of getting off this place for days, perhaps."
"Don't you worry, Rip,'' said Retta indifferently. "I
am satisfied. I've no id ea we have seen the last of that insolent fellow yet."

CHAPTER XI.
A DREAHY DAY ON

nm

,

SA.1\D PIT.

The revenue officers hoarded the cutter and it steamed
6way, leaving Hip rather puzzled over this sudden reheat
of Captain Bowser, whom he knew to be a very shrewd
and persistent man.
"He suspects us, all right," he said at last, after sttrnding iu silence for some minutes watching the cutter's black
trail of smoke.
"Of course he does,'' said Retta . ·"Don't you fret, Rip.
He'll soon be back again."
"What do you think his game is, then?"
"Watching us, of course."
"'I'o sec if an:v one comes to take us off?"
"That's exactly it."
"Bad luck! Suppose some of these masked follows take
a notion to come over from Groggy Harbor to look for.
their friend?"

"Or the diamonds?"
"Or t he diamonds, as yott say."
"Then we shall be between two fires."
"And dead sure to fa ll into one of them. But it can't
be helped now."
Rip walked gloomily along the beach.
Retta followed in silence.
"You think I ought to have gone on board th.e cutter,
Rip?" she said at last.
"I think it would have made it easier for us both if
you hacl not been so quite up and down in your refusal."
"Well,' I had my reasons. I have often heard my fathe r
speak about this revenue captain, and I know that he
considers him a very bad man."
"Well, thafs enough, then," said Rip. "You rniedn't
add another word. But I would like to know if you have
any idea of what we can do in case a storm catches us here
to-night?"
"You are angry with me, Rip, and because you are angry
you are losing all your nerve, which I admired you for so
much at first. You are a man and I am only a woman. I
am going to leave all that to you."
R1p felt somewhat ashamed of himself.
'"I'll stand by you, all right, if it comes t o that," he
said.
"l know you would," replied Rett.a, "and I wouldn't
trust those men as far as I can see them. It isn't necessarv to say any moTe."
"Wc shall iust have to make ourselves as comiorta.ble as
we cnn ui1til the next boatload shows up," said Rip.
"An cl it will be Hobson's choice," replied Retta. "One
will he as barl as the other. Just you wait and see."
They waited all the rest or the day, and saw nothihg at
all except sea and sky, and that dreary spit of sand.
Sr.a-gulls flew about, of course, lots of them, and every
now m1cl then a. big fish wotild jump.
Rip found a lot of fishing lines among the stores in the
hut, and hooks 0 £ all sizes, too, so he rigged up a cod hook
on a long line, and when the tide rose he threw it out and
ran np and down the beach with it.
Bdore lon.g he had an eight-pound bluefish fighting on
the end of the line.
It had snapped at the hook like a hungry shark, thanks
to the dogfish which drove the school inshore.
· Here was supper all right, or dinner, if one liked that
better.
Hetfa slep.t most 0£ the. afternoon, being thoroughly fa.
tigued, ·and Rip himself took several catnaJ,ls on the siuid.

I
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The wind was blowing ofl:shore, and as there was no
trouble in the cutter lyirn.r outside the breakers, especially
as the tide was running out, Rip made up his mind that
she had come up into the wind immediately after dark,
and had dropped anchor there.
"They have been watching t o see if I would have visitors," thought Rip, when the second light appeared, "and
now they have got their reward."
The second light was low down on the water.
This meant, of course, nothing but a rowboat, and as it
first appeared over in the direction of Ingal's Island, Rip
knew just what to think, and immediately hurried back to
the hut.
"Miss Retta! Miss Retta! Wake up!" he called through
the open door.
Retta, who was lyin g clown in her clothes, was , on her
feet in an instant.
"What is it, Rip?" she demanded, coming toward the
door.
"I think the ghosts of Groggy Harbor are going to pay
us a visit, and I am sure the revenue cutter is just outside
the breakers waiting for them; so we may expect Captain
Bow~er back at the same time."
'"l'hat gives us plenty of chance to hide the diamonds
somewhere else if we want to, Rip. Shall we do it? What
do you think?"
"I think we had better leave them where they ar(\ and
·
move that old barrel over the break in the floor."
"Just as you 'say, Hip. There is going to be trouble to"\Vhere are you going?" demanded Retta.
"On the 11;ateh," replied Rip. "Sonie one has to do it, night, and I lia ve made up my mind to obey you in everyth'mg. "
you know."
I "But you don't have to do that."
"I'd like to take my turn, Rip."
"It is only right that I should. You know more about
"You take your turn at sleeping first. I'm used to paplace than I do. What I am looking for is to get out
this
suits
just
It
nights.
dark:
beach
the
down
and
up
rading
fix as soon as we can. Come on, Rip. Let's go out
our
of
me."
"Of course that isn't true, Rip. Still, I am going to let and watch the lights."
They went out of the hut together into the stor:r;
you have your own way."
· "You will have to, I am afraid. I always take it; anywav."
CHAPTER XII.
''But vou will call me at the least alarm?"
J,OST IN THE FOG.
"I ce;tainly shall. Good-night, Retta."
Rip shut the door and departed.
Like the Dutchman's parrot, Rip was doing a tremenFor the next two hours he kept company with the whis- ~ous lot of thinking, and here is the way he reasoned the
tling breeze on the beach, now with it heavily in his face, situation out:
now at his back, ever growing more and more clamp and
Di·amonds hidden under floor, to be kept out df the
chill.
of revenue officers and ghosts alike.
hands
I
.
And yet it was not cold enough for snow.
Two attacking pa1'ties swooping down upon the · island
If anything come of it, Rip knew it must be a rain- after the hidden gems, ghost on the one hand and officers
of the law on the other.
storm.
At last it rame; first in great gusts of half mist, then
If they met, as they probably would, there was bound to
i_n a light but steady downpour.
be a lively set-fo between them.
It was thirk out8ide again; the weather was precisely
Rip's conclusion was:
the same as the night before, excepting that it was rain
"Why wait for the row? Why face them at all? Why
instead of snow.
not make a strike to get off the sand-spit and back to HolRip longed for a seat by the fire inside the hut, but he loway's, leaving the diamonds to take care of themselves?"
He explained his thought to Retta as they walked tohad firmly resolved to pace that beach all night no matter
gether over the sand.
what the weather was, or at least until some alarm came.
"I'm going to do just as you say, Rip," she replied. "I
Of course his keen eyes, well used to looking seaward
you that before."
told
him.
about
all
were
circumstances,
under just such
"Then let's hide and see if we can't swipe the smugAll the evening there had been one light visible, and by
midnight another appeared in the distance, the first light gler's boat."
(To be continued)
being just off the beach.

She was standing at the door of the hut when Rip
brought the bluefish up, holding it by the tail.
"My! but isn't it a beauty!" she cried. "Where did you
get it, Rip?"
"Oh, down alongshore," replied Rip. "It's an eightpounder if I am any good guessing on weight." '
"I should think it certainly ought to weigh as much as
that. Do I get it to cook for our dinner; or have you
some other girl on this sand-bar whom you like better than
me?"
"Oh, the woods are full of them, of course," laughed
Rip, "and when you find the woods you will find the girls.
Meanwhile, I guess I will let you have the fish."
"A thousand thanks, and you shall see what a nice broil
I can make you with the bacon I have found in the closet
here added on; that is, provided you will get me some
wood."
Rip was able to gather plenty of driftwood alongshore,
and he soon had a fire blazing in the old stove.
Retta cooked the fish and served dinner before dark.
What th~y lacked most was fresh water, but they had to
be content without it, for the sun had melted all the snow,
and there was not a drop to be had.
Night closed in gray a.nd gloomy.
Rettn washed up the dishes in salt water.
After an hour's chat Rip saw that the poor girl was getting sleepy again, so he arose and started for the door.
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TIMELY TOPICS
The pyramids of Egypt arc not all of uniform size, nor
are they made of stones of the same dimensions. The
great pyramid of Cheap , the largest, is now 755 feet
square and 4-fi1 feet high; when complete it was -785 feet
square and 481 feet high. It is estimated that when complete it contained 85,000,000 cubic feet of stone. The
steps are about four feet high.
An American wireless comp~ny has obtained a concession from the Argentine Republic Government for the
erection of a high power radio station at Buenos Aires, to
be used for constant communication between that country
and the United States. It is planned to erect 1,000-foot
towers at both stations in order that the intervening distance of 4,600 miles may be covered under all conditions.
The transmitters will probably be of 300 kw. capacity.
German illustrators and engravers are much concerned
over the possibility that their original copper plates may
be considereil subject to expropriation along with other
copper supplies of the Empire. The Association of German Illustrators has taken steps to secure a definite ruling
in the l!latter. The standpoint of the authorities is understood to be that an engraved plate can be considered as a
work of art only so long as prints are being made from
it for sale.
Charles H. Villar lives in Pensacola, Fia. He was poking a.round in Bayou Chico, a river near his home, when he
came. across a chest only half buried in the bottom of the
bayou. He hauled it out and opened it and found that it
was full of Spanish coin worth between $7,000 and $10,000, according to his estimate. He thinks that the treasure
chest was sunk in the bayou long years ago by pirates, for
this part of the gulf coast was once a popular place for
freebooters.
On November 29, 1915, a radio operator of the F ederal
Wireless Telegraph Company, stationed at Honolulu, succeeded in intercepting messages sent out by the high po~er
station at Nauen, near Berlin, Germany. At the time the
German station was . sending war dispatches, and so perfect was the reception of the signals that the Honolulu
operator "copied" the mesFages without difficulty. The
distance traversed by the signals was approximately 9,000
miles, establishing a new world's record in radio transmission.

distributed $20 gold pieces. The International Harvester
Company is working out a plan of distribution of profits
to employees in the near future, and so is the Scully
Steel and Iron Company. For several years the Hub Store
has divided its profits with employees.
"They can't keep the wolf from the door'' is a common
saying that came true in a literal sense one night recently
at the ,Toe Ja('kson home near Summerfield, Kan. Hounds
chased a wolf into the Jackson yard, and when Mrs. Jackson opened the door to see why the dogs were barking, the
big wolf jumped in and ran under a bed. The bed was
pulled out a little from the wall until the wolf raised his
head between the wall and the bed . '11 hen the bed was
jammed back to hold the ·animal until an axe could be obtained with whirh to kill it. Meantime there was something doing in the noise line, with three children in the
bed, the wolf back of the bed and two hounds under the
bed, all lifting their voices in louq howlings.
The homing capacity in terns has been the subject of
interei>ting experiments by Prof. J. B. Watson and Dr.
K. S. Lashley, at Bird Key, Dry Tortugas, under the auspices of the Carnegie Institution. Birds were caught in
their nesting places, tagged, marked with paint on h~d
and neck, and carried in large cages to a distance, whereupon they were liberated and watch "Was kept for their
return. It was found that "the noddy and sooty tern can
return. from distances up to 1,000 miles in the absence of
all 11mdmarks. at least so far as the term 'landmark' is understood at present." A return from the open sea was
found to be effected as readily as from a place on the coast.
Birds returned from Galveston, from Cape Hatteras, from
Havana, etc. In these case$, however, a certain percentage
did not return . The report on these experiments discusses
various proposed explanations of the homing capacity in
birds, without reaching any conclusion.

A year or two ago a warship of Great Britain's Austra-lian fleet was given the strange job of capturing or destroying a mysterious sea monster which had been reported off
the Falkland Islands, the scene of the recent German naval
defeat. It is pretty safe to say that the officers, if not the
crew, entertained grave doubts of the actual existence of
the frightful creature which had been de!lcribed ; it was too
terrifying, hideous, gigantic and ferocious. But shortly
after the ship arrived in the waters where the monster was
supposed to lie in wait for vessels, the officer of the watch
The Cra!le Company, Chjcago, gave its 10,000 em- described a strange-looking beast making toward his ship,
ployees of more than a year's standing 10 per cent of their and it was immediately guessed that this must be the subannual salaries. The disbursement amounted to more stance of all the alarming tales. And a pretty good subthan $500,000. All the local banks · gaYe employees stance it proved, too. An attack was made upon it, and
gold pieces from $5 to $20 and the heads of departments after some hours' fighting with harpoons and quick-firers, ·
more substantial sums. The People's Gas Company the mysterious monster, which proved to be a sea-elephant
had a Christmas tree for the chiidrcn of 5,000 employees 1 between thirteen and fourteen yards long, was slaughtered
and gave to all employees turkeys. Swift & Co.! ~nd taken aboard.
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· years in meager circ]lmstances, while a fortune that would
allow him to live in ease the rest of his life awaited him
in Kansas. He is to-day li1·ing in his new home,
along with his brother-in-law, W. J. Harrison, of
Wichita . Relatives had searched for years to give him
his fortune, the amount of which is still unknown, _b ut is ·
estimated at many thousands. The aged man was found
tl:rough friends in Baker, Ore., who wrote to his relatives
1.:!lling of his condition, and he was brought to Baker by
.\fr. Harrison and B. F. Franklin of Baker.. The hermit
submitted to barber's tools, but he would not give up his
beard of long growth. Neither would he part with his violin for a minute. '.' It's the oply friend I have had for
year<>," he said, "and I couldn't bear to lose it now."
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GlUNS. AN)) CJIUCKL"ES

"I hear ,Tones, tho sea captain, is in harcl lu ck. He marGOOD CUUREN rl1 ~ l~WS AltTICJJES
ried a girl and she ran away from him." "Yes; he took
L ong I sland is agitati:Qg a project for consfructing a her for a mate, but she was a skipper."
canal along the Son th Shore, tq connect the great. bays, for
TeaC'her (grammar class)-TQIDmy, you may parse "cola distance of 120 miles. It would reach N cw York Harbor through Jamaica. :Say. The estimated cost of con- lege." Tommy-Com'n noun, third pers'n, feminine gend
structing the canal is $2,000,000, which it is proposed to - -· Teach er-Feminine gender? 'l'ommy-Y es'm; I'm
divide equally between the State ancl Federal governments. parsin' V :-tssar College.
Under a recent ~tatute the plan of paying prisoners in
the Essex County penitentiary in Caldwell, N . J., has
been begun. Thirty prisoners under charge of two guards
were put to work repairing Grove avenue, between Verona
and Caldwell. It is purposed to turn over the wages to
the dependent families of pl'isoncrs. The :diount paid
will not exceed 50 cents.

A little newshov who had been in an accident came into
his Sunclay-schooi' class with one of his ears bandaged to
his head, and sa id to the tcncher, ~'I'm a good one ta 'preach
to to-day, for it goes in one ear and can't get out the
other."

Suit was instituted in the District Court of Tulsa, Okla.,
by W. P . Blevins agajnst J. S. McCartney and others to
recover $500 because the dogs at the city pound keep him
awake at night by their barking. McCartney is the keeper
·of the Clog pound. In the suit it is charged that the snarling and growling of the dogs is 6bjectionable to the residents of the section and that infection from the kennels
hM spread to some of the adjoining houses, causing disease among the child.ren.

Tess-He used to take me to the theater every other
evening or so, bui. one evening when we were sitting in
the parlor I foolishly allowed him to kiss me. JessWhat has that got to do with the theater? Tess-Woll,
now he wants to sit in the parlor all the time.

He (at the winclow)-It's very cheerful within, but disagreeable without. She ( coyly)-Without what? He · (inEd Hixon, editor of the Stone County Record, Mountain spirecl)-Why, without you, darling. And a few weeks
View, Ark., has a sweet potato on exhibition at his office, later a furniture instalment house was called upon to open
grown by T. B. Lancaster, which he claims is the a new account.
longest sweet pobto raised in the State during the year
1915. The potato measures throe feet and one inch long
"Johnny," said his mother, severely, "some one has taken
and is two inches in dianrnter in the thickest place. It a big pie(:e of ginger-cake out of the pantry." Johnny
weighs three pounds.
blushed guiltily. "Oh, ,Johnny!" she exclaimed, "I didn't
think it was in you." "It ain't, all," replied J olmny, "part
While the local apple crop of Oregon, in the aggregate, of it is in Elsie." .
and th at of the entire Northwest as well, will be far
"'l'hink w·e shall have an early spring, Farmer Robinshorter thiin Mrmally, a number of local tracts have probumper
the
of
One
season.
this
?'1 inquired a visitor. "Waal, can't say much 'bout
yields
son
phenomenal
dueed
r,rop~ has been h:i..rvested by N. W. Bone from a twelve- that, but there's some indications of it." "What are they?"
year-old orchard. He harvested more than 5,000 boxes, "I had seven letters from city folks saying they'd be up to
see me 'fore long."
a.bout 400 treeF. yielding the gre11ter part of this crop.

"Yes, I proposed to her by letter." "And what wari her
reply?" "She simply referred me to a certain chapter and
page in 'The Life of Lord Nelson'." "And what did you
find?" "It says, 'After fruitlessly applying for command
With only his old violin for a companion, Cyrus Ted- of the ship by letter, he went in person to see about it, and
row. eighty, has lived in a caYe near Durkee, Ore., ten then he secured it'."
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THE OLD HAWK'S MO~EY.
By D. W. Stevens

"If yo u will allow me to suggest something, Mr. Bates?"
"Suggest as much as you like, Dawson," growled old
man Bates; "but I'll have my own way in this matter. I
know what your suggestion will be before you open your
lips."
.'l'he la~t speaker was Nick Bates, a well-known policy
and lottery dealer; the backer of several fashionable gambling-houses in New York; and he also loaned large sunis
of money, but always on good security.
The man addressed as Dawson was a tall, handsome fellow of thirty, who dressed in the best style, sported costly
diamonds, and drove a splendid pair of trotters out on the
road.
"Yes, Dawson-I know what :rour suggestion will
amount to. Eire a detective."
"'l'hat is the usual e:omse, l\Ir. Bates," responded Dawsori.
"The u sual course of robbing," growleu the old miser ·as
he kept his hawkish eyes fixed on his safe. "T wo month~
ago that safe was opened and twe11ty thousand dollars
taken-stolen! \\' e employed a detective then-didn't we?
By the way, he was a particular friend of yours, Dawson."
"Merely an acquaintance, Mr. Bates. I couldn't claim
him. as a friend."
"Well, friend or acquainiance," snarled the old man,
"you recommended him. 1 paid him a thousand dollars to
recover my money, anc1 I haven't seen a dollar of it yet."
"What stey:s do you propose to take, then, Mr. Bates?"
inq11 irec1 Daw~on. "Seems to me you take the loss oi
thirty thou ancl cloll!1r very coolly."
"Fifty thousand dollars and fifty cents,' corrected the
old man. "'T\v<'nty thousand two months ago, and thirty
thousand and fifty cents last night. Do you know what I
think?"
"What do vou think, Mr. Bat " ·nquired Dawson .
.,~nu stol~ tbat money, or Jim ·rt:'ll'ding stole it," said
the old 11. ~n in finn tones; "and I can't say which at present, but I'll find oul. Call him in, Dawson."
There was an innocent smile on Dawson's face as he
arv$C from the cliair and advanced to the door of the outer
office. Opening the door, the ornament called out:
"Harc1ing-Jim-Mr. Bates wants to see you a moment."
"All right, Mr. Dawson," responded a clear, manly voice,
and the next moment a delicate-looking fellow of twenty
entered the private office and approached old Bates.
"I want to say. young man," commenced the old hawk,
"that either vou or 1'fr. Fra11k Dawson t11eTe has stolen
frftv thousand dollars out of my safe, and I mean to find
out. which of you is the r obber before many hours. In the
meantime vou arc both rlischarged."
"Jr you. think I'm guilty, Mr. Bates," sobbed James
ITarding, as he bent bis tearful eyes on the old hawk, "I'd
like to be arrcBted right oJI, and get a trial. Oh, sir, I
never touched a dollar of your mon~y ."
"1 won·t arrest either of you now," growled the old
miser, with a :O.emlish smib. "I won't employ a detective

to watch you, either. I'll do all that myself. Clear out,
now: and remember that I'll be on vour track."
"But you are discharging us, sir," said Dawson. "What
.
will people say ?"
up
"Thev will sav that I have closed my office-given N
•
.
o
Dawson.
day,
very
this
do
to
mean
I
business-as
more policy, no more lottery, no more money-lending for
me. I'm going into a new business; I'm going to play detective. Ha, ha, ha! Clear out, now, the pair of you, and
remember that I have given you fair warning."
"And you remember, Nick Bates," cried Frank Dawson,
in passio"nate tones, as he shook his fist in the old man's
face, "that I am your .w orst enemy from · this day . I know
your weak points, you old villain, and I will sting you
there. You have a daughter, sir, haven't you?"
<'What of my daughter, you scoundrel? You never saw
her!"
"No. I never saw her; but I'll make it my business to
·
see her and know her, before a great while."
The old· man was about to make a dash at the irumltiag
fellow, when James Harding, uttering a cry of indignation, rushed at Frank Dawson, and struck him i the face
with his clenched hand.
"Uow darf' you speak of Miss Bates in that wa~', you
puppy!" cried the delicate-looking young man, as he followed up the blow by another, while the old· man clapped
his hands joyfully, as he cried:
"Give it to him, Harding; give it to him, James, like a
good fellow. Smash liim; wound him ; kill the ras:eal !"
Frank Dawson was so much astonished at Jim Harding'.s
sudcfon attack that he received several smart blows before
he recovered from his surprise. The old man's exclamaLions, h-0wever, seemed to call him to his semes, and with
a crv of rage he raised his right arm and strurk Jim
Harding a terrible blow between the eyes.
"Take tliat, you blamed fool," cried Dawson, as he
stared down at the delicate lad, who was now stretched on
the floor insensible. "And you-you old wretch," he contUrnec1, as he turned on Nick Bates with uplifted arm,
"you tali:e that, and feel what I'll yet give you ."
Out went the powerful arm and the clenched fist, and
down, all in a heap, fell Nick Bates.
"Murder! Police!" roared the old man, as he struggled
to his feet and ran to the outer office after his assailant, who was beating a hasty retreat down the stairs.
"vVhat is the matter, father?~ inquired a soft, pleasant
v.oice, as a veiled figure stood before him in the doorway.
"Is that you, Blanche? Did you see that rascal-that
robber-Dawson?"
"How do I know Dawson, father?" inquired the young
girJ, as she walked into the outer office; "you must remember I never saw him. I saw a gentleman running down
the stairs, as I c:nne up ."
''That's him, Blanche. He h~ robbed me, and he struck
me. See how he has raised this mark on my forehead .
And I know he has killed Jim Harding, because he resented his irnmlting you.';
"Killed Jim Harding?" cried the young girl, as her ey~s
fell on the prostrate figure in th€ other room. "And for
insttlting me! Oh, father, hand me S-Om.e water. Poor
fellow! Oh, what a coward that man must be to strike
such a delicate lad as this."
0
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And Blanche raised the bleeding face from the floor ,
while she wiped it with her handkerchief, as she continued:
"Water-water, father. He has only fainted, and he'll
soon be better. Father, do you know that I love this young
man?"
"You love him, Blanche!" exclaimed the old miser.
"Why, he's a beggar; a nameless, unknown outcast! You
are crazy, Blanche. 'rhe fellow is a robber, a thief! I am
sure he has stolen my money; and I have just told him so."
"I didn't steal the money, Blanche," faltered the young
man, as he opened his eyes and 'looked up at the young
girl's pitying face. "May I never see you again-may I
never touch your hand-if I ever touched a dollar of the
stolen money."
"I believe you, ,Ta.mes," replied Blanche, as she pressed
· the young man's hand. "Drink this water, and rest on
that lounge a while. Father, you just tell me what has
occurred ?"
"I will, Blanche; I will. But you don't mean that you
care fo · him ?"
"I do mean it, father," replied Blanche, in resolufr
tones. "He will be my husband in less than a month.
Never mind about that now, but tell me about this ne·,\
robbery. Tell me about this man Dawson, and what he
said of me."
Still caressing Jim Harding, as she took a seat beside
him on the lounge, she listened to her father's story of the
robbery, and of his accusing Frank Dawson and the delicate young man .
"You say you will not employ a detective, father?" inquired the young girl, when Nick Bates had finished the
recital.
"They are all swindlers, Blanche. They are in with the
thieves. It would be only throwing away money."
"Very well, father. If I recover the money, if I land
the thief in prison, how much will yciu give me? Cash,
mind you, and no promises?"
''What do you want with it, Blanche? You have plenty
of your own, your mother's fortune."
"I want it for Jim, here. He will assist me in catching
the thief, and he must have the reward. What do you say
to ten thousand, if we get back the fifty, or nearly all
of it?"
"I will, on one condition, Blanche."
"What is it, sir ?"
"Kill the thief-kill Frank Dawson, if he is the thief."
".Leave that to me, father. The wretch has insulted me,
and he'll suffer for it. Come, poor James, till I take you
home. Father, you lock up this office, and go home. Don't
be surprised if you do not see me for a week or so. You
)Vatch this man Dawson, and· go armed. Don't employ a
'
detective until I tell you."
young man,
delicate
the
supported
girl
young
And the
as she led him from the office, and then down the stairs to
the cab that was waiting for her on the street.
"Isn't she a beauty, Dawson?"
"'l'he handsomest woman I ever set eyes on, Burnett.
Who can she be ? Where does she come from ?"
"From England, I believe."

"I'll bet a cool hundred and an oyster supper for six
f'll be acquainted with her in less than a week, Burnett,"

returned· Frank Dmrson, as he kept hi s admiring eyes
fixed on the beautiful actress who was "bringing clown the
house" in the part of Parthenia, in the beautiful play of
"Ingamar."
A month had passed away since old Bates closed up his
office, ancl di sa ppeared for parts unknown, and Frank
Dawson was now established in the old office, carrying on a
flourishing husines~ in the same line.
He had heard a great deal about the beautiful actress,
Grace Maynard, ·,Yho had just made her debut at one of
the leading 1'l1catcrs in New York, but he had never seen
her until the night we :find him admiring her from a prinitc box.
Ou that Ye1y night, he succeeded in procuring an introduction to Gr~cc ~fayuard, who appeared delighted with
her new arq uaintnncc.
On e night about two weeks after their first meeting,
Frank an<l the young actress were seated in the front room
enjoying a glass or two of 'prime Califomia wine, when
the comersation turned on a subject that was nearest to
the loYcr's heart.
"If I could show yon fifty-five thousand dollars in a
lum JI, an my own, Gmcc," said Dawson, as he watched the
rnnng girl with a plea. ant smile, "and tell you that I have
a bu~ine·s bringing me at least six thousand a year, would
you take me--"
"Oh, nonsense, Frnnk," interrupted the young actress,
as he arose from her seat, still holding a gla s of wine in
her hand, "you are simply romancing. You have not ten
thonsancl that you can call your own."
At that momr:nt the curtains at the folding doors were
pn~hcd aside, ancl a hawkish face glared in at the man.
"Let us get clown to business at once, Gra.ce," said Dawson, growing excited, as he· gazed on the glowing face before him. "There's fifty-five thousand dollar~ in that
parlrn.ge, and they are yours, if you will be my wife."
As the man i.::poke he drew a roll of bills from his pocket,
and placC'cl them on the table.
"Fifty-fi \'e thousand dollars ·!" cried Grace, as she
reached forth her hand to take the roll. "I guess they are
mine, :rnyway, Mr. J?rank Dawson."
"\Vlrnt do you mean, Grace?"
"I mean. sir, that this money is mine-my fath er's."
"Your father's? Grace Maynard!"
·"Blanche Bates, if you please, Mr. Frank Dawson," cried
the heauty, with a merry laugh. "I am the young lady
you were to marry. My compliments to the la9y-killer."
"Treacherous fiend!" yelled the baffled man, a: he drew
a revolver and aimed it at the beautiful head. "I'll have
that money or your life."
A scornful laugh burst out from behind the curtains at
the moment, and then the sharp report from ·a pistol followed.
"Great heaven, I'm shot!" gaspetl the dandy.
"And I have recovered my money!" crietl the old hawk,
as he rushed into the room, followed by James Ha.rding.
"Every one of those bills is marked, Frank Dawson.
There's your prisoner, officer. I guess he'll liYe to serve out
ten years in Sing Sing." And he did.
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claims to be the oldest carrier in point of senice in t he
United Stai.el'. Dliring his lialf century of service he estimate that he has walked 157,424 miles, or more than
six times around the earth. Mr. Manz is a Civil War veteran and entered the po11tal ;service April 16, 1865, when
the Milwaukee postoffice occupied humble quarters on East
A giant American eagle, measuring seven feet from tip Wntcr st reet. He never lost a clay on account of sickto tip, wa captured on the farm of Mose Elliot, near ness.
Joliet, Ill., after a battle, following the discO\'ery of the
Apropos of the suggestion Urnt clogs ·of the larger breeds
bird in a chicken coop. For weeks farmers have been
missing chicken,, and pet rabbits. Elliot has name(l the might be uRed as caddies if suppl iecl with a suitable harncs ·,with wliich to carry th e clubs, an enthusiast has writeagle "Uncle Sam."
ten m1 article on personal experiences of tl1is kind. In
. George Hewes, a n egro boy, nearly died as the result of his opinion, the idea is impossible of execution, but he
a bet that he could eat more than another colored boy thinks that dogs can be used to great ad vantage in retrievabout ten year old. Both were at the W. H. SteYens & ing ball while i.he golfer stands in the ame place and
Co.'s oyster house, Seaford, Del., when the bet was made. trieR repeated practise shots. H e had an Iri sh terrier,
George ate about seventy-five large raw oy i.ers, many \rhich he trained to retrieve golf ball., and succeeded in
ginger-snap~ and much candy, cake and peanuts before he bringing it to the point where he waR able to play 120
was taken ill. Doctors were called, and for several hou;rs shots an hour, all of which the dog woulcl· 1·etricYe "·ith·
out a single lost ball.
the boy's condition was .critical.
W. P. Mize, of Iola, Grimes Colmty, Texas, was in
Bryan. Texas, recently and had in his possession the largest
Porto Rico sweet potato ever raised. It measured 35 inches
around and weighed 33 pounds or almost as much as :;.
half bushel of ordinary potatoes. ·

vVomen tram conductors have now appeared upon the
electric cars of the Leeds (England) Corporation Tramways. 'l'he first corps, composed of twenty young women
dressed in blue serge tunics and skirts with red facings
and wearing uniform caps, has proved satisfactory, and
it is stated that the number to be employed may reach
200. The rate of pay proposed is the same a that of the
men, 51f2d. ($0.11) per hour, which for Eull-time means
27s. 6d. (l!i6.68) per week.

Surgeons in Bavaria are finding tliat the use of chloride
of lime in the diet of sold iers in creases their power of resi8tin g chills and colds, and also hastens t!teir recorn ry
from wounds of the bones. It is seYcral years since DrR.
Emmerich and Loew called the attention of the world to
the importance of lime in the diet of men and beasts. rrhe
Scientific American summarize a recPnt article by Dr.
Loew on it value for soldiers. Wounded men receive daily
from two to three grams of crystallized calcium chlori<le,
or from thrclc to four grams of lactate of lime, and some
of their recoveries seem almost miraculous. In southern
Germany "calcium bread" is alread:v much uRerl. This can
be ma<le by adding 5 per cent. of what is called calcifarin
flour (which i a. compound of ordinary fl.our with ehloriclc
of lime) to the flour in making the clongli.

No longer is it necessary for Mi>s Lucy v~mdyke to work
Jong hours in a rag-room of the Bryant Paper Company,
Kalamazoo, Mich . She is now living in one of the finest
country homes in Kalamawo County. rrhe change in the
condition of things is due to a long-lo t brother, who it was
believed hncl been· dead. H e has returned from Alabama,
J oltn -and Harry, two little boys, were playing in the
where he made money. Vandyke spent day in trying to
secure some trace of 1.he family ho left here twent,v years woods near Ale:xamlra, Neb., and fo1111d an olcl sack. This
ago. Hi s effort" h:wc just been r wnrclell by the discovery ack contained $1,] 60 in gold coin, minted by a private
bank in California way back in the clayR of the "fortyof his sister.
niners !" rrhi sounds like a romance, a tale of the buried
Hope Bc:1m's finger ring is in the jeweler's shop at Win- treasures of C~ptai n Kidd, Morgan or any other pirate
chester, Va., heca11 ·e the ruby setting waR loosened hv of the high seas. But the story of th e bag of golcl is trne,
lightning. Also lie is ali re ancl \rcll after one of the most" ancl it happened seYen years ago. 'I'he discoverv of tlie
exciting experiences of bis life. having facet1 clcai.li in an gold 11·a kept a F:ecret at the time and has just been reinstant's time when a bolt or lig-htning ~truck in the con- vealed by Secretar.Y Paine, of the )l'"ebraRka Hi storical Socrete miclwav between the Deaderick and Empire build- ciefr. .rt was feared at first that somebody hearing of the
in g~ . Heam ll'as shocked se,·er.e.ly, the eleclricit,v following finding: o( 1he treasure might ill\'ent a claim to it, but
the wiring into the offire where ho was workinl!. Several a(ter ~r1en yrar:=: passed Mr. Vnine was told about it. One
women in the offo·r of a physif'ian next where th e 1ightning of thr ho.rs put his $1,100 in a hank at Geneva. X eb., where
lhe gold is ~till kept, inn safety deposit vault. The other
struck wrrr 11lrn sl~ockecl.
boy, who onl.v found ~60 of the treasure, did not bank it.
L ouis 1.Lrnz, Yeteran mail carr ier, has retired from tl1 c 'rhe gold itself is prohably worth far more than its face
srn·ivr of Tl nl'le Snrn at the age of eighty yc•a rs. He has vahll'. 'l'lir inscr ipt ion on lhe coins states that they were
L ~c:1 a }, li lw~rnkrc <.:an·icr for fifty eo!1:'ceutive years ::rnd m !11le<l by Kellog & Co., at San Francisco.
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HAS UJ.TDEHGONE 131 OPERATIONS.
Harry Smyth, 42 yea r s old, of No. 3656 L aclede avenue,
St. J_iouis, is one of the cheerfulest patients at the city
hospHa! despite the fact that 131 surgical operations ha1e
beep performed on him . Tuberculosis of the bones have
made these operations necessary. Since childhood Smyth
ha s passed most of his time in hospital s. To occupy his
time Smyth took up sewing and crochet ing, and he is now
an expert 1Yith the need le. He is always good-natured .
BUJ LDS GARAGE OF L ICENSE TAGS.
One of the oddest garages in the country is being
plann ed by a Connectieut garage own er. He has obtained
from the State Department RC\'Cral thousand old license
tags, fo r which the State could find no use, aml bas designed a garage which will be built entirely out of those
tags. Aside from the adYPrti~ing rn lue of the odd-looking
bniicling, H!l' 01rncr expects it to gire just as goocl senice
as an:· oi the ' ·sheet iron'' garages erected in the colmtry .

FHAXQE SEEKS NIOKEL DISKS .
'rlie French Government, it was lcarne'tl recentlv, has

askefl the Unitec1 States Governrne11t if it .can mf1.nuf~cture
for . it each week nbont 2,000,000 nickel disks about the
size of a fi \'e-r:cut piece. The Director of the Mint has
asked A. M:. J oyce . Superintendent of the Mint in Philadclphin, whether it was mechanically possible to fill such
an orclrr, and lie replied tk1t it ii:!. It is understood here
the inquiry wns m~dc thr01JO'h the Tatiana[ 'ity Bank,
New York.
As in the cao:e of all foTeign orders, the matter will be
referrccl to the Rfote Department. The qn estion of neu trality iP invol\'ed in the p~·esent conternplatccl order.
Wbil~ offlr::inls at the Mint believe the French Government
wants th blork~ for money, the <1enori1inations to be
stamped abrr;a<1. on i.l!c metal, it has heen reported that the
disks rnn,v be utilized in the manufacture of nnrnitions.
Snpt. ,foycc ~aitl the cost. of the <lisks ·would be around
thrce-qnaiter of fl r-e~1t each . 'l'hi s price, he added, would
give the Go ,·crnnwnt a slim profit .

lj;.:;o COO ST OCK l N POO KE'l'.
With stock in hi , pockets worth at par $50,000, a man
who ga rn hi s name as Charles W. Galvin was arrested wl1ile
trying to dispose of a diamond in BaHimorn. IIe says he
is a slock urokcr with otlkes at Ro. 32 Broac1wa_y. Xcw
York .
Ile aclrnitled he mis arre8tcd in Philacl~lphia on Xov. 19.
Then he had about !j;:j{),000 1rorth of diamonds and was .
try~ng to .di~posc of them. The cliamonds arc held in
Pluladelp!na •lll<l .] ;c is out on lrn.J.
When he was. pwkccl ~p he had, uesides the stock, about
$1,000 worth of drnrnonds. . Ile declared that ~oth the cliamon~s and tl ie stock were h!s property, and said that when
the time came he wo uld go to PlJJladclphia and prove own-

ernh i p of tl1e gems held there. His home, he said, is at
Ko. 208 West Forty-third street, New York.
Tlie stock was of the Laport Lumber and ).[ining Company and had been countersigned by R. B . Smith, of Xo .
30 Broad str<>ct, ~ e\v York. Ile ays he purchased some
of the <liamonds from II. Greenberg, Xo . ±3 Jolin trcct,
:Xcw York, and that he was once amateur welterweight
champion pngili. t of ::VIis ouri .
ALEXAXDER PITCHES LOW-HUX AYEh.\GE .
In terc,·t.ing figures for the baseball fan are to be found
in tLe miscellan eous statistics cornpilecl by John A. Heydler, ~ecretarv of the >rational League. In the records of
pi tr her~, the names cf all U1o~c who .played in more thu n
fifteen games being incl u<lecl, Grayer C'leYelaml Alexander
stancls to fhe front. The figures are ba~cd 011 the aYerage
number of run~ earned in n nine-inning game, and 1.22
is crcditec1 to the Phillie·' ~tar mournlsman. Ile took p:irt
in ~g gnme•, :JG of 1Yhich \re-re complete, a]J(1 pitched, in
all. 376 innings, more thaJJ any other man in cbe league;
1,4·35 batsmen faced him, and 253 hits were made off his
cleli\'ery. U c allowe<1 64- bases on hal ls, hit 10 men, and is
crecl!tccl with only 2 wild pitche~. Tiis opponent:; scorccl
8() rum, 51 of which were earnetl. ln compuhng this recorcl, all rum .-cored ~:ne charged again:;t tl1 e piichc•r ex1.:ept
tho e resu lti ng from fielding errors nn<I pa.:se<l balls. Xo
runs arc· ehnrgcd that scored after chance8 hnd becu ofiei'etl
fielclrrs to rcti re the side .
ToMy . of Cincim:ati, r:rnk.:; second to . lexamlcr, tlie
averag-e m1mber af nms i::e;ore<l off his delivery bPing J .57,
thi~ lw'ng- <lcri\'f··cl from a rtecml of ;30 games. 18 of which
wr.re r-omph~te . ;'\(':d to 'l'mw:v comes ,\ I }!arnanx, of
Pittsburgh. who if: e;;·ccl i tc(I with 2.03. Pfeffer, o.f Brocklyn, ranks four1h witl1 2.(HJ, nrnl Hughes, of Boston, fiffh
with 2. 1·~. K a11tlcnner, of Pil b:>b~irgh , iF , ixth with 2.2G.
Following hi:rn appears the name of' J e ff T(;srea11, of the
Giant;;, \\'110 iR crccHed with 2.29 . JI umphrit·s, of Cincinuati.with ~.30; Ragan. of Breok.ly11 and Bo.,ton, with z.:33,
and Dell, of Rrookl~·n, with 2.3"~, round out the first ten.
Christy ~Iatl1ewson, of the Giant:', ranks forty-se1·enth in
the li~t with :L:>S. The Giants' pitcher:; in the list are
named in the f ollowing 01·(le r: 'l'csrl'all, FeYenth; Perritt
um1 Stroud, 1.wcnty-si:dh anc1 t11'cnty-Here11th; Benton,
thirty-'>cYcnth; Schauer, forty-sixth; Ritter, fifty-third,
and Sc!nipp, fifty-fifth.
Tile ~ ational L eague pitc:li<'l't> alloweu 33 ± lr~s hnscs on
ball s in 191.3 tlian in lfli ,1, anu made i:.eYenh-1.11rce more
~trike-outs. The Bo~Lo11 c·:ub drew the greatc~t number of
D:iS<'S on lialls, fi-t9. and }'hila clclphia is second with 460.
St. Louis is third 11' ith ..J.!i7, ancl Pittsburgh fourth with
419. ('hic·ngo, Cincinnati and Brooklyn follow in the order
nnmed, anrl Xcw Ycrk brings up in last place, ha,·iiw
gained only 315 . 'l'he Cincinnati (cam has the low strike~
out record, with ,rn6. Brooklyn is ~ccond with 512; Xew
York, third, with 5+7, and Philaclcl phia, fourth, with GOO .
Boston, Chicago, St. Louis and Pitt sburgh follow in tbat
order, the last-namcc1 team having a record of 656.

TAKE NOTICE!
Itch Powder, Bombs and Oachoo
cannot be sent by mail. Only orders
for these goods amounting to one dollar will be accepted, as delivery will
have to be made by express.
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The greates t sensation, just
A moat wond~r
tul ..rreot ol a ~maahfnc,
breaklnf,
falling pane or
glass.
t w\11 ~\ectrlfy everyb«1dy. When ir•u come home,
slam the dooi< -.ltut and ·.,,
U>!> same ttmo throl" th•
dl•c1 to tho lleor.. Every P!lne ot &'lass In tb11,
house wl\1 at •11ce ••em to \l&\'e Ileen shat~'t:1~ pf~~.;'.· by mall, Jl04tPa,ld, 8.llc., & " ' '
WOLF1'' NOV1!1LT1r CO .. 211 "\\'. 26~h ilt., N, Y.

one year.
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MARBLE VASE.
A olevar ,J>.nd puzzling effect,
eaoy to do; the apparatus ca[l
be minutely examined. Et'!ec\:
A marble can be made to paa•
from the hapd Into the closed
vase, wP.ich a. moment be t or~

beautltql ena.m:r:; :~~n~4 ~~~ay;.as~~t•
a
Price. 20c.
Il. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
.lllY8TERIQU!S

pLA~l.'E ~J.F".rll;R.

Made Qt fine rubber,
with bulti on one end
a11d lnftator at other.
Place H µnqer a table

oover,

under

plate

or

glass, and bulb Is pressed
underneath, object rises
mysteriously;
40
lq~
Jong. Price, :t5c. , postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 'V· 26th St., N. Y.

THE PHANTOlll FINGEB.
As these fingers are cast tn
moulds In which a person's fingers have been encased, they are
a lltelll!;e model of the same. The
ftnger can be made to pass
through a person's hat or coa~
'lflthout Injury to the hat or ga.r,
ment. It appears to be your own
tlnger. A perfect Ill uslon. price,
15c.; 2 tor 25c., postpaid .
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

t;'f~c9 tfeea~::~ n;_~;

GOOD LUCK

~J!f llJOVa&.
H la made ot cast metal and
has the exact col or, shape and
size ol a llve mouse. Pinned on
ypur or· •<lmel'10dy !'l•e••, cloth!'•·
Vflll have !l •!g,r.tllni: effect uppn
t"e spectator,. 'flje screarnlng
f~n ha<! by tljl' little tioveltll. e~J:Iec\,llY In, t)I,_
ppesence pf 1111\Ies; ts rpore ttio.11 Cll,n be lm-11,glned. lt a cii.t hii.p11e11• to be tl\e••r there''
~o other lu n to be compared with ft.
Price, lOc. each 'by m&ll, po1tp&ld; 3 tor !lie.
1'' RANK S~U'rH, 383 Lenox Ave., N . Y.

Tf(J!l J.IT'l'Ll.fl G:f:l\f

BAN~.

QrnL'l!~ll ti>I "'' 'l'l!!U ft,!!, q'etul. Made ot highly nlckele4

brass. It hold• ju1t One Dollar. When filled It opena ltaelt.
Remains lockec\ until
r•tllle4. Cal'\ lie u~e!l as a.
w11tohoharm, ~Ql\•f ~etund
•<!. It I\<lt 1atl1fie4. Price,
loo. by ma\!.

JI.

~.

J,ANG 1 181,5 Centre Si., B'kl:n>, N. Y.

SURPRISJ!l MOVING-PICTURE MACHINE.
It constat1 of a small nickeled
metal tube, 4~ Inches long, with

'f~lll'°fl;!»'lll.

:acene.
i:~~Y •;:,1~~·';ir1 ":;~ ;.~Y ~t'h'::
Hand It to a. friend who
1

Th~ tr,.nmi,ltt'r In
tJ1js
te(eµh1>n11.
ta
made borrj the beot
Imported parchment:
wit h
ordlJ'&f.f
upe
w 11 last a 1,Qpg Uine;
can be mtde ln any
length
by
adding
COfd; *h• OD\)! real
tel11>hoqe
to F
the
money; each one put up 1n a neat box: fully
ll111trated, with full direction• how to UH
tllem. P~lc~. ll!!',, postpaid·
WOLFF NOV~T'f CO. ~· W· "th St., N: Y.

8

wlll' be delighted with the firat
lllcture, tell him to turn the
1crew on the side ot the ln1tru•
ment. to change the vlews, when
a ~tream ot water squirts In hl1
face, much to hts surprise. Th&
Instrument can be refilled with
..,.ater In a.n Instant, and one
filll~g wl!l 1umce for tour or
tlve· victim•.
Price, SOo•. e•Qll 1'¥ mall, po,tpal<l; ' tor U ,~1
H. F. LjlNG, 1815 011ntre St., B'klyn. ~. r~

v ·ou
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lQKEB.

Tool To11r Frlenaii.

a Joke whll'h make8
everybody
Ia u g h•
More fun than any
other n1>•~ty that
II•• been ,how.n In yea.rs. Place It on a deak,
tn.ble cloth, ot any piece of fu;niture. u mown
In the a.bOve cut, near 1o'm e valuable ~apera.
or on tlne wear~'Jg apparel. Watch the re•
•ultl Qb, Geel Pxloe, llio. "6ch, po1tplt.!~·
WQJ..¥'"'' NOVELTY CO., ~9 W. 26th St., N. Y.

GLASS PEN.-Patent glaos pen, with nice
dlp, writes Uke any ordinary pen; each put
up In wooden box.
Prfpe, lOo., :pootpa.ld.
,WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., }If, Y.
1
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The WHOLE THING tor only ten cenU.

ROB~RTS .t

oving Picture Stories "

AWeekly Magazine devoted to Photoolays and Players

::

Ab~olutaly

the finest little publlcatlon OQ tba n•wa·$tands

.,- PRICE 6 CENTS ·A COPY ,_
ISSUE;Q EVERY FRIDAY
BEAUTIFUL COl.-ORED COVER DESIGNS
New portraits Qf actors and actresses e"ery

we~k

•
~;ta

THlffTY·TWQ l'~CHS
Fl"fi; HAl,.F,.TQNE F~ONTl8PliaCES
copy of this

.

wee~ly m~gazlne

and see wt1~t n I~

EVERY "UMBER COfl!'TAINS

Six Gripping Stories, based on the late!lt and best fl.lms, each prot'l,laely lllustrl!-tlN with ftne halt-tones ot sceJU!ll ~ the
plays.
Photographs a11d :Biographies of the most celebratell l'llotopll!.y actol'I! a,nq actre~e11.
Special Articles relating to i\{oving Pictures, written by the greatest authoi·itlllS \II tlw tu~ business.
News Notes from the studios about the !lolngs or everybody of prominence connected with the Photoplays.
Scenario Hi11ts and the names or all tl\e companies who may '>uy the plays. :you write.
Poems, Jingles, Jests and every brlght fllatm:e calculated to intei:est bvth youn~ irnd QJd.
GET A COP"( NOW from Y.QUr J)ewsdealer, Ol' seqll u~~ eentlil 1~ 1DOney or. postage stamps, and Wlt wlll ~ail
you the latest number issued,.

"IVIOVINC PICTURE STORIES," Inc ..
168 West 2Zd Street

New York

FRANK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, J88 WE.sf.23D STREET, NEW

No. 893.

NEW YORK, . J.ANU~RY 14, 1916.
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Price 5 Cents.

: Wm[fill ~[~~ooIDllF ~ ~ '¥'~~~~~ ij
o~ .
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T~OUBLE DNTHE
B~ -tfAL )TANDl5H-.

THE

AND orHCR STORIES

-

~LATEST

ISSUES--

673 Young Wild West and the Cattle Thieves ; or, Breaking up a

" Bad Gang. "
847 Young Wild West' s Pluck: or, Bound t o Beat the "Bad" Men. 67 4
648 Young Wild West' s Beet Shot ; or, T he Rescue of Arletta.
675 You ng Wild West 's Masro t ; or, The Dog That Wanted a Master.

849 Young Wil d West a t De vil Cr eek : or, He lpi ng to Boom a New
T own.
9110 Young Wild West's S u rpri se; or, The Ind ian Ch ief 's Legacy.
6111 Young W!ld West Missing; or, Saved By an l nd ian Pri n cess
952 Young W ild W est an d th~ Detective: or, T he Red Riders or t ne
Range.
653 Young W ild West at t h e Stake; or, The J ealou sy of Arietta
654 Young W ild West's Nerve ; or , '. rbe Nine Go lden Bu ll et s.
655 You ng W ild West a n d t b e Tenderfoot; or, A New Yorker In the
West.
656 You ng Wild West's Triumph; or, Winn ing Against Great Odds
657 You ng Wi ld West's Strategy: or, 'l'h e Comanche Chief' s !, a st
Rai d.
658 Young Wi ld West"s Grit: 0 1·, The Ghost of Guantlet Gu lch.
659 Young Wild West's Big Da y: or, The Double Wedding at Weston .
660 Young Wild West' s Great Sch e me: or, T he Building of a Rai lroad .
6 61 YoSto~e:~?.e:a'~~~- and th e Train Robbers : or. Th e Hunt f o r th •
662 Young Wild West on His Me ttle: or, !~our Ag ainst Twenty .
663 Young Wil d West's Ran ch ; or, Th e Ren egades of Riley 's l{un.
664 You ng Wild West on th e Trail ; or, Outw lttl::ig th e Redskins.
665 Young Wild West' s Bargain; or, A Red Ma n With a White Heart
666 You ng Wild West's Vacation: or, A Live ly Time at Roarln~Ranch
667 Young Wild West on His Muscle: or, Fighting With 1 ' atu r e'•
Weapons.
668 Young Wild West's Mistake : or. Losing
Hundred Thousan d
669 Young Wild West in Deadwood; or, Thea T
error of Taper Top.
670 You ng W ild West's Close Call ; or, Th e R aiders of Raw h ide Ridge
1171 Yoi1if Ni. W ild West Trapped: or, The Net That Woul d Not Ho ld
H72 Young Wild W est' s Ele ction ; or, A Mayor at T we nty.

Young Wild West's Chall enge ; or, A Combination H a rd to Beat.
676 You
ng Wild West and the Ranch Qu een ; or. Rou n ding up th e
Cattl e Ropers.
677 You ng Wild Wes t· s P on y Expr ess; or, Getting t he .Ma il Through
on 'l'i me.
678 Young
Wild Wes t on the Big Div ide; or. The Ra id of the
Renegades.
679 You ng W il d West' s Milli on In Go ld ; or, The Boss Boy of Boulder .
680 You ng W ild West Running t h e Gauntlet ; or , T he Pawnee Chief' s
L ast Shot.
681 Young Wild West and the Cowboys: or, A H ot Time on th e
P rai r ie.
682 You ng Wil d West's l'tough Ri ders: or, T h e Rosebud of th e
Rockies.
683 Yo ung Wi ld West' s Dash for Li fe; or, A R ide Tha t Sa ved a T own.
684 Young Wild W est's Big Pan Out : or, T h e Battle for a Sliver
Mine.
685 Yo~r"1{h:i~1o,!~~t and the Ch a r med Arrow ; or, The White Lil y
686 Young Wild West's Great Round Up; or, Co r raling t h e Ran ch
Raiders.
687 Young Wild " 'est's Rifle Rangers; or, Trailing a Bandi t Kin g
()88 Young W ild West a n d t h e Russian Duke ; or, A Lively Time o::i
Mountain and P lain.
ng Wild West on the Rio Gran de; or, T r apping the Mexican
689 You
Coiner s.
Young
W il d West and Sitti ng Bull ·, or, Saving a Troop of Cavalr y.
690
691 Young Wil d " ' est a n d th e 1'exas T r a iler s; or, Ropl"ng in the llorse
692 Yo~~~ev~~it d West 's Whirlwind Riders ; or, Ch asing the Borde1·
Thugs.
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No. 1 .
NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND
DltEA1\1 BOO.K .-Con t a ln lng the great oracl e
o! human d eatJ ny; also the true m ean ing o!
&!moot a n y kind or d r eams. t ogether with
ch a.rm e, ceremontee, an d cu ri ou s games o f
cards.
N o . 2. HOW TO DO TRICJ{S.- The gre&t
book ot mact c an d c a.E"d tri cks, co n taining tun
i nstruction on a ll the le a din g c ard tr icks o f
th e day, a lso th e most popula.r mal'lcal tl lua ic. na as performe d by our leadin g m ag ic ia ns;
every boy should obta in a co py ot thi s boo k .
· No. S.
HOW TO FLIRT.- The arts and
wlJe s ot ntrtation are tully explained b y this
IJttle boo k .
Besides t h e various methods ot
handkerc h ief, ran, glove, para1ol, wind o w and
hat flirtation , It contains a ! u ll list or tho
language and se nt iment of fl owers.
No. 4.
H OW T O DAN CE Is the title o r
t his little book. It contains full Instru c ti o n s
In the art o r dan c lnr;, etiquette In the ballr oom an d at part ies, how to dress, and full
dire c tions tor calling- oft Jn all p o pular squ a re
d ances.
N o . 5. H O W T O lllAKE LO V E.-A co mp lete guide to love, cou r tship and marriage,
giv in g aenelb l e adv i ce, r ules and e ti qu e tte t o
be ob!erved, with ma n y curi ous and Intere stln C' thi ngs not g e nerally known .
No. 6 . H O W TO B ECO ME AN A T H LETE.
-Giv i n g full In s truction for the uae ot dumbb ells, Ind ian clubs, parallel bars, horizontal
bars a nd v a.rtous other methods ot d e vel o pi n g
& c ood , he &lt hy muscle; containing o v er sixt y
ll luatr&tlona.
No. 7. HOW T O K EEP BIBDS.- H'andao mely Uluatrated an d containing full tns truct1 o n 1 to r th e m &n a gement and tralnln r; ot the
canary, mock in S'bird, bobolin k , blac kbird, p aro oqu et parrot etc
No.' 9. HOW To B E COME A VENTRIL OQ U IST.- B y H&rr y Kennedy.
Eve ry lmcllic ent b oy r ea.d i n r; t h is b ook ot instructi ons can
m&at e r the a rt, an d c r eate a n y am ount or ru n
! o r hi m self a nd frten d8. It ts the gr eat e st
b ook e v e r published.
N o . 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art o r s el!d e!enoe m a.d e eaey.
Cont a ining ove r th irty
Il lustra tio n • of gu ard s , b lo ws , a.nd t he d i ffe ren t po•ltlons o! a a-ood bo xer.
Every boy
a hould o b t ain. o n e of these useful and ins t ructl v e b ook•, a.a It w ill tea.ch you h ow t o bo x
w tt h out &n lna tructor.
N o . IL HOW T O W R I TE L O VE-LETTEUS.
- A m o•t c omp lete Jtttl e book, co n t al nln1r f ull
41rect1 o na for w ritin g- love-letters, a. n d wh e n
t o u 1e t hem, s-tvlnc speci m e n let ten to r

E TIQ UETTE.-It is a great life s ecr e t , a nd
on e t h at every you n g man d es ires t o kn ow all
about
There' s happ i ness In It.
N o. U . HOW TO MAKE CANDY.- A comp le te hand-boo k !or mak in g all kin d s G!
candy, Jee-cream, 1yru p a, essen c es, e t c. , etc.
N o. 18. HOW TO BEC OillE B E A UTIF UL.
- One of the brightest and most valu ab l e
Jlttle book s e v er g iv e n to the world. Eve E"ybody wishes to know how to become beaut!Cul, both male an d f emale.
The secre t ta
simple, and almoa t costless.
No. 20 . H OW T O E NTER T AIN .oL-.. EVENING PARTY.-A complete compe n dium of
games, sports, card di versi o ns, c omtc rec ltatlons , etc., suitable t or par lo r or drawi n groom ente r tainme nt.
It contains more to r
the money than any book publlsh e d .
No 21. HOW T O H UNT AN D F I SH.- Tho
m ost c omplete hunting and fishing guide ever
published. It contain s lu l l i n s truc ti ons ab out
guns, hunting d o gs, traps , trapping and fl. s hing, together with descr ip ti o n of gam e and
fl.sh .
No. 22. H OW T O DO SECO N D SI GH T .Heller's s e cond sight explained by h is forme r
as s lf1tant, Fred Hunt, Jr. E x plaining how the
s ec ret dial o gues were carE"ied on b e tween the
magician and the boy on the stage; also gtv Ing all the codes and al g nals.
N o . 23. H O W T O· EXPL AIN DRE AllIS.This little book gives t he explanation to all
kinds of dre am!, togeth e r with lucky and
unlu c ky da y s.
N o. 24. H OW T O WRITE L ETTER S TO
GENTLEJ\I:EN. -Contalning full d i r ec tions fo r
writing to gentle men on all subjects.
No. 25 . H OW TO B ECOME A GYMNAST.Co ntaining full Instru c tions !or all kind s o f
gymnastic s ports a nd athletic exercises. Embrac ing thirty-live illustrations. By Professor
W . 111ac donald.
No. 26. HO W T O ROW , SAIL AND B UILD
A BOAT.- F u ll y Illustrated. Full Ins truct ion•
a re g ive n In this IJttle book, t o gethe r with in str u c tl o ns on s wimming and riding, compan ion
spo r ts to b oatin g.
No. 27. HOlV TO REC I TE A.;"'ID BOO}{ OF
R ECITATIONS.-Conta lntnc the m ost popu la !
1e lecttons In use, co n1prf slng Dutc h dialec t,
Fre n c h dia l ec t, Y ank ee and Irish dial e c t
pi e ces , t oge th e r with man y standard read!n cs.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FOR TUNES.E ve r yone Is d esi r ou s of knowing what b is
ru t u re lif e w ill b r in~ fort h , wh e th er hap p ines s
or m isery, wealt h or p ove rty. You can tell
~! ~o~~~~~=d~ t this litt le book. B u y one and

TO WR I TE LETTERS TO
LA.DIES.-Glvlng complete Instruc tion s for'
writing le tt ers to la die1 o n all 1u bjects ; also
let ter• of Introdu c tion , no tes an d r equesta.
No. 1 3. IIOW TO DO IT ; OR, BOOK OF

N o . 29. H OW TO B E COlllE
INVENTOR .
-Every b oy shoul d know h ow Inventi ons orig'tn a.ted.
T hi s book e x p lains th e m al1 , givin g
exam p les In electri c ity , h yd r a uli cs . magnetIsm . optics , pneum a t ics , me c h&nl cs, e tc.
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No, SO . HOW TO COOK. -One or the moo t
instruc tive b ook s on cooki n g ever J'Ubl11hed
It co n tains r eel pea fo r cooking me a t•, tbh ,
g am e, an d oysters ; a lso pies, puddingo, cake•
and all kin da o! pas try, and a g rand collect1on ot recipes.
No. 31. HOW TO B E COJ\CE A Sl'EAIER.
- Containi ng four t een il lu s t rations, gl v inl' the
dl trere nt posi tions r e qut.lte to bec ome a l'•Od
s peak e r, r eader a nd e locuUontst.
A lso cen·
ta ln in g gems from all the p o pular a uthor• ot
prose and poetry.
Ne. 32. HOW TO RIDE A. BICYCLE.C ontai ni n g instructions to r .be gin ners , c h liJ ice
ot a ma chi ne, h ints o n tralnlnl', e tc. A com·
ple te b ook . Full ot J> ra.c tl c a l lllu• t rattena.
No. 35. HOW TO l'LAY GAllf.ll:l!.-.A c&m·
p lete a nd useful lJttle boo k , centa.fnin g the
r ules and re~u latlon 1 ot b illlardo, b ag&telle,
backga m m o n , croquet, d om inoe s, etc.
No. 36. HOlV TO SOLVE CONUNDitUMS
-Contain in g all th e le ading conundrum• 0 f
the d a y , amu s i n g ridd les, c urlou1 catc hes and
w itty s ayings.
No. 88. HOW TO B E COlllE YOUit OWN
DOCTOR.-A wonde rfu l b oo k , conta.tntn• use·
ful a nd prac ti c a l ln f o rmatt o n In the treatment
of o r dinary dise as es a nd ai lments common to
ever y fam il y. A b oun d tnc in use f ul and etrectl ve r ecipes for g ene ra l co mp la. lnts.
N o . 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTitY
PIGEONS AND RABBITl!.- A u sefu l a nd In~
st E"uctlve book.
Hand s ome ly tlluatrated.
N o . 40 . HOW TO lllAK.E AND SET TltA.PS
-Inc ludi ng hi nts on h ow to catch mot e s'
w easels, o t ter, rat s, squirrel• and bi r ds. Als,;
how to c ure s ki ns. Copioual y Jlluatra.ted.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YOB)[ Jl:1''D
MEN'S JOKE BOOK..-Contalntnc a creat va r lety of t h e lat e s t jokes u sed by the most
famou s e nd m en.
No amateur mlnatrela le
compl e te w i th ou t this wonderful little beok
No. U.
THE BOYS OF NEW YOitK
STUlllP SPEA.KER.-Contalnlnc a vo.rie<l as s ortm e nt o f stump 8pee chea, NeC't'O, Dutch a.nd
lE"ls b . A ls o end men's jokes. Juat the thins
! or hom e a mu se m ent and amat&u r sh o wi.
No. 43. HOlV TO BECO!lm A MAGICIAN.
--Con t aJnlng t he crandeet assort m ent o f mag·
lea. I i llus ion s eve r pla.ced before the pubUr....
A ls o trick s w it h ca rds. Incantati o ns, etc.
N o. U . HOW TO WlUTE IN AN ALB U~l.-A grand collection ot .Album Verses
• uitabl e for a n y time and occ uion ; emlt~a.c
Ina- L ines of L ove, Atrec tlon, Sentiment. Bu·
mo'f, R e1p ec t , a nd Condolen ce; ~:iil o Ve r s e a
Suitable for V al entines a n d WeddlnS's.

ST~EL40 Gu'H:: ~ ~~C~o~0f'~s~:

t h in e new an d very Ins t r u c tiv e.
E v ery boy
s hould obtain t h ts b ook , as It contains tun
Instru ctions tor o rga nizlnc an amateur minstre l troupe.
price, 10 cts. per copy, or 3 for 25 eta., in money or poatare itampa, bJ
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